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ABSTRACT 
This PhD seeks to employ visual arts as a means through which to investigate concepts 
relating to normative behaviour and idiosyncratic relationships with domestic space, craft 
and collecting. My research seeks to examine the complexities of such experiences by 
examining the work of selected theorists and artists, as well as through my creative practice, 
which posits a humorous response to what would generally be considered mundane 
constructions of domestic life-worlds. This doctorate is represented by a 50,000 word 
exegesis and eight artist books. 
My research paradigm draws upon theoretical frameworks provided by Pierre Bourdieu’s 
notion of Habitus, Michel de Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life, and Gaston Bachelard’s 
The Poetics of Space. These theorists offer various perspectives about how to understand 
and interpret the ‘lived experience’ of the personal domestic realm and the forms of cultural 
production that emanate from that environment. In addition, I believe that contemporary 
artists, Mike Kelley, Tracey Emin, Portia Munson, Song Dong, Annette Messager, Henry 
Darger, Richard Billingham, and David Shrigley lucidly illustrate artistic treatments of the 
domestic sphere as a site for creative practice. 
Methodologically, this practice-led research employs approaches developed in new-
ethnography that seeks to acknowledge the self-reflexive and self-examining nature of 
epistemology in relation to creative activity. This includes visual ethnography and auto-
ethnography, which are reflexive techniques that I employ to open up my own personal 
creative engagement with the domestic environment as a strategy to contravene ‘idealised’ 
domestic practices. The result of this dialogue is provided in the form of eight artist books 
that record my experiences as an artist/researcher creatively responding to my domestic 
environment. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Description of project 
My thesis consists of two parts: a written exegesis (50%), and a creative practice comprising 
eight artist books (50%). My theoretical research and creative practice is situated within the 
visual arts, but adopts theory and methodologies from cultural studies in order to explicate 
some of the complexities of everyday and individual experiences of domestic life-worlds. 
The practice-led research should be understood as a creative strategy that has sought to 
make sense of, and to illustrate the exploration of my domestic environment.   
1.2 Research questions 
The primary research question is: 
How can visual arts be used to uncover practices that contravene 
normative role models in the domestic sphere and why is exploring this 
through a visual arts practice of value? 
Through researching this compound question, secondary questions can be suggested: 
What normative domestic role models do individuals emulate to operate 
in their home environment? 
What are some of the differences between ‘ideal’ traditions and 
standards for domestic life and lived, messy and abject realities? 
What strategies do visual artists provide to communicate the complexity 
of experience in the domestic sphere and their rejection of this realm as 
being mundane? 
How can the complexity of one’s life-world be communicated in creative 
forms? 
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1.3 Development of the project 
1.3.1 Resolving creative practice: unwrapping the artist 
This thesis has been a process of letting go, of undoing, and unravelling the cultural, social 
and emotional messages and internal unspoken rules that have shaped me as an artist. In 
order to unravel, I have had to recognise where to pull the threads. The visual arts’ 
perspective has been an important aspect of my identity and is a fundamental part of how I 
make sense of the world. This part of who I am has also been very important to the people 
around me who have nurtured this attribute. As a child, I was praised for my creative 
outputs. Lauren, ‘the artist’, was the identity constantly reinforced through comments from 
family, friends and educators, and I was further encouraged by gifts of visual arts materials. I 
was influenced by the verbal and non-verbal messages I was receiving from others while the 
shape of who I was as an artist was emerging. It seemed only natural to choose a path in life 
that included a focus on art. 
Although developing an artistic voice and engaging with the world through visual arts felt 
natural, this urge to creativity was couple with an uncertainty.  I was deeply afraid of how 
art should be done and what would please those around me. The tension to distinguish 
between ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ creative practice had been an unsettling companion as I 
explored who I was as ‘the artist’. I constantly searched for ways of emulating and 
producing the ‘normative’ and ‘acceptable’ forms of creative expression that were socially 
valued. In essence, I struggled to determine what kind of practice and ‘making’ was okay 
versus not okay? Unsurprisingly, this desire to ‘please’ by conforming to ‘valued’ cultural 
and social practices extended to many areas of my life.  
In secondary school I attended a fine arts college that estranged the ‘wrong’ forms of 
making and thinking from arts practice. Making landscapes, life-drawings, still-life and 
demonstrating classic techniques was nurtured and rewarded – this was a sanctioned space 
of (supposed) normative cultural production. Everything outside this was not considered 
worthy of any attention and if indulged in, was not considered serious practice. While I was 
still deeply and creatively engaging with my environment, I had developed a very rigid 
definition of what my visual arts practice could be. I internalised very distinct yet unspoken 
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rules for making and doing (which were already coupled with the complex internal rules for 
living and operating that I was developing). My sense of artistic self was soon tightly bound 
and anything that challenged this made me uncomfortable. 
In order to undertake this project I have had to push my practice to uncomfortable points, 
and work with that discomfort. My process has been to document and investigate the rules 
that I imposed on myself, and uncover the rules that have been imposed on me by others. 
Undertaking this doctoral project has involved conceptually pulling at loose threads and 
slowly unravelling and challenging ‘the artist’ persona I had developed. I knew the more 
uncomfortable I felt, the closer I was getting to where I needed to be. In essence, 
developing my practice and shaping my research interests has involved a confrontation with 
the fear of doing art wrong, and rejecting this in favour of ‘diving in’ to see what emerges 
(Haseman, 2006, p.101).  
Many of these investigations took place within domestic space, as this was a place that 
sheltered my eccentric and diverse interests. This also proved to be an ideal environment to 
challenge and re-work my practice, as there were numerous opportunities to play, explore 
and challenge who I was and what I did. I found the most revealing (unravelling) iterations in 
forms of practice in which I just disrupted or ‘messed with’ a material or environment’s 
properties. My spontaneous experiments led to some interesting, beautiful and amusing 
work that gave me confidence to continue exploring the idiosyncratic and messy reality of 
my domestic life-world. Many of these early experiments have remained as key works in this 
doctorate (Stitch and Decay; The Curtain; My Favourite Thing in the Drawer). These playful 
interactions helped refine my research interests and encouraged me to continue with the 
experimental and playful side of my arts practice.  
1.3.2 Reshaping and remaking the artist 
The most powerful turning point in my research progress was the strengthening connection 
between practice and research. After unravelling the artist, I could rebuild my artistic 
identity to include multiple facets of my creative practice that I would have previously 
considered to be ‘outside’ of the PhD. These were the series of strange, quirky, idiosyncratic 
and playful visual arts pieces that engaged with domestic space. I came to realise my own 
struggle to perform and behave in certain ways, and the tension this produced, was 
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embedded in a broader discourse about normative, or ‘idealised’ behaviours. Normative 
practices are socially and culturally moderated rules for behaviour individuals draw upon to 
enact their daily lives, whether performed in public or practiced in private. In time, this 
enabled me to recognise that my creative investigations were ways of ‘challenging’ and 
making sense of normative practices.  
As I investigated domestic space as a site for visual arts practice, I identified broad themes 
and research interests: objects, possessions, collections, the representation of life-worlds, 
gendered behaviour, craft culture, play and identity. It was within these themes that the 
quest for operating in and around the ‘normative’ surfaced. Collections and possessions 
were examined to understand hoarding and consumer culture. Life-worlds, play and 
behaviour related to the strange and idiosyncratic ways in which individuals operated in the 
home. Investigating gender assisted me in making sense of the ‘feminine practices’ deeply 
associated with women in the home environment. Craft culture was also a subset of this as 
it is considered to be a gendered form of creative expression that is bound by distinct rules 
pertaining to ‘okay’ and ‘not okay’ forms of production. This extended to considering 
idealised feminine domestic practices and those that seek to attain the state of domestic 
goddess. Researching hegemonic role models for women in domestic space (such as Martha 
Stewart) raised deeper questions about gender and feminism, and I considered whether or 
not my project should be more explicitly feminist in its focus. After carefully considering this 
issue I realised that my research and visual arts practice, although at times involving notions 
of femininity, was in fact primarily engaged with questions about normative behaviours in 
domestic space as an auto-ethnographic experience. Subsequently, I focused on providing 
an implicit rather than explicit feminist critique of the home environment. Indeed, I believe 
that the process of rebuilding my sense of artistic self has been directly concerned with 
normalising the marginal and idiosyncratic as valuable creative expression within the terms 
of the ethnographic.   
In order to reach a deeper understanding of how I initiated practice, and what this process 
means as an artist-researcher, I became interested in the way in which sociology, 
anthropology, ethnography, architecture, history and cultural studies engaged with the 
domestic sphere. This led me to incorporate methodological techniques used in a variety of 
disciplines. I sought to go beyond familiar territory and reshape my sense of self as an artist 
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through alternate approaches to thinking and working. I was drawn to autobiography and 
ethnographic techniques as they provided a framework in which to unpack the cultural and 
sociological dimensions of how I worked. Moreover, several key readings in these fields 
provided the framework through which to build a better understanding of self and practice. 
Of note was Edward Seidensticker’s (1999) article Autobiography, which references the 
Japanese writing style Zuihitsu (‘wandering brush’)1. Zuihitsu refers to a genre of literature 
where the writer connects loose ideas, scraps of diary entries and unplanned writing to 
complete a narrative2. This had parallels with my practice, especially when trying to follow 
the brush per se, as I worked. Framing my visual arts practice in a Zuihitsu style instilled 
confidence in piecing together my quirky artistic explorations.  
In addition to this, Melissa Gregg’s (2004) A Mundane Voice prompted me to further explore 
the banal, mundane, and trivial iterations of practice and writing. This reading introduced 
me to studies of everyday life, as well as highlighting the importance of ‘anecdotes’ to 
contextualise wider ideas. My own anecdotes included quirky experiments with media and 
visual arts practice that I recognised was the best method through which to articulate the 
‘everyday’ through art. The seemingly banal or the trivial elements of everyday life 
(especially in the domestic realm) became a rich source for investigation in a range of 
disciplines.  
I particularly wanted to understand what social, cultural and environmental factors had 
influenced me to so rigidly define my artistic and domestic identity. To find a place in which 
to explore social rules, I investigated the work of three social theorists and philosophers, 
Gaston Bachelard, Michel de Certeau and Pierre Bourdieu, because each offered thoughtful 
and original social perspectives. Furthermore these theorists proposed different forms of 
spatial theory through which the everyday and domestic space can be approached. While 
social theories gave me a framework to investigate cultural conditions, I still had questions 
                                                          
1 Seidensticker’s article details the difficult task he undertook when writing his autobiography, especially 
during the process of reviewing over 50 years of his own diary entries. The author comments that the 
seemingly banal and mundane tasks of daily living took up much of these pages, and it is these moments which 
make a life. 
2 Zuihitsu translates to ‘wandering brush’ rather than ‘wandering pen’ due to the traditional use of brushes for 
writing Japanese characters. This style of the ‘art of writing’ translates beautifully to an artistic process of 
‘following the brush’. The first Zuihitsu was The Pillow Book, a personal diary from a woman (commoner) in 
Japan written in the 11th century. It is particularly unusual to have a text about an ordinary citizen from this 
time. 
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about what ‘rules’ related to craft and art that included cat hair, rotting fruit, poorly 
executed stitching on curtains, and quirky collectables. This led me to investigate craft 
culture, hoarding, and how our sense of self is tied to domestic space and objects. These 
investigations further helped me redefine who I was as an artist. 
During the research project I was collecting and cataloguing amusing and odd artistic 
experiments, cultural artefacts, ideas and works from visual artists. Their playful 
interactions, and the quirky humour in their work demonstrated how the domestic realm 
and those activities generally considered as mundane could be a fruitful source for creative 
work. Consequently, these artists and their works formed the basis for my contextual review 
(artistic audit) and gave me strategies for articulating the everyday and making sense of new 
rules that could be instituted to assist in the creative engagement with domestic experience.  
After exploring a rich and diverse practice in which I engaged with my domestic life-world, I 
chose to curate the documentation of these encounters within artist books. This format was 
already associated with notions of collection, storytelling and narrative. The books are 
meant to be tactile and are designed to provide curious interactions for the viewer. The 
narratives they contain, while quite personal, speak volumes about the idiosyncratic 
experience of operating within the home environment. Undertaking this PhD project has 
been an enormous task, but one that has provided an environment for discovery that has 
assisted in developing my abilities and identity as a researcher and artist. I have gained 
tremendous insight into new disciplinary knowledge and its relationship to visual arts, as 
well as a deeper understanding of the ‘place’ in which my practice is situated.  
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1.4 Thesis Outline 
Chapter one provides an outline of the thesis and research question and explains the 
formation and development of the project. 
Chapter two provides an overview of my methodological approach that uses auto-
ethnography and visual documentation to explore the construction of life-worlds within 
domestic space. I describe how I have undertaken practice-led research by drawing upon an 
iterative and cyclic web as a model for self-reflexive practice. Auto-ethnography as a ‘new’ 
ethnographic methodology is presented as a useful method for artist researchers exploring 
mundane life-worlds. The application of auto-ethnography in the form of artist books is 
discussed as a method for cataloguing and combining humorous play with the mundane 
qualities of everyday life. This chapter concludes with an overview of how contemporary 
artists serve as an artistic audit to contextualise my practice. 
Chapter three introduces theories and ideas around the practice of daily life and outlines 
how individuals respond to specific conditions set by cultural and social circumstances. 
Three theorists are used to illustrate these ideas: Michel de Certeau, Pierre Bourdieu and 
Gaston Bachelard. A summary of their key notions will focus on how they understood the 
individual’s interaction with intimate environments, and the relationship of these 
encounters with broader society and culture. 
Chapter four provides analysis of an individual’s political and symbolic dimensions and the 
cultural currency of domestic objects and inhabited spaces. It provides insight into how the 
deeply personal and meaningful experiences of home can be articulated. This is supported 
by discussion of contemporary domesticity and consumer culture that focuses on the 
suburban habitat, collecting and hoarding. Domestic space is discussed as a field in which 
individuals operate and includes the powerful impact of gender on domestic life. Craft 
culture is also introduced as an authentic form of cultural production that can be a 
precursor for subversive and abject craft practices. The last section considers the power of 
possession and the symbolism attached to objects, traces, and experience. 
Chapter five presents the first of four chapters that constitute my artistic audit. It provides 
details about two artists who informed my ethnographic approach to working: Richard 
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Billingham and Henry Darger whose art practices are models for ways of working and 
understanding how one’s life world can be rendered. 
Chapter six details my investigation into framing femininity and gender. I first discuss the 
artwork of Portia Munson and Tracey Emin to illustrate the impact of gender on identity and 
the performance of femininity. I also describe and outline the development of three of my 
artist books: Stitch and Decay, The Curtain and Crafting with Cat Hair. 
Chapter seven explores how I investigated playful and humourous behaviour in my practice 
by considering David Shrigley and Annette Messager’s art practices as illustrative of how 
artists can address the strangeness of the everyday in inventive ways. I then discuss three of 
my artist books: Cat Child, Domestic Quirk and Small Portraits. 
Chapter eight presents my investigation into collections and possessions and uses two 
artists, Song Dong and Mike Kelley, to discuss how objects are given and carry meaning. I 
also discuss two of my artist books, My Favourite Thing In the Drawer and Collections. 
Chapter nine concludes the thesis with a summary of my key findings and original 
contribution to knowledge, as well as suggesting directions for future research. 
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Chapter 2: Methodological Approaches 
This PhD was initiated by the desire to explore epistemological notions of ‘play’ and their 
relationship to visual artists practice. Over time, this research project has come to form a 
bridge between theoretical models of culture, visual artists’ presentation of cultural 
experience, and my own creative meaning making and playful interactions with domestic 
space. This chapter provides an overview of my methodological approach, in which I use 
auto-ethnography and visual documentation as a way to explore the construction of life-
worlds within domestic space.  
I will first outline how I have undertaken practice-led research by drawing upon the iterative 
cyclic web as a model for self-reflexive practice (section 2.1). In the following section (2.2), I 
present auto-ethnography as a ‘new’ ethnographic methodology and as a useful method for 
artist researchers who wish to acknowledge the “socially situated nature of knowledge and 
hence the importance of specifying the knower” (Davies, 1999, p.178). The reasoning 
behind drawing upon ethnography was to utilise a creative method from outside visual arts 
that challenges the familiar and specific methods practitioners use to undertake research 
through practice (Gray, 1996). The application of auto-ethnography in the creative works 
that are represented in eight artist books will be proposed as a method for cataloguing 
humour and play most fitting the mundane qualities or ‘thisness’ of everyday life (section 
2.3). Finally, I outline how I have undertaking my contextual review (section 2.4) as an 
artistic audit of key artists and their work. 
2.1 Practice-led research 
In recent years, there has been considerable debate about the methodological use of 
practice-led research in creative disciplines in higher education. This debate has provided a 
range of extensions to the definition of research in this field, as well as a more refined 
framing and recontextualizing of practice-led research. There has also been an increasing 
interest and recognition of “alternate modes of enquiry” in creative-based research and 
openness to new ways of working through and presenting knowledge (Barrett & Bolt, 2009, 
p.4). I have derived particular benefit from this condition while undertaking my research 
project. This is because I have been able to monitor the engagement, development and 
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reception of this discussion and reflect upon its impact on the visual arts discipline and 
other fields of creative research.  
My interest in methodology involves finding a means by which to frame the experience of 
practice in conjunction with theory. Carole Gray’s (1996) definition of practice-led research 
is often widely cited, and is often used to establish the importance and significance of 
artistic practice as research. Gray (ibid, p.3) defines practice-led research as: 
[R]esearch which is initiated in practice, where questions, problems, 
challenges are identified and formed by the needs of practice and 
practitioners; and secondly, that the research strategy is carried out 
through practice, using predominantly methodologies and specific 
methods familiar to us as  practitioners in the visual arts. 
However, Gray’s description of “specific methods familiar to us as practitioners in the visual 
arts” does not encourage researchers to go beyond their own methods, nor does it provide 
a point of departure for artists to radically experiment with, or challenge, their artistic 
practice. Haseman (2006) provides an alternative understanding when he asserts, “practice-
led researchers construct experimental starting points from which practice follows … [and] 
tend to ‘dive in’, to commence practising to see what emerges” (pp.100-101). Additionally, 
Baraba Bolt (2004) describes the nature of this creative process in which “opportunities are 
seized in the heat of the moment … [and] decisions are made, not according to logical 
thought, but as a direct and felt response to handling elements” (p.8). This has been 
particularly useful when I have sought to frame the process of testing, working, 
experimenting and documenting artistic engagements with domestic space. Responses to 
site-specific conditions and materials have been central to my working process. Practice-led 
research means simultaneously trusting and gaining confidence when negotiating visual and 
cognitive phenomena. Haseman and Mafe (2009, p.214) suggest:  
Practice can be understood primarily as the knowledge, tacit or 
otherwise, of how something is done within the context of a professional 
and cultural framework, a contingent activity that makes or establishes 
meaning or significance, although not through application of thought 
alone. Practice needs to be understood in its wider sense as all the 
activity an artist/creative practitioner undertakes. Practitioners think, 
read and write as well as look, listen and make. 
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The recognition that creative practitioners are continually thinking, reading and writing as 
well as looking, listening and making, establishes a holistic view of the domain of research. 
This idea encapsulates my documentation-based practice, which generates a dialogue 
between the various theoretical paradigms I have examined/considered. I believe that 
practice extends beyond the physical making process and reflexive component of working 
with visual media, and must include the domain specific behaviours and experiences that 
inform the making process.  
2.1.1 Research and the Rhizome: Roots, rats, maps and the iterative cyclic web 
As I began collecting and gaining insights into my research I wanted to find a method that 
helped to communicate the assemblage or bricolage of the diverse research interests and 
ideas I had developed. This sentiment is described in Deleuze’s and Guattari’s (1987) 
articulation of the rhizome as a model that represents the connective possibilities and 
entanglements present in mapping and connecting ideas and knowledge. The rhizomatic 
nature of connection can be seen in the ginger root, which is biologically rhizomatic. 
Separated from its parent, the root will continue to grow and spread through space without 
reference to previous patterns. I believe my research has followed similar trajectories and 
also relates to Deleuze’s and Guattari’s playful analogy of rats’ rhizomatic burrows, which 
provide “functions of shelter, supply, movement, evasion, and breakout … [and] extension 
in all directions” (ibid, p.7). My collection of knowledge about visual arts practice and 
domestic space is analogous with the resourcefulness of the rats mapping their rhizomatic 
connective space, for I have been sourcing, making notes, selecting, nesting and collecting 
pieces of cultural phenomena.  
Arts education researchers within the field of ‘A/R/Tography’ are seeking to extend 
Deleuze’s and Guattari’s rhizome paradigm by forming a walking methodology that aims to 
mobilise and initiate research journeys (Irwin, 2013). The term walking refers to non-linear 
explorations between points of knowledge. Those engaged in such practices are described 
as interrogating and rupturing meaning, understanding and perception (in Cahnmann-Taylor 
and Siegesmund, 2008). This is a fitting analogy for arts practitioners who tread well-worn 
paths in practice as well as wandering through new conceptual terrains. This type of 
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experimentation in knowledge and practice is often cited as a key element in rhizomatic 
models of research. For example, Simon O’Sullivan (2006) has stated: 
A rhizome, as a map, is to do with experimentation. It does not trace 
something that came before (again no representation) rather it actively 
creates the terrain it maps – setting out the coordination points for 
worlds-in-progress, for subjectivities-to-come. (p. 35) 
In this sense, the researcher acts as a cartographer who seeks to transcribe their conceptual 
terrain. In my research process I used the artist book (discussed methodologically in section 
2.3; artistically in chapters six, seven and eight) as a mapping tool and a visual guidebook. 
My practice, in a sense, laid the foundation for my conceptual knowledge, which in turn 
informed and influenced how I made and approached my work. In time, I have come to 
realise that practice-led research is a truly illuminating process where concepts, ideas and 
theory are realised and revealed within the doing and making.  
Another way of describing and explaining practice-led methodologies is the iterative cyclic 
web model, which was proposed by Hazel Smith and Roger Dean in Practice-led Research, 
Research-led Practice in the Creative Arts (2009). They likened their model to a spider’s web 
with multiple pathways that were analogous to the navigation of research concepts. This 
has parallels with Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizomatic methodology, as the iterative cyclic 
web allows researchers to practice “selective pressure” when driving their research 
curiosities, (Smith & Dean, 2009, p.22). Smith and Dean elaborate: 
[E]ach stage of the large [research] cycle itself usually involves iterations 
(symbolised by the smaller cycles straddling the main circular cycle) and 
selections from these iterations. In the process of selection the 
researcher/practitioner decides which are the best or most useful 
realisations derived from the task, and discards or temporarily puts to 
one side the others. (ibid, p.22) 
The iterative cyclic web provides a framework in which multiple areas of practice can be 
drawn in, processed and excluded, and allows for flexibility in trying and testing. However, 
the iterative cyclic web is more systematic than the rhizome, and following this structure I 
often felt like I was ‘going around in circles’. This led me to rapidly discard and generate new 
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ideas in hope of finding my way out of research or practice problems. I was however 
particularly drawn to Smith and Dean’s definition of creative practice and research:  
[P]ractice as research can be best interpreted in terms of a broader view 
of creative practice which includes not only the artwork but also the 
surrounding theorisation and documentation. (ibid, p.5)  
This is, for me the crux of my research endeavours: to recognise the validity of the 
documentation process as fundamental to practice. This insight assisted in maturing my 
understanding of how my inscriptions, scribbles, collections and reflective works were 
fundamental parts of a larger research practice. Experimentations with media, and 
reflections on academic concepts and journal responses were ultimately connected to a 
bigger picture. This understanding ultimately led to the formation of artist books as the final 
product of my research practice, because this allowed me to include documentation of 
various domestic engagements and creative experiments.  
2.1.2 Reflexive Practice 
For researchers, the looping, connective and generative nature of the iterative web cycle 
allows for a ‘natural’ process of reflexivity to occur. Moving between idea generation, 
investigation, experimentation and documentation provides opportunity for reflection-in-
action as well as the ability to revisit and re-think prior investigations. This reflexive process 
of working, however, is not simply unstructured and instinct-based, because the ‘active’ 
process of reflection requires considerable analysis. The auto-ethnographic approach I 
deploy (discussed in section 2.2) is especially reliant on a reflexive method of inquiry as my 
subjectivity is central to the interpretative directions of cultural phenomena. This approach 
has provided a formalised acknowledgement and recognition of the “interaction of the 
researcher with the research material … [whereby] knowledge is negotiated – 
intersubjective, context bound and is a result of personal construction” (Gray & Malins, 
2004, p.21). Indeed, I believe it is paramount to implementing effective research practice 
that a practitioner learns to “habitualize self-reflexivity in our theoretical assumptions and 
investigative practices, especially if our goal is to widen the audience for these concerns in 
the future” (Gregg, 2004, p.365).  
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Determining how to structure and demonstrate the relationship between cultural/social 
theory (chapter three), quotidian material engagements (chapter four), the contextual 
review and discussion of my artist books (chapters five, six, seven, eight) in this thesis has 
demanded a significant investment in self-reflexive analysis. I have noticed that in the 
process of undertaking higher-degree research, I have perceived and experienced 
phenomena through a refined conceptual/critical lens, and have continually related content 
I come across back to my research interests. Given my experience, I can relate to Donald 
Schon’s discussion of active reflection; according to Schon (1983), through this process, the 
practitioner can “surface and criticise the tacit understandings that have grown up around 
the repetitive experiences of a specialised practice, and can make new sense of the 
situations of uncertainty or uniqueness which he [sic] may allow himself [sic] to experience” 
(p.61). I will now discuss my approach to making sense of these tacit understandings via 
auto-ethnography. 
2.2 ‘New’ Ethnography and Auto-ethnography 
2.2.1 Understanding  ‘new’ ethnography 
Traditional ethnography is a qualitative research method that is used to explore cultural 
artefacts and phenomena. This helps to develop an understanding of society and the 
conditions that provide a place for particular forms of cultural production. Associated with 
the wider field of anthropology, ethnography is employed by researchers as a method to 
document and catalogue cultural remnants as representative of their field. Contemporary 
forms of ethnography have come to include epistemological concerns and acknowledge that 
our ‘picture’ and understanding of the world is relative as depends on what we know and 
understand as the sum of our experiences, education and interpretation. Thus, an 
individual’s experience of the world is subject to cultural, social, historical, emotional, 
physical, biological and theological associations and interpretations. We are informed by our 
world, and in turn inform it in a constant moulding process in which there is no clear 
distinction between sculptor and clay.  
New ethnography, or auto-ethnography, acknowledges the unique properties of the 
researcher as an integral part of the research process. A key change in the field occurred 
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when it was acknowledged that classifying and recording cultural artefacts and phenomena 
could result in a process of ‘othering’. Questions arose as to the validity and “right of the 
researcher to represent other people”, as well as the recognition that “the sense we make 
of informants’ words and actions is an expression of our own consciousness” (Pink, 2007, 
p.22). Rapport and Overing (2000) share Pink’s assertions, emphasizing that auto-
ethnography attempts to “elucidate the unspoken analytical givens, concepts and 
techniques, history and proximate, socio-cultural and personal … [which the researcher] 
inevitably brings to the work of engaging with others” (p.19). The individual who undertakes 
the research is in a sense as much of an ‘other’ as the people they study, for they are 
phenomenologically limited in how they can perceive and interpret their own lived 
experience.  
2.2.2 Using auto-ethnography 
Individuals can be viewed as autonomous beings who operate according to social, cultural 
and personal rules and values, but they are also influenced by multiple elements of the 
culture/s in which they identify, belong and operate3. In Autoethnography as Method, 
Chang (2008) outlines an argument that explain the efficacy of auto-ethnography as a 
research method (p.13):  
(1) “Culture is a group-oriented concept” whereby the individual is linked and connected to 
others through shared understanding and meaning making activities.  
(2) The consumption and production of self-narrative “provides a window through which self 
and others can be examined and understood” 
(3) A thorough and rigorous understanding of cultural context and site-specific conditions is 
needed in addition to telling one’s story as a mode of cultural exchange. 
(4) Auto-ethnography is a translatable and useful tool for practitioners in a wide range of 
disciplines who seek to “gain a profound understanding of self and others.” 
Another key component of auto-ethnography is the exploration of personal narrative (of the 
researcher and the researched) as a lens for research inquiry. Personal narrative is not 
simply about autobiography or storytelling, as Peter McIlveen (2008, p.15) advises: 
                                                          
3 Further discussion on cultural perspectives and paradigms for considering culture will be outlined in chapter 
three including sociologists’ theories of self and society. 
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Auto-ethnography entails writing about oneself as a researcher-
practitioner, but is not the same as autobiography in the literary sense. It 
is not simply the telling of a life – not that doing such would be simple. It 
is a specific form of critical inquiry that is embedded in theory and 
practice. 
The narrative technique that I employ relies on visual documentation (see section 2.3.1) as a 
process of working and as a product of practice. In so doing, I have utilised what Davies 
(1999) terms as being entwined “in a dual participant-observer role” where the researcher 
and researched overlap, blur or are indistinguishable (p225).  New ethnography recognises 
the unique challenges that researchers face when trying to capture cultural beliefs and 
artefacts they are deeply immersed within. One of the key difficulties in working with 
cultural production is that “all human beings are thus natives in a particular cultural world of 
which they have experience but only tacit knowledge” (Rapport &Overing, 2000, p.25). I 
have found that combining my knowledge in visual arts with auto-ethnography enables me 
to interpret and communicate culturally specific knowledge and practices beyond tacit 
knowledge, and to communicate idiosyncratic elements of personal practice. Pink (2007) 
provides a useful explanation as to why auto-ethnography allows researchers to form a 
richer understanding of self and others:  
By focusing on how ethnographic knowledge about how individuals 
experience reality is produced, through the intersubjectivity between 
researchers and their research contexts, we may arrive at a closer 
understanding of the worlds that other people live in. (p.23) 
In my case, knowing how my reality and domestic life-world can be recorded, interpreted 
and presented through visual arts facilitates a deeper understanding of what the everyday 
entails. The encounters with my domestic space in the form of artist books are explained in 
the following section. 
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2.3 Visual Anecdotes: “Thisness” and how the world can be 
said to be working 
My foray into cultural studies began when I stumbled upon A Mundane Voice by Melissa 
Gregg (2004). This text drew attention to the nature and centrality of incidental qualities 
and anecdotes in daily life. She also posited an important question about the supposedly 
mundane experience of the domestic by simply asking: ‘aren’t we all here?’ This question 
has been paramount in my research directions as we live a vast component of our lives in 
the ‘in-between’ phases of daily existence. These in-between moments, usually considered 
to be banal or insignificant actually represent the complexities of individual experience. 
Gregg’s work draws heavily on Morris’ (1988) critical essay Banality in cultural studies, which 
provided me with a key term in which to ground my visual arts practice as ‘anecdotes’ of the 
cultural artefact. For Morris, anecdotes are “not expressions of personal experience but 
allegorical expositions of a model of the way the world can be said to be working” (Morris, 
1998, p.120). Furthermore, anecdotes provide insight into conditions, “local intensities” or 
the “this-ness” that comprise our life-worlds (Gregg, 2004, p.368).  
Reading about thisness motivated me to investigate and theorise this style or method of 
arts practice in my doctoral practice. One can interpret the mundane with a kind of dry 
humour that I wish to highlight, as it helps to defuse the serious pretensions that often 
accompany the analysis of cultural phenomena. Using this approach, I was able to illustrate 
the construction of my unique and specific life-world in the domestic environment. The 
term thisness has its conceptual roots in the Latin word haecceity (haecceitas), which 
describes the essence, quiddity or whatness of something4. Each of these terms captures a 
subtle nuance that defines the qualities that comprise or dictate what something actually is. 
Visual signifiers/means can also be used to illustrate the aspect of thisness, and I have used 
these in my research project. By using visual documentation in the form of multiple artist 
books I have developed a method for mapping thisness and presenting, cataloguing and 
representing the physicality of objects as anecdotal artefacts. Through this method, it is 
possible to represent the complexity of individual experience, and highlight the playful 
humour of the mundane through exploring visual anecdotes.  
                                                          
4 Philosopher Martin Heidegger uses a similar term Dasein, a German term acknowledging the idea of ‘being 
present’ or ‘there’ and the relationship between the inner-self and the outside world. 
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2.3.1 The role of photography 
Visual research methods can assume many formats, but I have focused on photography as 
my primary tool of observation and translation. Photographs are often used as an 
accompaniment to traditional anthropology, ethnography and sociology research. As Pink 
(2007) asserts in Doing Visual Ethnography: “visual research methods are not purely visual. 
Rather, they pay particular attention to visual aspects of culture [as] neither a purely visual 
ethnography nor an exclusively visual approach to culture can exist” (p.21). Using 
photography has assisted me in opening up a dialogue with the quotidian as an 
accompaniment to the exegesis as well as ‘artworks’ in their compilation as artist books.  
Using photography to represent my environment and explorations of practice has been a 
‘natural’ and intuitive process in representing my life-world. Two methods were used to 
capture images. I used a digital camera for the stylised images so as to be able to control 
camera settings to suit conditions. My mobile phone camera was used to capture ‘in the 
moment’ snapshots and scenes within daily life that caught my attention. Irrespective of 
what camera I used, I photographed my environment using an ‘artist’s gaze’, searching for 
an appropriate aesthetic to compose the subject. Digital photography lends itself well to this 
practice, allowing for multiple takes and manipulation of light, colour and tone during post-
production. However beyond the artist’s gaze is a deeper relationship between myself and 
the objects and scenes I chose to capture and represent. Even the photographs I took that 
are out of focus or poorly composed say something: I was there and I wanted this to be 
captured. 
Further to this, I wish to reflect on the potential for photography to be a powerful form of 
communication in art practice, in that the photographer has “power to document one’s 
condition, to create alternative representations, to make arguments, and demands, and to 
produce rather than simply consume images” (Battani, 2005 p.160). This is especially 
relevant within contemporary culture where the camera phone has become an important 
part of telling ‘everyday’ stories and as a device to connect and share cultural artefacts with 
others. Through undertaking this research project I have endeavoured to recognise this 
power and utilize my domestic environment as a space to explore thisness and what is the 
wider social and cultural context that surrounds my everyday experience.  
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2.3.2 Books as storytelling devices 
In this project I have developed eight artist books in order to communicate my artistic 
encounters with my domestic space. Even though my books depict physical ‘things’ such as 
domestic objects, scenes, situations and artistic encounters with other mediums, the books 
are “publications that have been conceived as artworks in their own right” (Printer Matter, 
2014). Their presentation, structure and story as a bound object is the work. I wanted my 
work to be presented as books because this format is strongly associated with narrative and 
storytelling. I view all of my works as small narratives from my domestic space which also 
reference larger shared cultural narratives. In this format, the works are clearly singular 
pieces, but work together other as a set. Moreover, these small books are portable and are 
designed to be taken into the viewer’s domestic environment where they can be studied 
and considered at the viewer’s discretion.  
What is particularly useful about working within in a small book format is that they enable a 
productive storytelling method for exploring my domestic environment. I found that by 
selecting and arranging images for the books, I was able to gain a more nuanced 
understanding of my own domestic encounters. In a sense, to explain my life-world to an 
audience I had first to explain it to myself, a revealing process which encouraged “moments 
of inner dialogue” (Pink & Hogan, 2012, p.230). This involved a careful process of 
storyboarding and testing which photographs paired well together on pages and in what 
order they should appear within the book. Being immersed in the capturing and 
documenting of the mundane elements of my life-world was therefore the first step in 
‘making sense’ of the complexity of the mundane. Estelle Barrett (2011) explains the 
process I undertook: 
Everyday encounters are littered with fleeting perceptions that are not 
captured in thought, but remain preconscious. Storytelling, is a type of 
utterance that affects both thought and perception, involves free 
association that can retrieve what has been lost to memory. In this 
process thought and perception become amalgamated in the artist’s 
images, allowing memory to be put into words, bringing about the 
displacement of prohibition and possible renewal of psychic space. 
(p.137) 
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My artist books seek to collect and intensify my perceptions of home through presenting 
the small insights and fragments as a whole. These books are akin to subversive Little 
Golden Books, full of strange and unexpected imagery5. While the books may only depict 
segments of my larger life-world, these glimpses become catalysts for the viewer to reflect 
on the curious idiosyncrasies in their own domestic space. 
2.3.3 An overview of the artist books 
While there is no particular order to the artworks and how they should be read/viewed, 
they are to some extent introduced in this section in order of their development or 
emergence within practice6. The books are discussed in detail in chapters six, seven and 
eight. 
My research project has sought to explore notions of domestic practices, behaviour, public 
and private actions and unpacking my own set of internal rules that have been constructed 
in order for me to operate within my domestic space. These ‘internal rules’ are an 
amalgamation of the normative practices which are specific to my social and cultural 
circumstances and the particular experiences unique to my own life. I have used this 
experience to unpack ideologies in what I do and socially constructed views of space, action, 
privacy and gendered identity through my visual arts practice. Earlier in chapter one, I 
described the discomfort I felt when engaging in certain forms of visual art practice, the 
height of which was found in early practice explorations, Stitch and Decay (6.3.1) and The 
Curtain (6.3.2). These material investigations were the foundations of my breaking away 
from a ‘controlled’ and static understanding of my practice. They were both ‘messy’ 
investigations that allowed me to confront ideas I held about gender and behaviour. 
Discomfort and uncertainty diminished and I became comfortable with my quirky practice, 
which led to a more intuitive and confident way of working. The quirky, humorous and 
subversive side to making and doing became the forefront of how I saw myself as an artist. 
With this refined understanding of what I wanted to know about domestic space, I explored 
                                                          
5 Originating in the 1940s, Little Golden Books were small colourfully illustrated children’s books easily 
recognised by the rigid golden spine to bind the book. Their pictures and stories contained classic imagery and 
short narratives (with an associated moral teaching).  
6 I have not included dates for making each work as the majority of the practice has been developed 
concurrently, revisited and reworked over the course of this doctoral project from 2009-2014. 
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my relationship with the things I keep in the privacy of drawers through My Favourite Thing 
in the Drawer (8.3.1). Through this work, I looked at these ‘hidden’ objects in my home with 
new eyes, initiating favouritism as well as considering the associated memories and 
emotional value each object held. At the same time I was documenting the various kinds of 
domestic collections I had in Collections (8.3.2). Again, the process of documenting and 
discovering the conventional and unconventional collections I had in my home environment 
assisted me in understanding the value individuals and society place on objects. 
As I continued to challenge my preconceptions of art, craft, women’s work and making, I 
embarked on a marginalised craft project to make jewellery from my cat’s hair in Crafting 
With Cat Hair (6.3.3). In the same way that socially and culturally I felt I wasn’t supposed to 
stitch on an apple, or stitch across a curtain, I wasn’t supposed to use cat hair as a workable 
material. Using my own cat’s fur gave my craft project an emotional depth and made the 
process of working and crafting the material especially meaningful. This work directly led to 
my desire to explore the fetishisation of pets in the contemporary pet/owner relationship in 
Cat Child (7.3.1). My own cat is considered a key part of my family unit, whose abjections 
and transgressions are overlooked like as a parent overlooks those of a child. 
After reading Bachelard’s poetic descriptions of the miniature as a catalyst for dreaming 
(see section 3.5.2), I experimented with the small objects in my home environment. Small 
Portraits (7.3.3) was a chance for me explore imagination and collections and play with 
composition. The images collected for Domestic Quirk (7.3.2) represent a selection of the 
strange, quirky and unusual elements of the everyday which I collected throughout the 
project. This book is designed to summarise the quirky and unusual idiosyncrasies I 
encounter in my home environment. 
2.4 Contextual Review: An artistic audit  
While the traditional thesis format includes a contextual review of key literature and wider 
theoretical concepts and work in the designated field of study, it is also important to 
undertake an artistic contextual review of creative practice. The artistic contextual review is 
spread over four chapters (five - eight) and discussed here as a subset of my methodology. I 
use the contextual review as a space for gaining familiarity with an artist’s work and its 
cultural context, as well as opening a space for situating and developing my own practice. 
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Undertaking this artist review process can be likened to an artistic audit. Haseman (2006) 
offers the concept of an artistic audit whereby practitioners must “reach beyond their own 
labours to connect with both earlier and contemporaneous productions which contribute to 
the overall context for their work” (p.8).  
Undertaking a contextual review in the form of an artistic audit allows for an appreciation 
of, and immersion in the wider cultural climate in which such artworks are conceived and 
presented. The artwork as an artefact is ‘without closure’, for it does not merely point to the 
exact conditions under which it was presented, but is also continually open to 
interpretation. Contextual placement and reading is immensely important as “any 
experience, action, artefact, image or idea is never definitively just one thing but may be 
redefined differently in different situations, by different individuals and in terms of different 
discourses” (Pink, 2007 p.22). I appreciate Graeme Sullivan’s (2006) sentiment that “messing 
around with thoughts has replaced messing around with media as a primary feature of 
artistic practice that shapes the creation of artefacts in their various forms”. It is an accurate 
reflection of how the contextual review has allowed my practice to develop. Through 
considering how other artists have dealt with and presented their own cultural artefacts and 
explorations, I can ‘mess around’ with similar thoughts through media in my own 
environment.  
I utilised the following methods to organise information for the contextual review and to 
make sense of my practice. These were adapted from strategies suggested in Gray and 
Malins’ (2004) Visualizing Research:  
 Visual Archive of Artist’s work  
I catalogued images, info-graphics, multi-media and photographs of artists’ works 
using the virtual pinboard program Pinterest, a photo-sharing website dedicated to 
collecting and categorising visual material. This ‘pinned’ material allowed me to 
browse, map and juxtapose the work I was cataloguing in a simple format, as well as 
locating similar material submitted by other users. I also pinned curious cultural 
phenomena I unearthed into visual collections.  
 Concept Maps 
I used concept mapping to structure the relationship between the artists and 
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artworks I was studying and their relationship to wider theory/ideas. This process 
assisted in mapping, tracing and aligning theoretical positions and ideas with 
practical examples. Through using this technique I identified major interests and 
themes and focused my investigation. These included: documenting life-worlds, 
gender, humour, behaviour, collections, possessions, things, crafting and making. 
 Database of resources 
A spreadsheet containing information on: key artists, resources, quotes, search 
terms, summary of artwork information, contexts for the production of work, direct 
quotes and initial discussion notes.  
 Reflective Journal 
This technique, along with concept mapping was used as a ‘reflecting-on’ and 
‘reflecting-for’ strategy. This allowed me to “deposit ideas and feelings” (Gray and 
Malins, 2004 p.58). Reflective journal entries assisted in elaborating on information I 
had read as well as connecting themes and ideas from other artist’s work to my own 
practice.  
Mapping, cataloguing and surveying how artists have been exploring key themes in identity 
development and domestic space allows for a deeper understanding of these themes within 
my own creative practice. The contextual review instituted a formalised process of making 
sense of some of the creative methods and intuitive behaviours I was deploying as a 
practitioner. I extensively collected and catalogued information about artists, including 
quotes, images, interviews and reviews in order to develop a ‘conceptual nest’ within which 
I could situate my own practice. The layers of meaning in the artists’ work provided a deep 
and rich form of articulation that informed my own creative endeavours. It was especially 
helpful to see and analyse other artists’ approach aspects of the everyday and domestic 
space.  
What I find comforting and empowering about working as a visual artist researcher is that 
artistic and creative practice is often able to express experiences that are not easily defined. 
As Hiller (1996) suggests, “practices claiming objectivity and detachment are less able to 
give clear indications of what they are doing than practices like art, that stress interiority 
and subjectivity” (p.36). Working as an artist researcher also allows a certain “luxury to 
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explore one’s own coming apart, to work with fragments” (Clifford 2000, p.55). These 
fragments are represented with the discussion of artists and my artist books within four 
chapters: chapter five (Approaching ethnography), discussing Richard Billingham and Henry 
Darger; chapter six (Framing femininity: gendered practice), discussing Tracey Emin and 
Portia Munson; chapter seven (Play, humour and behaviour), discussing David Shrigley and 
Annette Messager; and chapter seven (Collections and possessions), discussing Song Dong 
and Mike Kelley.  
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Chapter 3: Mapping the Mundane: Individual 
Experience in Everyday Life 
 
My initial desire to make sense of my behaviour, rules and identity led me to consider how 
cultural theorists and philosophers understand rules of operation. Specifically, I have 
investigated how individuals respond to the specific conditions set by cultural, social and 
situational circumstances. This chapter will discuss theories and ideas around the practice of 
daily life. Three key theorists will be used to illustrate these ideas: Michel de Certeau, Pierre 
Bourdieu and Gaston Bachelard. While many sociologists, cultural theorists and academics 
have explored identity, the choice to focus on three male French theorists was not a 
conscious decision. I chose these theorists because they offer contrasting perspectives 
about the individual’s construction and navigation of the ‘everyday’ in intimate spheres of 
life.  
De Certeau’s work is of interest to my research as I have sought to understand the power of 
resistance through the domestic ‘transgressions’ in my art practice.  Bourdieu’s work 
provided me with insight into the deeply held beliefs and practices which have an influence 
on an individual’s ‘normative’ practices. Lastly, Bachelard’s interest in the power of dreams 
to enhance our understanding of domestic space gave me a foundation to explore the 
transformative capacity own my own domestic environments in my visual arts practice. Each 
section of this chapter will discuss how these theorists understood an individual’s 
interaction with their own intimate environments in the context of their wider social and 
cultural conditions. 
Michel de Certeau’s philosophy of the everyday was outlined in his work The Practice of 
Everyday Life, which is discussed in section 3.1. Firstly, I will explore de Certeau’s focus on 
the relationship between individualistic sensibilities and cultural/social constructions. He 
asserted the importance of ‘singularity’ in understanding how and why individuals resist and 
modify imposed or restrictive cultural conditions. I will also propose a feminist reading of de 
Certeau to demonstrate how his work can be used as a ‘point of departure’ for personalising 
research into everyday practices and the implications for representing womens’ experience 
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of space. This will include an examination of idiosyncratic responses to mass culture and the 
‘personalisation’ and fetishisation of its objects (section 3.2).  
Building on this knowledge, I will then examine Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of Habitus as a 
model for understanding one’s subjective response to objective social conditions (section 
3.3), and to identify some foundational elements of identity construction. These insights will 
then be applied (section 3.4) to understanding how people shape and develop a sense of 
self. Finally, themes and ideas from Gaston Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space (section 3.5) 
will be used to demonstrate the crucial influence of environmental conditions on the 
development of individual preferences, perception, play and personal practices. This will 
provide a basis for showing how domestic space is a ‘fantastic’ environment that shelters a 
rich personal culture and provides a space for dreaming (section 3.6). 
3.1 Michel de Certeau: The Practice of Everyday Life 
Michel de Certeau’s L'invention du quotidian (English Translation: The Practice of Everyday 
Life) presents a philosophical understanding of the individual as an un-mappable element in 
the cultural landscape. It is important to consider the economic and social conditions that 
prompted this. France had been marked by radical social change; most prominently in May 
1968 when protests and a general strike brought the country to a standstill. This social 
revolution had a lasting impact on de Certeau and since then informed his analysis and 
contribution to cultural policy for the next 15 years of his professional career (Giard, 1997). 
De Certeau made it clear that individuals consumed and reappropriated cultural phenomena 
to a personalised level. For de Certeau, everyone possessed the ability to creatively 
manipulate and re-invent things, which was fundamental to the way people behaved.  
3.1.1 Resistance in movement: Walking in the City 
De Certeau proposes that people do not simply ‘make do’ with the cultural conditions they 
are given, but ‘make with’ a condition in order to appropriate and re-employ it. One of his 
key examples is his examination of the social ‘strategies’ imposed by the confines of a city-
grid in the chapter Walking in the City (from The Practice of Everyday Life). The practice of 
walking in the city allows one to navigate space by choosing unpredictable trajectories and 
routes, as well as sharing sidewalks, lanes, gutters and roadways, and switching between 
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these as one pleases. The winding ‘goat track’ paths that leave impressions on garden beds 
and nature strips demonstrate the individual’s ‘tactics’ to define alternative routes to 
predetermined footpaths provided for them. These tracks, often described as ‘desire lines’ 
within the urban environment, show the “foot-worn paths that sometimes appear in a 
landscape over time” and provide insight into the idiosyncratic nature of human movement 
(Mathes, 2004)7. 
When navigating a space an individual can use their body to refuse to comply with the 
limitations that a city grid imposes. For de Certeau (2011, p.97) pedestrians make up a 
swarming mass, which is “an innumerable collection of singularities”, and where their 
“intertwined paths give their shape to spaces”. He also proposed that the pedestrian’s act of 
weaving and moving can be compared to speech and language. The individual’s use of 
speech is an ‘acting out’ of language, and in a similar sense, “walking is a space of 
enunciation” whereby individuals ‘act out’ the space they inhabit via unique trajectories (de 
Certeau, 2011, p.98). Indeed, their gait might be understood as emulating accent and 
pronunciation. In other words, each navigating person, does so with a unique rhythmic 
process that reflects their personal expression.  
While some critics (Morris 2004) simplify de Certeau’s argument on everyday practices to 
binary distinctions between ‘resistance’ and ‘compliance’, this reduction of his argument 
does not acknowledge de Certeau’s quest to understand an individual’s motivations for 
action within imposed structures. In support of de Certeau’s preoccupation with the 
struggle of the individual Gabon (2008) explains that “silent, invisible, or subjugated lives, 
voices, practices, and forms of concrete and situated knowledge” should “be heard, felt, and 
genuinely understood without being reified, reduced, pacified or altered in order to fit some 
established interpretative theoretical mould” (p. 164). This is what lies at the heart of de 
Certeau’s intentions in The Practice of Everyday Life, for he endeavours to capture a ‘science 
of singularity’ that describes how to see the person as acting, behaving and living beyond 
the frame that is made for them. Introducing The Practice of Everyday Life, de Certeau 
(2011, ix) states: 
                                                          
7 Gaston Bachelard (section 2.3) was also interested in what he referred to as ‘desire paths’, whereby people 
deviated from the popular route or expected trajectory by ‘daydreaming’ through movement.  
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What I really wish to work out is a science of singularity; that is to say, a 
science of the relationship that links everyday pursuits to particular 
circumstances. And only in the local network of labor and recreation can 
one grasp how, within a grid of socio-economic constraints, these 
pursuits unfailingly establish relational tactics (a struggle for life), artistic 
creations (an aesthetic) and autonomous initiatives (an ethic). The 
characteristically subtle logic of these ‘ordinary’ activities comes to light 
only in the details. 
De Certeau’s main concern is that individuals cannot be reduced to a set of behavioural 
norms or generalised with sweeping theories about the nature of self. Even though we all 
experience the same space, our individual responses to space are informed by our unique 
thoughts, feelings, inclinations, desires and perceptions. I am interested in using de 
Certeau’s concept of singularity to understand how I experience and understand my 
domestic space. Instead of ‘walking in the city’ to understand the practices of culture, I seek 
to navigate domestic space to map moments and my individual presence within the home.   
3.1.2 Applying de Certeau to studies in Gender and Feminism 
While The Practice of Everyday Life seeks to explore the unique qualities in our behaviour, 
de Certeau’s description of life excludes the explicit mention of gender. A feminist 
interpretation of de Certeau’s investigation of urban space and city navigation in The 
Practice of Everyday Life helped me to broaden my understanding of individualistic 
responses to such phenomena. Natalie Collie (2013) argues that gender-based difference is 
often underdeveloped when assessing site-specific responses8. Her feminist analysis of 
Walking in the City raises questions about the nature of space as being ‘embodied’ with 
gender. She likens the strict grid and city structure to the ‘powerful’ masculine systems of 
control that are embedded within societal structures. Sociologist Beryl Langer (1998) draws 
attention to de Certeau’s all-encompassing usage of ‘man’ and ‘his’, or neutral terms such as 
‘user’ and ‘consumer’ to represent people. She believes this glosses over gendered 
“relations of domination and subordination within these categories” (p.123). Langer also 
contends that to remove gender specific practices and operations “ignores the differential 
                                                          
8 It is also evident that age, disability, race, religion and other factors have an impact on how one articulates 
the everyday. As Simon During (1993, p.25) has stated, the everyday “is produced and experienced at the 
intersection of many fields by embodied individuals”.  
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constraints imposed on users, and the ways in which dominant modes of representation 
and spatial organization assist in the continuing domination of some ‘users’ (women) by 
others (men)” (ibid, p.123).  
De Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life had limitations, but one of his research assistants, 
Luce Giard, has explained that this publication was a site of extension. It was intended to be 
an introduction to a personalised or tailored study of the quotidian, which could be 
extended into other realms of experience. Giard’s later publication, The Practice of Everyday 
Life Volume 2: Living and Cooking, was intended to deploy de Certeau’s approach from a 
feminist viewpoint. Giard gathered the writing and research of Michel de Certeau and Pierre 
Mayol to produce a new perspective around the theme of the everyday. In this volume, she 
concentrated on the anecdotal and observed practices of everyday life, using interviews 
(mostly with women) to illustrate her findings. 
A feminist reading of de Certeau allows for a more open inquiry that provides additional 
frameworks around which nuanced insights into everyday experience can be uncovered. 
This is also in keeping with de Certeau’s desire for his book, which was not meant to be a 
specific model for the uniqueness of a user’s experience of the everyday, but rather a 
principal for how it could operate. In support of this approach, Ben Highmore’s (2002) The 
Everyday Life Reader argues that we must see de Certeau’s work as “attempting to outline a 
grammar of everyday practices that will attempt to keep alive the specificity of operations 
while recognising formally similar modes of practice” (p.14). In essence, it isn’t about 
understanding the specific content of the everyday, but rather the form that it takes. While 
there may be normative models or practices which generally represent an individual’s 
domestic practices, the details and nuances are rich and varied. 
3.1.3 Storytelling and the everyday 
For de Certeau, narrative is a device that can both liberate and define the individual. People 
are social creatures and are practiced in using narratives to enliven what are otherwise dull 
and mundane aspects of everyday life. The act of storytelling provides structures that 
enable individuals to navigate and make sense of their encounters with everyday life. 
Furthermore, these stories help create cognitive links and translate ideas as well as 
reinforce and fortify concepts of selfhood. However, narrative and storytelling do more than 
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simply recounting experience. De Certeau (2011, p.186) describes the powerful influence of 
storytelling which is a constant presence our navigation of daily life: 
From morning to night, narrations constantly haunt streets and buildings. 
They articulate our existences by teaching us what they must be... as 
soon as he (sic) awakens, the listener walks all day long through the 
forest of narratives from journalism, advertising, and television, 
narratives that still find time, as he (sic) is getting ready for bed, to slip a 
few final messages under the portals of sleep.  
While these narrations arise in the barrage of advertising and multimedia, they are also 
present in the rich personal, cultural and social meanings given to objects and encounters in 
everyday life. Many individuals harness multimedia formats to share these quotidian 
narratives and the everyday banality of food, pets, clothing, commuting and scenery are 
captured and distributed via photo sharing applications. Social media and blogs give 
individuals a platform on which to indulge in daily narration, updating others on their 
random thoughts, utterances and musings with little to no effort9. We participate by sharing 
narratives, and making sense of our experience of the world based on how others perceive 
and experience the same phenomena for humans are social animals who need cues from 
others so that we may conform to a group ethic or mode of being. 
3.2 Understanding de Certeau: Individualised Responses to 
Mass Culture 
Having presented how de Certeau conceptualised the individual’s experience of the 
everyday, this section seeks to comment on the interrelationship between the individual’s 
domestic world and the larger realm of contemporary culture. Domestic spaces can be 
described as ‘sites of return’, for the domestic world is the sphere in which the most basic, 
essential and mundane of human tasks are repetitiously undertaken. The small rituals, 
internal thought patterns and inconsequential decisions that one makes in interacting with 
objects, and the meaningful decisions, ideas and constructions of self are practiced, 
observed and acted upon within our everyday private space, and have relevance for one’s 
                                                          
9 So much of my daily life is through this form of narration via social media, emails or text message 
communications. De Certeau’s ideas about storytelling and narrative as crucial to the everyday was 
fundamental to how I developed the artist book “Cat Child” (7.3.1). Many of these pictures were part of the 
social media stories I was telling about my life and ‘infantising’ the cat.  
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relationship with wider culture. As Miller (2001) asserts, “it is the material culture within our 
home that appears as both our appropriation of the larger world and often as the 
representation of that world within our private domain” (p.1). In essence, the selection of 
goods and objects in the home speaks volumes about the larger world and our relationship 
with it.   
This is a curious factor in the individualisation of domestic space, which is largely achieved 
through the choice of mass produced consumer goods. The space within the home 
environment has changed significantly in the last few decades as people have been 
encouraged to consume an ever increasing number of products. This consumption is 
facilitated by new forms of global communication, virtual networks, global commerce and 
business that have provided greater accessibility to new consumer goods10. However 
alongside this cycle of consumption, repurposing and reusing goods due to financial 
constraints, ecological concerns or access reasons has also grown in popularity. Thus to 
apply de Certeau’s concept of resistance in the everyday to our contemporary world is to 
see current ways in which people modify and subvert the products of popular culture. 
3.2.1 ‘Hacking’ consumer culture 
Rather than utilising goods as specified by a producer or manufacturer some people 
undertake what has been called “subversive customisation” of products (Campbell, 2005, 
p.31). An example of this can be seen in the repurposing of mass-produced self-assembly 
furniture items produced by Swedish retailer IKEA. The practice is documented in online 
communities such as IkeaHackers, which is dedicated to sharing information about such 
modifications and repurposing. IkeaHackers (http://www.ikeahackers.net/) is a social media 
site that allows individuals to share and trade information about the unique way they hack 
products. Contributors submit photographs taken before, during, and after products have 
been changed, along with descriptions of the process undertaken. Modified furniture items 
are affectionately known as ‘hacks’, an adaptation of the term originally referred to 
computer programmers who made innovative customisations, adaptations or new ways of 
working with or accessing existing codes or programs (often illegally). It seems only 
                                                          
10 Consider also the heightened ‘storytelling’ and ‘narrative’ forms provided through these channels of 
communication. 
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appropriate (especially for de Certeau) that the term ‘hacker’ is applied to those who 
deliberately disobey assembly instructions designed to produce a set ‘approved’ form of 
products.   
There are many reasons why people alter objects, and include unique space and financial 
constraints, or the desire to experiment and be creative. These modifications are also part 
of complex rituals performed by modern consumers who wish to personalise and ‘initiate’ 
objects into their personal domain. This is an interesting phenomenon and was examined in 
An Introduction to Theories of Popular Culture, by Dominic Strinati (2004). He acknowledges 
that “the more cultural products are actually standardised, the more they appear to be 
individualised” (p.56). This idiosyncratic customisation of objects also appears to be a part of 
a home-integration ritual that manages the transition of factory goods for domestic nesting. 
This process provides fascinating insights into the human need to translate an object from 
an experience setting of estrangement and price value to one in which their arrangement of 
objects provides them with a sense of achievement and power in their domestic realm 
(Miller in Campbell, 2005, p.26). In essence, the act of touching, crafting, working with and 
experiencing the repurposing of an object helps develop an emotional connection with 
one’s domestic space and forms part of the “possession ritual” (McCracken in Campbell, 
2005, p.29). 
There is a growing subculture dedicated to sharing and cataloguing the repurposing of 
common household goods and objects. Mirroring the tendencies of commodity hackers, 
ideas are shared online with websites documenting pictures, how-to guides and user-
submitted collections of everyday objects that have been transformed for other uses11. 
Figure 1 demonstrates a range of reapplied objects such as a sticky note used as a dust 
collector during renovations, a drinking straw as a strawberry de-stemmer and nail polish 
used to designate keys. The alternative use of these objects demonstrates creativity and 
ingenuity for those seeking to become resourceful masters of their individual domain.  
  
                                                          
11 Examples include: lifehack.org, lifehacker.com, reddit.com/r/lifehacks, fuckyeahlifehacks.tumblr.com 
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Figure 1: Three images of alternative uses for everyday objects, known as ‘life hacks’ 
3.2.2 Repurposing as a method of social resistance 
In history, deeply entrenched social narratives and meaning attached to objects shift 
through altered use. These new uses can have political dimensions. Objects individuals 
navigate can represent a “form of ‘micropolitics’ that resists the ‘macropolitics’ of political 
and cultural institutions” (Moran, 2012, p.213). For example, Kirkham and Attfield (1996, 
p.1) surmise that “[r]elationships of objects and gender are formed and take place in ways 
that are accepted as ‘normal’ as to become ‘invisible’”12. The process of re-fashioning a 
kitchen object such as a cheese grater into a lamp, or a salad bowl into a speaker (see figure 
2) has the potential to dissolve the gender association of these objects as ‘feminine tools’.  
 
 
http://ikeahackers.net/wp-
content/uploads/blogger/_XGRz6uWGK3I/TGXJ
oGcotlI/AAAAAAAAJdg/EyJaHutoJtQ/s1600/end
e%2Beiner%2Baera%2B057-768015.jpg  
 
 
 
http://technabob.com/blog/wp-
content/uploads/2008/11/ikea_salad_bo
wl_speakers_1.jpg  
Figure 2: An IKEA cheese grater (left) and salad bowl (right) are repurposed into a lamp and speaker 
The shift in distribution and consumption patterns of goods allows a process of cultural 
modification to shift our deepest cultural associations. Lynn Spigel (1995) offers the idea 
                                                          
12 This is an example of Pierre Bourdieu’s ‘symbolic violence’ which is explained in section 2.3.4 
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that “mass culture can sometimes offer people the possibility of salvation from the 
traditions that bind a culture to the most horrific aspects of its past” (p.719). Thus 
contemporary commodity culture does not necessarily represent an inauthentic version of 
culture in which more pre-industrial forms of cultural production and consumption are 
somehow more real. Repurposing objects, and undertaking customisation and possession 
rituals helps to give objects new social and cultural associations. 
3.3 Pierre Bourdieu: The construction of life-worlds, 
habitus and culture 
Sociologist Pierre Bourdieu’s highly influential and most significant contribution to cultural 
theory has been his examination of the interplay between ‘objective’ social structures and 
‘subjective’ individual responses, which were explained via concepts such as ‘capital’, ‘field’ 
and ‘habitus’. Traditionally, sociologists, anthropologists, ethnographers and linguists had 
been “split between objectivist and subjectivist explanations of human practice”, but 
Bourdieu developed a method that went beyond this split. Bourdieu’s theories sought to 
explain how people behave in social situations, and he developed a model for determining 
the character of cultural influence to answer questions such as: What influences human 
behaviour? How does the structure of society have an effect on the nature of human 
responses? 
3.3.1 Capital 
In Bourdieu’s paradigm there are four kinds of capital that people can possess: economic, 
cultural, social and symbolic. Economic capital describes the financial assets we can acquire, 
including objects of value and currency. Cultural capital refers to our experiences, 
connections and acquired knowledge (such as formal and informal education), which allows 
us to effectively operate and succeed in certain situations. Social capital includes 
relationships, personal and professional networks and group identities. Symbolic capital 
refers to prestige, honour and recognition that we receive and use to our advantage. The 
properties of capital can be acquired or used in three distinct ways. They can be embodied 
(through socialisation, impressed upon and influencing our behaviour); objectified (through 
the ownership of physical objects that hold wealth or represent wealth); and 
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institutionalised (credentials or qualifications which can be compared, judged and valued 
based on the properties and circumstances surrounding the acquisition of, and 
demonstration of associated skills). In essence, capital acts as the “social relation within a 
system of exchange” and are acquired and deployed by individuals (often referred to as 
“users” or “agents”) to successfully function in various social fields (Harker, Mahar & Wilkes, 
1990, p.1). 
3.3.2 Field 
Bourdieu’s concept of the field refers to the setting, environment or space in which users 
operate and utilise capital to gain preferred social positions. Fields can exist as solitary 
spheres of social play, or can be subject to hierarchical factors (with some fields exhibiting 
influence over others). For instance, in a secondary school environment, students operate 
within multiple classroom fields (based on subjects) and interpersonal social fields (within 
friendship groups and the wider social space, year level, whole school), as well other 
environment-specific fields. Teaching staff and administrators also operate within their own 
professional fields, with face-to-face teaching, staff rooms, meetings, curriculum planning 
and education politics that exist and are applied across multiple fields. These smaller fields 
exist as part of a larger educational field. Each field has its own unique rules of operation or 
“logic of practice”, known as doxa, which influences the users who operate within them 
(Grenfell, 2008, p.70). People’s behaviours, actions and reactions can in part be attributed 
to a combination of capital, field and doxa, and these are self-regulatory behaviours driven 
by an internal logic Bourdieu called habitus.  
3.3.3 Habitus 
Ostensibly, we live as autonomous beings, constantly making decisions and living our lives 
according to certain choices for action. However, other people, environments, cultures, 
ages, and religions influence these choices. Habitus refers to the internal rules, regulations, 
dispositions, and ‘embodied’ social logic that people develop that are based on culture, 
experience, social interaction and personal development. Bourdieu (1990) saw habitus as “a 
system of durable transposable dispositions, structured structures predisposed to function 
as structuring structures, that is, as principles which generate and organise practices and 
representations” (p.53). An individual’s habitus shares certain characteristics with other 
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users who operate within the same fields, but is a ‘subjective’ individualised (and 
internalised) response to the ‘objective’ world that one encounters.    
While habitus provides insight into the way in which individuals respond to cultural, social 
and environmental conditions, Bourdieu believed that individuals could make rational 
choices beyond their habitus. They did however draw upon their habitus to make decisions. 
He explained: 
[H]abitus must not be considered in isolation. Rather it must be used in 
relation to the notion of a field which contains a principle of dynamics by 
itself as well as in relation to habitus ... In such fields, and in the struggles 
which take place in them, every agent acts according to his position (that 
is, according to the capital that he or she possesses) and his habitus, 
related to personal history. His (sic) actions, words, feelings, deeds, 
works, and so on, stem from the confrontation between dispositions and 
positions, which are more often than not mutually adjusted, but may be 
at odds, discrepant, divergent, even in some sense contradictory. 
(Bourdieu, 2005 p.47) 
This explanation was useful for me to understand the complexity of influences that affect 
individuals as they go about their daily lives within their domestic spaces. My choices and 
actions within even the most familiar and mundane of environments is contrasted with my 
previous experiences, the actions of others and the wider cultural systems and social 
practices happening around me. Bourdieu’s ideas have particular relevance for discussing 
normative role models as he acknowledges the complexity of influences which impact on 
our most basic and banal domestic operations.  
However, habitus should not be considered as a permanent or overpowering force, but as a 
factor that provides insights into the nature of identity and psychology. The concept of 
habitus has been widely applied in cultural studies and beyond, and is explained by writer 
Paul Eakin (2008, p22): “we do not invent our identities... we draw on the resources of 
cultures we inhabit to shape them... as we go about the business of making ourselves, 
whether in our lives or in writing about them”. Essentially, there is a continuous sifting of 
phenomena based on internal and external factors with which we ‘make ourselves’. 
Furthermore, these cultural resources exist in fields of practice, which in turn specify how to 
successfully operate as an individual in those settings. However, despite conscious effort to 
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modify ourselves and enact change, habitus is in essence, an “embedding of social 
structures in our bodies”, and is not immediately counteracted through a heightened 
awareness that these structures exist (Bourdieu, 2001, p.40). 
3.3.4 Modes of domination and influence: Symbolic Violence 
Bourdieu was especially concerned with the nature and abuse of power and influence, and 
used the concept symbolic violence to describe the process in which people can be 
psychologically controlled through images, meaning, situations or objects. This can enforce 
inequality and accepted domination in which those who submit are not always aware of the 
injustice or discrimination that might be deeply ingrained in their habitus or field. For 
instance, within a secondary school environment it is an accepted practice that female 
students wear a dress or skirt as part of their uniform. This clothing choice influences the 
types of activities, movements and behaviour that can be practiced, and can be interpreted 
as an accepted form of domination imposed upon specific users. Perceived gender 
differences (such as levels of strength or intelligence belonging to a gender) are often cited 
as an example of symbolic violence (Lawler, 2011). Other examples include class relations 
(perceived worth of one class over another) and the acquisition of objects from consumer 
culture (lifestyle choices, goods or ‘taste’ in objects relating to one’s worth). Bourdieu (2001, 
p.1) describes his interest in this: 
I have always been astonished by what might be called the paradox of 
doxa – the fact that the order of the world as we find it, with its one-way 
streets and its no-entry signs, whether literal or figurative, its obligations 
and its penalties, is broadly respected; that there are not more 
transgressions and subversions, contraventions and ‘follies’... or, still 
more surprisingly, that the established order, with its relations and 
domination, its rights and prerogatives, privileges and injustices, 
ultimately perpetuates itself so easily, apart from a few historical 
accidents, and that the most intolerable conditions of existence can so 
often be perceived as acceptable or even natural. And I have also seen 
masculine domination, and the way it is imposed and suffered, as the 
prime example of this paradoxical submission, and effect of what I call 
symbolic violence, a gentle violence, imperceptible and invisible to its 
victims. 
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The term ‘symbolic violence’, (which is itself a confronting label) tries to capture the 
magnitude of influence and social conditioning that saturates the operational logic of 
individuals. Symbolic violence also includes the ‘suffering of the dominant’ (for instance, 
affluent white men), who are compelled or burdened to behave in socially expected ways. 
They are as much victims as accomplices of the cycle of symbolic domination of which they 
are a part/or in which they are implicated.  
2.3.5 Taste, class and cultural worth 
In his 1979 work Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, Bourdieu proposed 
that our social conditioning and upbringing largely influences our aesthetic choices in music, 
food, clothing, and the acquisition of types of capital. Experience and exposure to the 
preferences of others, especially the aesthetic tastes of family members in one’s immediate 
social field, plays an important role in conditioning and internalising taste preferences and 
cultural attitudes. In particular, the objects, clothing and food one consumes demonstrate a 
desire to belong to a social/class culture and to entrench that culture.  
Taste and aesthetic choice also have cultural power; for example, the distinction of goods as 
belonging to either high or low culture. Cultural elites can occupy a high cultural space 
where their aesthetic choices reflect a ‘worthwhile’ form of culture, and others’ taste is low, 
and is somehow less worthy or legitimate. These distinctions can also be used to vilify, 
segregate and marginalise individuals. Moreover, what is deemed to be a ‘worthwhile’ 
cultural object continually shifts and consumerism often drives the desire to keep up with 
supposedly culturally elite groups.13 
3.4 Understanding Bourdieu: How people shape and 
develop self 
Our lives are surrounded by governing rules and principles. Some of these are 
acknowledged or obvious (such as rules for operating motor vehicles or paying tax), and 
others are unwritten or socially implied (such as social etiquette, cultural practices). For the 
                                                          
13 Reflecting on Bourdieu’s concept of class, taste and cultural worth was useful in my process of ‘unravelling’ 
my artistic identity. These rigid categorisations or right and wrong, or worthy and unworthy were a result of 
social and cultural conditioning.  
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most part, operating within the boundaries of unwritten rules is learned through personal 
experience in social situations. Bourdieu’s (1990, p.65) theories investigated the question of 
how “behaviour can be regulated without being the product of obedience to rules”. This is 
an interesting question and leads to considerations about the factors that influence how we 
conduct ourselves. One might ask: what systems of influence shape and influence our 
decisions? And, in the home environment, what rules do we live by? 
What we choose to consume is based upon a complex system of decision making. We select 
things based on what is available, affordable, desired or needed. However, the objects we 
choose, places we visit and aesthetic decisions we make also speaks volumes about our 
habitus. In Bourdieu’s concept of habitus it is clear that the formation of self is constituted 
by a powerful interplay between social, environmental, cultural and psychological forces. It 
is as if we are vulnerable to invisible ropes that pull us back or keep us on a short leash, and 
prevent us from always realising the power of free will.  
The decisions and actions that constitute our individual habitus are largely the result of an 
unconscious practice. In contrast, De Certeau acknowledged that Bourdieu’s habitus 
demonstrates “how day to day practices do autonomously adapt themselves to social 
discipline inherent within spaces”, but he rejected the assumption that “such adaptations 
constitute only slight variations from the genres of action and response imposed by systems 
of power” (Kosnoski, 2010, p. 115). So while people will behave in ways that conform to 
environmental and social conditions, de Certeau did not believe they do so without 
conscious will or the desire to act in such ways. I am interested in the insight habitus offers 
about how and why people consume certain cultural goods. In order to understand 
Bourdieu’s quest to explain behavioural regulation, the nature of stereotypes and cultural 
stratification will be discussed. 
3.4.1 Stereotypes, symbolism and habitus 
Stereotypes reflect generalised beliefs about the characteristics of a particular group of 
people and are used to categorise, vilify or class members of society. Applying Bourdieu’s 
theories, stereotypes and cultural assumptions perform the role of symbolic violence in 
influencing the internal thought patterns and social values of people. Stereotypes assist in 
reinforcing characteristics and shaping individuals based on an assumption that if the 
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stereotype exists, then it must be true. Even if an individual who is situated in a group 
according to their gender, sexuality or ethnicity, does not possess a stereotypical trait, they 
are still culturally associated with that trait. For example, if in general women are thought of 
as weak and a woman demonstrates strength, then she may be overtly praised as being 
strong for a woman. If an individual exhibits a quality that is stereotypically outside of one 
perceived category and more aligned another, they may be placed under social and cultural 
pressure to abandon that trait. A strong woman may be labelled a tomboy, or be considered 
less feminine because strength is perceived as a masculine trait. This may influence her to 
exhibit weakness in order to comply with the social expectation of how a woman should be.  
While people may be aware that stereotypes are generalisations that don’t respect 
individual complexity, a stereotype’s very existence acknowledges that people often rely on 
simplifications to process and explain social situations and behaviour. An individual’s 
perception of their cultural and social worth is dependent on their internal ‘voice’. Thus 
behavioural self-regulation, performing and acting without clearly established rules, can in 
part be reinforced through stereotypes.  
The satirical blog Stuff White People Like by Christian Lander highlights how certain objects, 
practices or behaviours can become associated with specific cultural, social, gendered or 
ethnic groups. The blog provides commentary on generalisations about “left-leaning, city-
dwelling, white folk” and the ‘stuff’ they like. An excerpt from the blog post Picking Their 
Own Fruit (2010) is as follows: 
[W]hen white people think about growing their own food they are 
reminded of pastoral images of farming, working the land, and growing 
whole natural foods for their family. This most positive viewpoint comes 
from the fact that white people have mostly enjoyed supervisory roles in 
agricultural production over the years14... When white people harvest a 
crop it’s known as “berry picking” or “pick your own fruit.”  Under these 
conditions, white people are expected to work leisurely with no real 
expectations and then they pay for the privilege to do so (Lander, 2010). 
Lander’s satirical observations present ‘white’ culture as status-seeking and privileged, and 
he draws on the historical practice of slavery to justify this insight. In this example, the white 
                                                          
14 The underlined text links to a Wikipedia article on Slavery 
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person’s operational environments and the social rules they abide by allow them to 
undertake manual labour from a privileged position as a vicarious pastime. While the blog 
entry is designed to be tongue-in-cheek, hidden within the humour are references to a 
history of class divide and racial segregation. Humour is thus used as a method to approach 
a racial stereotype in a way that could be considered less threatening or confronting. Lander 
classes his blog entries as self-cultural observations rather than stereotypes, as he seeks to 
lampoon the “pretentiousness”, “ridiculousness” and “contradictions” present within 
contemporary culture (CNN, 2009).  
Like behaviours or activities, objects can be powerful cultural and social symbols that 
represent and reinforce stereotypical practices and behaviours. Objects can have a racial 
association, such as a calculator representing the academically inclined Asian student. There 
are also gendered connotations, like an apron representing women. Many of these object-
based stereotypes are perpetuated through entertainment or advertising. Catalogues label 
objects as ‘men’s’ or ‘women’s’ and manufacturers colour code these to stress the need for 
people to consume specific objects based on their gender. Despite this, people find ways to 
subvert these object-stereotypes by re-purposing or re-using objects (as described in section 
3.2.2). 
3.4.2 Cultural Taste and being Omnivorous  
There is growing body of research in sociology and cultural studies that is investigating the 
concept of the cultural omnivore. Drawn from sociologist Richard Petersons’ 1992 study into 
cultural stratification, the culturally omnivorous represent the diversity of interests and 
consumption habits in individuals regardless of their ‘class’ and the aesthetic choices that 
are associated with that class. Since Peterson’s initial observations over 20 years ago, there 
have been many changes in technology and communication, which has impacted global 
cultural consumption patterns. Further to this, Peterson’s concept of the cultural omnivore 
is compatible with Bourdieu’s discussion of class and taste. The concept of the cultural 
omnivore does not discredit Bourdieu’s discussion on class and taste in Distinction, for 
Bourdieu’s merely argued that one is more likely to have “similar behaviours and lifestyles 
among people with similar life experiences. Taste is thus cultivated through socialisation but 
is taken for granted as innate” (Kwon & Kwon, 2013, p.119). 
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The cultural omnivore’s taste preferences, while somewhat varied, have particular currency 
in global consumer culture. Even a few small details about individual consumption patterns 
can be correlated with consumer profiles about the kind of things people are more likely to 
consume. Moreover, the consumption behaviour detectable in credit card transactions, 
web-browser histories and items from grocery shopping collected by companies to produce 
intimate consumption ‘profiles’ based on personal attributes can provide insights about how 
tastes are constructed. While this information is commonly used for advertising, it also 
raises important sociological questions about how and why patterns exist within specific 
groups.  
Cultural omnivores may simply be the product of globalisation, as increased access to 
different cultural products enables new experiences and opportunities to consume beyond 
one’s immediate life-world. This view is promoted by Wright (2011) who stresses that 
consumption practices are affected by diverse methods of production, distribution and the 
circulation of goods. In effect, we are living in an age of ‘cultural abundance’. Elizabeth 
Wilson (2009, p.26) in The Bohemianization of Mass Culture elaborates: 
Mass culture is a wall-to-wall experience; we are drenched in the 
aesthetic on a daily basis. But the spectacle, sound and sensation does 
not confine itself to what we think of as the ‘popular’; it is not just about 
soap opera and the tabloid pursuit of soap opera stars ... There are 
reproductions of the Impressionists on millions of sitting-room walls, on 
calendars, birthday cards and biscuit tins. Every event has its soundtrack 
– Vivaldi in the health food store, Mozart in the bookshop...The vast 
cultural explosion includes the very cultural forms that are denounced as 
elitist.  
Many people with diverse interests may like similar things, but certain goods are more likely 
to be consumed by those who belong to particular social groups. Research in the United 
States by Sociologist Annette Lareau (2003) into social class found that internalised values 
and expectations instilled in childhood (developing habitus) was the most powerful indicator 
of future tastes and social outcomes. Lareau supports Bourdieu’s notions, stressing that 
“because social class is a significant force, existing social inequality gets reproduced over 
time, regardless of each new generation’s aspirations, talent, effort and imagination” 
(Hartnett, 2011, p.55). This social inequality is translated into the goods and services that 
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people consume, as what and how much they consumer is dependent on their economic 
circumstances and what is physically accessible. The consumption of certain goods, brands 
or objects also becomes normalised among social groups, and perpetuates certain 
consumption trends. 
3.5 Gaston Bachelard: Practicing the Poetics of Space at 
home 
Gaston Bachelard was concerned with examining epistemological perspectives in scientific 
progress and inquiry. He first proposed that scientists and thinkers could overcome 
obstacles epistemologiques (epistemological obstacles) or disruptions in thought processes 
to solve scientific problems. This led to an interest in philosophy and a preoccupation with 
knowledge systems and related human behaviour. Bachelard wrote The Poetics of Space as 
he wanted to engage with the question: How can we capture the enormity of the lived 
experience or the ‘subjective’ process that takes place within ‘objective’ space? Bachelard’s 
notions about domestic space are very important for my conceptual project, especially in 
relation to the manner in which one’s home can provide a primary habitat in which to 
capture the enormity of lived experience. 
Bachelard wrote The Poetics of Space as a manual for architects providing psychoanalytical,  
scientific and phenomenological perspectives on this field, He called architects the 
‘gatekeepers’ of geometric spaces that influence our daily experiences. He claimed that 
architecture has a unique position to influence the behaviour of individuals: it conditions 
and controls as much as it provides comfort and enhancement. Leslie Weisman (1992) 
described the same concept within Discrimination by Design: A Feminist Critique of the Man-
Made Environment. She stresses that the seemingly ‘neutral’ background of the built 
environment has been decided upon by those with the “power to build” and that “spatial 
arrangements of our buildings and communities reflect and reinforce the nature of gender” 
(p.2). Space has a profound impact on our engagement with the world in ways that both 
subtly and explicitly influence experience.  
Bachelard believed that the design of habitable spaces (places of education, employment, 
dwellings) should be based on the human experiences that will happen within them, rather 
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than just on the needs of form, function and utility. When designing of domestic spaces for 
sleep, sanitation and leisure it is important that their construction enhances the experience 
of comfort, satisfaction, relaxation and amusement. Individuals craft meaningful 
experiences within domestic space as they are influenced by the intimacy that space 
provides. Ultimately, Bachelard (1994, p.3) saw the house as a “privileged entity for a 
phenomenological study of the intimate values of inside space” both inside a house and 
inside one’s mind. This is especially the case when considering the cultural and social 
dimension of the house as a comforting ‘nest’ deeply tied to women. 
The construction of our world stems from a certain kind of knowledge, which has been 
described as the mediation between “the unconscious and the rational conscious, at the 
threshold of rational thought” (Bachelard, 1994, p.3). One’s experience of the world 
involves careful negotiations between the mechanisms of self (identity, memory and 
behaviour), cultural systems, processes and beliefs, and our negotiation of the physicality of 
space. Bachelard believed that domestic space is as much a psychological condition as it is a 
physical location, and provides a ‘protected’ environment for the unique behaviours and 
mannerisms that occur in private practice: “the house shelters day-dreaming, the house 
protects the dreamer, the house allows one to dream in peace” (Bachelard, 1994, p.324). 
There is a privilege in allowing knowledge and observation of the relaxed self that resides 
within a home dwelling. In the following sections I wish to highlight how Bachelard saw 
certain elements of the home (drawers, chests, wardrobes and miniatures) as encouraging 
this state of dreaming. 
3.5.1 Drawers, Chests, Wardrobes 
In domestic space individuals furnish rooms with cupboards, drawers, chests, cabinets and 
other ‘containers’ that house the paraphernalia of daily life. Bachelard (1994) saw these 
spaces as representing “images of intimacy”, and were akin to “hiding-places in which 
human beings, great dreamers of locks, keep or hide their secrets” (p.74). Bachelard 
describes drawers as a metaphor for the privacy of thought, and as a safe place for the 
secret dreams and places of the mind to wander, “veritable organs of the secret 
psychological life” (ibid, p.74). Drawers, by their very nature, attract the objects which we 
need to keep close but protected.  
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Domestic furniture items can also act as time capsules of our past, present and future 
selves. In childhood, cupboards provide spaces for imagined terrors and represent the fear 
of the unknown. Jewellery boxes house small treasures like feathers, stones, marbles, 
figurines or trading cards. In adulthood, these spaces hold the fragments and mementos of 
childhood keepsakes and memorabilia alongside the clothes, rubber bands, light-globes, 
stationary and other things that might come in useful in the future. Bachelard mused about 
how the simultaneous presence of the “past, present and future give the house different 
dynamisms, which often interfere, at times opposing, at others stimulating one another” 
(ibid, p.6).  
3.5.2 Miniatures and Dreaming  
In the chapter, Miniatures within The Poetics of Space, Bachelard provides an impressive 
insight into how scale relates to domestic space, objects and play. Essentially, the miniature 
is more than simply a ‘version’ or ‘replica’ of something for it also provides a gateway for 
the imagination and a place of playful interaction with memory and fantasy. The small 
object can be significant for its expressive capacity. Bachelard (1994, pp.148-149, p.155) 
states: 
[T]he geometrician, sees exactly the same thing in two similar figures 
drawn to different scales. The plan of a house drawn on a reduced scale 
implies none of the problems that are inherent to a philosophy of the 
imagination … The miniscule, a narrow gate, opens up an entire world. 
The details of a thing can be the sign of a new world which, like all 
worlds, contains the attributes of greatness. Miniature is one of the 
refuges of greatness. 
What is refreshing about Bachelard’s text is his encouragement to extend and enhance 
one’s imaginative perception and emotional experience of environments and objects. The 
ability to play allows a practicing and reinventing of self and others, as well as a method for 
comprehending memories, objects and events. The capacity to play, experiment and test 
our life-world and imagination is a practice that stems from childhood.  
As children, we grow into domestic space. As the child’s body transitions into adult size, the 
capacity to grasp doorknobs, open windows and navigate furniture improves. A child is 
overshadowed by tables that can be climbed under, chairs that don’t suit an infant’s body, 
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or benches and surfaces that can loom overhead like a mountain top plateau. The child’s 
world is filled with dreaming, play, wonder and fantasy, which is partly fuelled by this 
mismatch in spatial-object relationships. In childhood, we are encouraged to imagine and 
indulge in fantasy and are provided with small objects like toys, dolls, animals, blocks or 
cars. When one visits a space that hasn’t seen since childhood, one often feels it seemed 
much bigger back then. This suggests that our perception of objects in space is very much 
influenced by size. 
The experience of play helps to reduce everyday objects to ‘toys’ which are “essentially a 
microcosm of the adult world; they are all reduced copies of human objects”, which, when 
removed from their individual context, furnish the imagination (Barthes, 1972, p.53). By 
directing our attention to the miniature, we practice a mindfulness and experience 
regression, viewing the object (literally) from a different perspective, one similar to that of a 
child.  The details become important, as miniatures allow for a larger perspective, akin to 
taking in a scene ‘from above’. The small instantly transforms the viewer into a giant.  
3.6 Understanding Bachelard: domesticity and life-worlds 
Clearly for Bachelard, the ability to dream and imagine assists in enhancing our experience 
of daily life. Our relationship with physical and social structures invests the domestic sphere 
with a rich layer of meaning that influences our interactions and experience of that space. In 
this section I wish to expand upon Bachelard’s ideas to discuss how this process of dreaming 
and meaning making is a form of narrative, which is deeply tied to our experience of daily 
life. This viewpoint is acknowledged in anthropological studies of place and space that have 
shown the essential role played by storytelling as “cultural constructions of the environment 
can only be understood by talking to natives about landscapes” (Basso in Low et.al 2003, 
p.16). The domestic environment is a zone within which our most personal narratives are 
formed. Locations and structures become embedded with personal meaning based on the 
thoughts and experiences associated with those places. 
In order to discuss these ‘domestic narratives’, I will reflect on how the objects we use to 
decorate the home are also embellished with meaning. This is especially pertinent in 
relation to Bachelard’s ideas about drawers, chests and wardrobes, as these vessels keep 
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many of our treasured items. Furthermore, I will expand upon Bachelard’s fascination with 
the miniature to explore how scale is directly related to our experience of space and ability 
to play.  
3.6.1 Symbolism and storytelling within drawers, chests and wardrobes  
In the previous section (3.5.1) I introduced Bachelard’s notion of drawers, chests and 
wardrobes as synonymous with thoughts and intimacy. These domestic vessels are often 
used in storytelling to indicate a connection to fantasy, dreaming or secrecy. Classic 
children’s literary fiction such as The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe and The Indian in 
the Cupboard use the wardrobe as a physical gateway into a fantasy realm. In the Harry 
Potter series, a contemporary children’s text, the main character, Harry, is kept out of sight 
by his relatives and forced to live in a cupboard under the stairs. In this space, he spends his 
time dreaming. Later in the series, a wardrobe is used as a portal between two spaces, and 
it ultimately allows ‘evil’ to invade the protected space of ‘good’. Cupboards, chests and 
secret drawers are used in Jane Austen’s writing as a means for characters to pry, reveal or 
uncover information. Drawers and cupboards are also used as metaphors in many 
contemporary films to indicate betrayal, transformation and secrecy. These devices are 
present in visual arts too, such as in Dali’s surrealist painting The Burning Giraffe (1936), in 
which numerous drawers are depicted on the leg and torso of a woman’s body. This 
represents the mysterious and the subconscious.    
The phrase coming out of the closet uses the closet as a metaphor for the process of 
revealing sexuality, and implies that the cupboard is a space where such secrets could be 
concealed. To open these spaces is considered a form of disclosure, and a rejection of the 
shame associated with the original impulse to hide. Additionally, chests and boxes with 
locks are used as a metaphor for virginity and chaste behaviour. In this sense, to be sealed 
and unopened is suggestive of a pure and pristine state.  The idiom skeletons in the closet is 
another phrase that uses a cupboard space as a repository for past events, facts or fears 
about a person that they wish to keep hidden.  
Our relationship with cupboards, drawers and shelves is linked to curiosity, magic, sexuality, 
dreaming, and the imagination. The Wunderkammer or Cabinet of Curiosities began as 
dedicated rooms, display shelves or collections of phenomena that displayed trophies from 
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art, culture, myth, science and nature. These collections functioned as status symbols, 
places of contemplation or entertainment and represented the quest for knowledge. The 
mixture of objects in collections allowed the collector to classify, draw relationships 
between phenomena and provoked curiosity about the world during a time of scientific and 
cultural change. While great rooms, hallways and spaces were used for extensive public 
collections, small collections were housed in drawers, cupboards and other vessels within 
domestic space for private viewing, or for display to close associates. The kind of objects 
people collected were important: 
These objects possessed a fetishistic quality for the collectors, related 
perhaps to that of holy relics that preceded them. Eminently touchable, 
the objects acted as triggers to recollection or, at a time of European 
conquest and colonisation of marvellous new worlds, as tangible 
passports to distant and mysterious lands or domains of the imagination. 
(Weston, 2009, p.38) 
Contemporary household spaces retain a connection to early Wunderkammer museum 
displays. Modern dwellings house ‘private’ collections of personal histories. Goods are 
thematically sorted for display in various parts of the house. The delicate and most precious 
or valuable items are often kept stored in the bottom of cupboards. Memorabilia, childhood 
drawings or old school books function as collector’s ‘tangible passport’ to important 
memories.15  
The use of chests, drawers and wardrobes as keepers of secrets, thoughts and knowledge is 
also a practice that begins in childhood. Children often select small objects from nature such 
as stones and shells to keep and display as they make sense of the world and their 
experiences. Toy boxes are used as vessels to collect play-based objects, costumes and 
favoured items. Cupboards and drawers become receptacles for hastily stored items.  
3.6.2 The fantasy of the miniature  
We live in a world where the scale of things has deep cultural and symbolic importance. 
Superlatives such as largest or smallest attached to objects provide a point of pride and 
status, as seen in texts such as The Guinness World Records. Size has a direct relationship 
                                                          
15 My artist books Collections (8.3.2) and My Favourite Thing in the Drawer (8.3.1) are both examples of the 
modern domestic Wunderkammer. 
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with power and the mastery of space and objects; large objects represent status and 
tribute, and miniatures represent skill, mastery and wonder. Many cultures have a 
preoccupation with scale, as some strive to build the tallest buildings while others seek to 
breed the smallest animals. Weston (2009) attributes our interest in size to our embodied, 
phenomenological negotiation of the world and its objects. Reality becomes fantasy when 
the object’s size is changed, like in Alice in Wonderland, where the main protagonist is 
shrunk or enlarged. In this process she also gains a new bodily relationship to objects. In On 
Longing: Narratives of the Miniature, the Gigantic, the Souvenir, the Collection, Susan 
Stewart (1984, p.54) describes the importance of miniatures as a form of escapism: 
[T]he world of things can open itself to reveal a secret life – indeed, to 
reveal a set of actions and hence a narrativity and history outside the 
given field of perception – [which] is a constant daydream that the 
miniature presents. This is the daydream of the microscope: the 
daydream of life inside life, of significance multiplied infinitely within 
significance. 
For children, miniatures are one of the tools used to actively encourage play and daydream 
behaviour. Lego blocks, doll houses, micro-machine cars all provide opportunities for 
creating worlds, enacting fantasies and constructing narratives. Similar miniature items in 
the adult world provoke a similar play-based response. The floor plans of buildings 
represent the promise of experience, and provide an opportunity to imagine life within the 
walls (Sennett, 1990). Collectors painstakingly reproduce opulent houses, working train sets 
and scenes with attention given to the accuracy of the smallest details. Souvenirs, such as a 
keying of the Eiffel tower or a magnet depicting the ‘enormity’ of the Burj Khalifa are 
designed to conjure the memory of being there and experiencing the fantasy of travel to a 
foreign land.  
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3.7 Conclusion 
This chapter has sought to discuss theories and ideas around the practice of daily life and 
outline how individuals respond to the specific conditions set by cultural, social and 
situational circumstances. Three theorists were used to illustrate these ideas: Michel de 
Certeau, Pierre Bourdieu and Gaston Bachelard. After introducing each theorist, key 
concepts were discussed and examples from the everyday cited. During the subsequent 
chapters, these theories and ideas will be expanded and referenced in order to strengthen 
the discussion on domesticity. 
Firstly, Michel de Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life was discussed as a philosophical 
understanding of the individual as an un-mappable element in a cultural landscape. De 
Certeau believed that individuals modify and appropriate culture as ‘acts of resistance’. 
Furthermore, The Practice of Everyday Life was established as a starting point, or ‘rough 
sketch’ for researchers to articulate the experiences of the individual. This was illustrated 
through a feminist reading of de Certeau’s failure to acknowledge how gender impacts one’s 
use of, and experience of space. Storytelling was also acknowledged as an essential tool for 
capturing the individual’s experience of space, due to the fact that narrative forms the basis 
of the personal, cultural and social meanings given to objects and encounters in everyday 
life.  De Certeau’s ideas were then related to individualised responses to mass culture as 
seen in the subversive customisation and personalisation of mass-market consumer 
products such as IKEA goods. Repurposing objects, and undertaking customisation and 
possession rituals were shown to provide meaningful social, cultural and personal narrative 
associations. 
Secondly, Pierre Bourdieu’s theories of capital, field, habitus, symbolic domination and 
aesthetics were outlined. These were shown as a method for understanding how people 
behave in social situations and environmental contexts based on cultural influences. 
Bourdieu’s ideas were discussed in relation to how individuals shape and develop self in 
navigating their identity. Stereotypes were discussed as an example of a cultural influence 
that impacts one’s developing habitus. Stereotypes are generally understood by most 
people as being inconsistent with the complex and diverse identities of individuals. Despite 
this, stereotypes are still widely perpetuated and promoted through advertising, 
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entertainment and other forms of media. Thus, as our understanding of the world and 
habitus is being formed through society and culture, we receive these stereotyped 
messages about our own ethnicity, class, gender and sexuality and internalise them. This 
was illustrated with content from the blog and book, Stuff White People Like. Cultural 
omnivorism was discussed in order to explore the shift in consumption patterns by 
individuals and the impact this has on class and taste. 
Finally, Gaston Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space was presented in order to acknowledge the 
construction of life beyond the function and utility of one’s environments. This philosophical 
work sought to capture the enormity of lived experience, or the subjective process that 
takes place within objective space.  His work foregrounded the idea that locations and 
structures, especially the home, become embedded with personal meaning based on the 
thoughts and experiences associated with those places.  Drawers, chests and wardrobes 
were discussed as metaphors for hidden thoughts and secrets. This was illustrated with 
reference to the ‘the closet’ representing hidden sexuality and the profile of household 
spaces as the ‘keeper of secrets’ in popular culture. Furthermore these household vessels 
were explored in relation to narrative and storytelling as well as the narrative importance of 
objects we chose to furnish our domestic space.  Miniatures were established as objects to 
inspire dreaming, play and fantasy for both children and adults.   
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Chapter 4: Crafting Culture 
Having examined some key theories in cultural studies relating to creativity and the 
everyday in chapter three, this chapter focuses on an analysis of the political, cultural and 
symbolic dimensions of domestic objects and inhabited spaces. By establishing the 
mundane as a worthy site for analysis we might also seek to “grapple with the concrete 
ways political discourses shape experience”, especially as this pertains to domestic space 
(Gregg, 2004, p.379). In essence, I want to explore how the deeply personal and meaningful 
experiences of ‘home’ can be captured. What are the idiosyncratic processes and products 
of the domestic environment that ‘make’ a home? 
In order to achieve this I will discuss contemporary domesticity and consumer culture, and 
will focus on ‘the suburban habitat’, ‘collecting’ and ‘hoarding’ (section 4.1). Craft culture as 
an ‘authentic’ form of cultural production will then be presented as a precursor for 
subversive and abject craft practices (section 4.2). This is connected to the power of 
possession and the symbolism inherent in objects, traces, and experience (you are what you 
own) (section 4.3). Within each section, I will draw upon the theoretical propositions of 
Bourdieu, de Certeau and Bachelard, which were established in chapter three.  
4.1 Contemporary Domesticity: building a suburban habitat 
from consumer culture 
The home is a space in which individuals undertake complex and meaningful “structures of 
signification that serve to give meaning to all observed phenomena” (Geertz in Throop 2003, 
p.225). My interest in the home comes from conceiving this space as a unique environment 
in which individuals ‘craft’ a place of retreat and comfort. One’s interactions, behaviours 
and activities with and within domestic space, and the ways in which its objects are selected 
and appropriated, continually shape our intimate, subjective lives and inform our habitation 
of the larger world. The home is a particularly significant environment in our life-world 
because it affords a zone of private practice that allows us to experiment with identity and 
our interaction with broader culture. That is to say, that the ordinary and mundane 
everyday processes and practices that many undertake in the home are of fundamental 
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importance in laying the foundation for our interactions in every other facets of life in 
society. Focusing on individual experience in the domestic sphere, I will consider questions 
such as: how do people collect cultural and personal symbols, explore identity, practice 
place and experience the everyday?  
4.1.1. The suburban habitat  
For the most part, the homes belonging to people living and working in cities are part of a 
suburban community. The idea of suburbia can elicit extreme descriptions: either a utopian 
white picket fence lifestyle, or an alienating carbon copy boxed urban prison. In my cultural 
context, the desire for a home is based on the ‘great Australian dream16’, which stems from 
the post WW2 desire for home ownership on a quarter-acre block as an ideal place to raise 
a family. In Australia, the majority of the population live in towns and cities and experience 
their domestic environment in dwellings that are part of shared suburban spaces. 
A home in suburbia can be viewed as a ‘liberation’ from the confines of the inner-city grid. 
Earlier, I discussed De Certeau’s idea of constructed and regimented space (the city grid) as 
a zone through which people are coerced to think and act via a particular configuration of 
space. Whilst de Certeau believed that the very structure of a city oppresses the city 
dweller; he saw the home, in contrast, as a deeply individual zone where an individual could 
‘practice place’. For it is within the home space that individuals have the freedom to craft 
personal rituals, and choose decorative elements to represent themselves and their stories. 
Every element, such as the position of the couch, the colour of the curtains, or model of 
range-hood installed above the oven, constructs a sense of lifestyle within domestic space.  
We create most of our domestic lifestyles in a consumer culture, and advertising caters to 
this practice by presenting pristine and idealised images of the home environment. This is 
what sociologist Henri Lefebvre describes as the “pseudo everyday” where the routines of 
daily life are “reconstructed in caricature” (Moran, 2012, p.130). This idealised performance 
of the domestic sphere is presented in everything from home-living magazines to lifestyle 
television programs, and all depict ‘clean’ show-room environments, rather than the more 
realistic mess of daily existence. In these representations of home, bench tops, side tables 
and shelves are free of the visual clutter of mail, bills, newspapers, receipts or a handbag 
                                                          
16 Although arguably, the ‘great Australian dream’ is more fantasy than reality. 
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slumped half open with spilling contents. Linen is devoid of the twisted creases of a night’s 
sleep, and couch pillows are proudly perched, seemingly unaffected by human impact. In 
these spaces, the traces of living are absent so that the viewer may be better disposed 
towards day-dreaming and imagining themselves in these ideal spaces17. The ability to 
dream and imagine design possibilities is critically important in creating a home of one’s 
own because the act choosing and arranging furnishing objects is an expression of personal 
identity.  
4.1.2 Domestic space as a field of operation 
I wish to establish that domestic space – the rooms where we undertake daily living tasks – 
can be understood as a ‘field’ of operation. Earlier, (section 3.3.2) I discussed Bourdieu’s 
theory of field as a model for investigating social rules and behaviour. Identifying domestic 
space as a field provides a framework through which specific practices and ideas about the 
everyday can be identified and discussed. Characterising the domestic realm as a field does 
not mean that it is studied in isolation, as operational fields exist in relation to, and are 
intertwined with others. The nature of civic design that surrounds neighbourhood homes 
can be interpreted as a form of cultural reinforcement; for example, the location of 
parkland, libraries and leisure spaces, as opposed to empty lots, utility stations and 
damaged facades, inform locals about their social and cultural worth as area residents. 
Suburban environments are therefore ‘habitats for human development’, which, through 
their positioning, organisation and points of access suggest broader cultural messages about 
who we are and where we’re going (Kunstler, 2004).  
While there may be some forms of cultural reinforcement or conditioning that are imposed 
on individuals as they enact their daily lives, the personal space of habitation also provides 
respite and a freedom to be oneself’18. This freedom is manifested in the personal practices, 
domestic rituals and preferences that amount to living and operating in domestic space. For 
                                                          
17 Further referencing IKEA, individuals who visit their show room can experience entire furnished rooms and 
spaces and are encouraged to physically test and try as part of the ‘dreaming’ process. One can wander 
through multiple fantasy bedrooms, lounge rooms, bathrooms or kitchens as a kind of ‘domestic physical 
theatre’, able to act out the mundane – opening drawers, stacking cups and putting feet on the furniture – as 
part of the consumer experience.  
18 There are zones of operation (even smaller fields) that dictate activities that are fundamental to our daily 
practices such as kitchen and dining (food preparation and consumption), bathroom and laundry (hygiene and 
cleansing), bedroom and lounge room (rest and leisure). These practices are not necessarily redistricted to 
these zones. 
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instance, the evening meal might be consumed on the couch in front of the television with 
one’s feet on the coffee table, rather than at the dining table. Wet clothes can be hung on 
the back of a chair to dry, instead of the washing line. Television can be watched in the 
bathroom, and shoes can be discarded in the centre of the living room, rather than at the 
door. Practices and habits, objects and designated spaces overlap in the idiosyncratic 
processes of daily living in the domestic sphere. The process of crafting a meaningful home, 
in turn, reinforces and crafts us. 
4.1.3 Gender in domestic space 
In considering that the home is a field of operation, I wish to also establish the relationship 
between gender and domestic space as one with a long association across multiple cultures. 
In a contemporary Western context, advertising media especially casts women as the cooks, 
cleaners and child minders who try to maintain a domestic sanctuary19. Leslie Weisman 
(1994) addresses some of these cherished social and cultural associations between women 
and the domestic in Discrimination by Design: A Feminist Critique of the Man-Made 
Environment. She asserts that “women's social and biological roles, and the human 
attributes and emotions associated with them, merge in the strong and cherished image of 
the dwelling" (Weisman 1994, p.7). While women may have been historically placed in the 
role of caring for and managing the domestic environment, the success of this job depended 
upon going un-noticed. In a sense, to care for a home is to remain ‘invisible’ with nothing 
out of place or untidy to draw the eye. In Sex and Architecture Weisman (1996, p.5) suggests 
these long held beliefs are part of a series of gender binaries: 
[There are] … long-suspected ‘truths’ that man builds and woman 
inhabits; that man is outside and woman is inside; that man is public and 
woman is private; that nature, in both its kindest and its cruellest aspects, 
is female and culture, the ultimate triumph over nature, is male. 
To consider the home as a space of investigation, it is essential to acknowledge that our 
basic concepts of how we think about the home are already rooted within this system of 
thinking. To make a home is to draw from this tradition of home-making and house-keeping 
and the social and cultural roles which have tied women to domestic traditions. However, in 
                                                          
19 In the same media context, men are further estranged from these domestic cleaning and maintaining roles 
often shown (along with children and pets) as inept mess creators. 
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Home Truths: gender, domestic objects and everyday life, Sarah Pink (2004) stresses that 
while gender binaries provide a model for analysing power relationships between 
individuals or groups, these models do not acknowledge the complexity of individual 
experience.  As such, individuals “constitute their own gendered identities through practices 
of home creativity” which have the potential to “transgress, critique and contest the 
hegemonic gender and binarisms” present in normative domestic role models (Pink, 2004, 
p.44). The reality of conducting domestic practices and operating within domestic space is 
multifaceted and idiosyncratic.  
4.1.4 Collecting Things  
Collecting can play an important role in furnishing and creating a home environment. This 
habit is a fundamental social and cultural practice that forms the basis of much knowledge, 
learning and discovery. Collecting is integral to the process in which children seek to 
understand the world, and collecting is a natural behaviour that expresses curiosity about 
objects, the desire to classify, and relationships with life-world phenomena. Consumer 
culture offers a wealth of collecting opportunities and a plethora of goods for functional 
usage and decorative expression. While collecting encroaches on the concept of museum 
culture and display, personal and individual approaches to collecting are my major focus.  
Collections act as mnemonic guides and contribute to narrative structures and storytelling 
practices via objects such as decorative spoons and souvenir magnets that represent visited 
places. For Were and King (2012) the act of “forging a material archive” acts in concert with 
human discrimination, as the individual collector is involved in a “selective process which is 
as much about those objects brought forward as it is about those objects that are rejected” 
(p.1). This process of choosing and ordering changes the relationship we have with those 
objects. This is what Walter Benjamin describes as the “diametric opposite of utility” and its 
reorganisation into the “category of completeness” (Hanssen, 2006, p.219). Shifts in value, 
classification and order are part of this process as collectors seek to forge new order and 
meaning. The collection is, therefore, more than a series of objects, as it represents the 
collector’s quest to find and acquire objects, and is part of a larger endeavour to find 
‘completion’. 
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Cultural theorist Jean Baudrillard analysed collections in The System of Collecting (1968). He 
examined the process whereby an object becomes abstracted or detached (from its original 
context and relational meaning) when it is re-signified into a new relationship with the 
possessor. Akin to a sumptuary value, our consumption of selected objects sets us apart 
from other individuals and expresses our desire to establish our place and identity. 
Furthermore, the practice of collecting can be seen as a kind of “world-making, the collector 
[is] god-like, imposing an imaginary order on systems of objects, a process which itself is 
bound up with notions of nostalgia, neurosis and completeness” (Were & King, 2012, p.2). 
Collected objects play a unique role in society in relation to our cultural orders of 
classification. There is a set of criteria (not always known) that drives the collector to seek 
out objects and redistribute them into an “alternative discourse that is for [them] entirely 
amenable” (Baudrillard, 1968, p.24). This process of reassigning meaning is part of the allure 
of forming and crafting a collection. 
A collection’s accumulation of items can represent, reinforce or allow the status of an 
individual to be culturally validated as ‘worthy’. In addition, others can critically judge 
collectors who covet items of cultural capital that are considered “inauthentic, unoriginal, 
and therefore bad or, at the very least, in bad taste” (Kjellman-Chapin, 2010, p.31). 
Conventionally, ‘low’ objects of taste are classified as gaudy or kitsch, which Calinescu 
classes as an “aesthetic form of lying’’, or that which has been culturally othered (1987, 
p.229). Notably, Clement Greenberg (1939) discussed the segregation of culture into high 
and low forms in the essay Avant-Garde and Kitsch. In today’s culture, the kitsch aesthetic is 
no longer considered to be the antithesis of high taste, but is rather considered to be a kind 
of ‘synthetic’ or ‘skewed’ aesthetic form.  
The almost ‘unconscious’ collections of desiderata that accumulate in domestic space can 
offer interesting insights into an individual’s proclivities. Inconsequential collections can 
develop in ‘junk drawers’ or hastily stacked piles of papers and random items that lie in the 
bottom of bags. In Interpreting Objects and Collections, Susan Pearce (2012) highlights the 
difficulty of capturing a workable definition of a ‘collection’, or the act of ‘collecting’, beyond 
the general practice of accumulation. To do otherwise would preclude the untidy and 
curious additions and strange details inherent in every collection. While collecting can be 
thought of as a mode of operation that expresses certain behaviours and aesthetic decisions 
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in relation to a theme, there also needs to be a consideration of ‘happenstance’ objects that 
are found in certain collective relationships. In a broad sense, collections can be simply 
defined as shared relationships between objects.  
Collections are formed via the interaction of objects within unique spatial parameters. In the 
Poetics of Space, Bachelard stressed the importance of spatial qualities that exist in the 
private interiors of drawers, chests, and cupboards. These spaces mirror how we file 
thoughts, dreams and experiences in our memory. These are vessels that provide security 
for our intimate ‘experiences’, and are tied to the memories of the objects we acquire. 
Many of these spaces become the site of accidental or inconsequential collections in the 
domestic realm, and act as repositories for the left over pieces of daily living. Indeed, 
drawers provide a unique receptacle for these happenstance collections, as they are full of 
objects that have been swept off counters and filed out of sight, out of mind. In this sense, 
the collection of goods within a domestic space can be classified as a curated identity 
collection. The pieces of daily life – whether received through gift, inheritance, side-of-the-
road acquisition or purchase – represents the owner’s narrative of lived experience, and I 
am interested in the nature and psychology of acts that select and reject domestic goods.  
4.1.5 Domestic Excess: Hoarding  
While it is generally considered that the act of hoarding represents an abnormal or 
unhealthy domestic activity, this compulsion provides a fascinating insight into domestic 
objects and the way in which they construct and ‘shape’ environments. Rather than 
interpreting hoarding as problematic behaviour (such as from the perspective of clinical 
psychology), this thesis will instead present hoarding as a unique manifestation of collecting. 
This activity can be viewed as merely one variant in a set of practices that people use to 
engage with domestic space (albeit outside of normative collecting behaviour). The hoarder 
in this context can be viewed as a compulsive domestic collector who aims to preserve the 
richness and detail (whether physical or emotional) of every object20.  
                                                          
20 In order to distinguish between collecting and hoarding Neziroglu & Bubrick (2004) attribute collectors with 
pride, enjoyment and a desire to organise and show their objects. Hoarders exhibit disorganization, 
embarrassment or shame (and avoidance of social contact) as well as an inability to distinguish ‘value’ (as 
illustrated by a desire to keep advertising junk mail, for example. However, ethnographic studies by Steketee & 
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Hoarding has been examined from socio-cultural and psychological perspectives. It is often 
presented as an abject operation and is associated with neglect, poor sanitation and mental 
instability. Accepted definitions of hoarding include the retention of a large number of 
possessions, an inability to discard them, and the subsequent clutter of domestic spaces 
that inhibit their original functional design. Most people employ discrimination when 
acquiring and discarding goods, but the hoarder’s relationship to objects can lead to the 
physical and psychological suffocation of their habitation of domestic space.  
In Stuff: Compulsive Hoarding and The Meaning of Things, Steketee and Frost (2010) claim 
that hoarders have a ‘complicated’ relationship with objects. The empty cereal box, yoghurt 
container, advertising catalogue or newspaper is treated with the same value and 
sentimentality as family photographs or heirloom jewellery. It has long been assumed that 
hoarding is something people use to cope with social isolation, however, it has been found 
that “attachments to objects among people who hoard are not much different from the 
attachments all of us form to our things” (ibid, p.9). Steketee and Frost conducted extensive 
interviews and field studies to provide a better understanding of hoarding. They describe 
the attitudes of one respondent: 
As she [the hoarder] talked, I could see the way each of her things was 
connected to her and how they formed the fabric of her life. The 
advertisement for tires led to a story about her car, which led to a story 
about her daughter wanting to drive, and so on. A piece of the hoarding 
puzzle seemed to be falling into place. Instead of replacing people with 
possessions ... [she] was using possessions to make connections between 
people and the world at large. (Steketee & Frost 2010, p. 20) 
The pull and power of objects is an essential part of our life-world and demonstrates the 
dynamic relationship between persons and things embedded in our social relations. 
Individuals implement complex processes of meaning making when engaging with the 
objects, as “objects are both the medium and the means through which social relations … 
are worked out, indeed performed” (Gregson et. al. 2009, p.258). The hoarder’s relationship 
with objects clearly represents a saturated and intense form of meaning-making and life-
world construction. This subverts the idea that collecting is “determined by social valuation 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
Frost (2010) have shown that clinical definitions of hoarding do not address the complexity of meaning and the 
diverse experiences that lead individuals to practice hoarding. 
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and not by any intrinsic properties of the objects themselves”, for those who are engaged in 
hoarding are entirely centred on the intrinsic embedded/projected properties of the objects 
(Berk in Cheetham, 1995, p.38). 
The television program The Real Filth Fighters includes numerous encounters between 
council workers and abandoned public houses, many of which belonged to hoarders.21 
Often, the council workers attending properties describe the residences as being an 
excessive repository, but for the former occupants they represent a haven for cherished 
possessions.  The following excerpt from the show provides insight into the way outsiders 
perceive a hoarder’s collection: 
Three council workers attend a vacated Ipswich Council House, west of 
London in the United Kingdom. Their task is to clear abandoned goods 
from the property to prepare the residence to accommodate new 
tenants. An elderly man, who became too old to live independently had 
left, leaving behind once cherished possessions. The workers begin 
dismantling furniture and throwing larger items in the back of a truck to 
be taken for disposal. Within the house, a worker pushes open a door as 
far as it will move to reveal a mound of clothes that takes up most of the 
room and nearly touches the ceiling in one corner. Down the hall, rat 
faeces, soiled carpet and dust are piled in corners, yet the white lace 
curtains in the lounge room are clean. “He looked after his whites”, 
remarks one worker while running the curtains between his fingers. In 
the bathroom, the bathtub is filled with various objects and plastic bags 
and it is clear that the room hasn’t functioned as a bathroom for some 
time. One bag revealed seven small portable radios, and another, care 
packages of food (out of date) that the workers assumed were delivered 
by concerned neighbours. As one of the workers looks through the bag of 
radios he muses, “If you’ve lived through the war, you never know if 
you’re getting a replacement”. (Australian Broadcasting Corporation, 
2013) 
Collecting may be just as much about what is rejected as is chosen, but the hoarder seeks to 
include everything. The spectacle of the hoarder’s environment involves a gargantuan 
accumulation of tasks, activities, behaviours, and rituals that occurs in domestic residences. 
The hoarder’s pursuits and routines, and the accretion of clothing, paper, packets and 
                                                          
21 The program’s title reinforces the proposition that the practice of hoarding is an abject phenomenon that is 
equated with ‘filth’ and must be ‘fought’. 
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cherished objects, overwhelm the space, and therefore exceed conventional domestic 
boundaries. The hoarder’s goods go beyond “a secret room, or a closet, or freezer, [and] the 
abject has free rein to break down both architectural and social boundaries” (Krasner, 2010, 
p.76). It seems the home itself becomes a container for objects that represent the thoughts 
and memories of the hoarder. 
Hoarding amounts to an excessive faith in the power of material objects 
to convey memories. The same faith makes cleaning out any long-
inhabited space painful for us. Each old stuffed animal, dish and coat 
casts up a story or tempts us to reclaim one, making us break up the 
rhythm of work, transforming labour into a series of irresistible reveries. 
Standing still in the semidark of the attic, we strain to recall some past 
moments while others burst upon us unbidden, and it occurs to us that if 
we do discard the object, the memory may never come again. Hadn’t that 
childhood joy been lost to us until we picked up the candy dish? If the 
mind can’t contain all our memories, if it can only cross to the full-bodied 
past over material bridges, then losing a memento (even a soiled, 
crumbled one) means losing ourselves. (Krasner 2010, p.54) 
Hoarding represents a saturated or intensified version of the ways in which we engage in 
domestic space. Each object is deeply important as a vessel to help navigate and reinforce 
the life-world.   
4.2 Made by Hand: Crafting, culture and meaning 
Having considered the importance of collecting objects and ‘making’ a personal space within 
a home, I will now discuss craft and the handmade and their place in domestic practice. The 
act of crafting materials to forge a home is an important focus in this thesis. It is a hobby 
activity that I (and many others) undertake in domestic space. Many of the goods people 
craft are used or displayed within their or others’ homes. While we collect and display 
acquired objects to forge a home (sometimes excessively) many people also produce 
handmade objects to adorn such spaces.  
Craft culture has traditionally represented a devotion to the acquisition of skilful practices 
passed on through generations, from mother to daughter, and from master to apprentice. In 
recent times, Campbell (2005) argues that there has been a tendency to perceive craft 
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consumption as healthy and mass consumption as unhealthy. This assumption is in part 
predicated on the idea that the handmade represents a rewarding investment of time, skill, 
effort and thought. While I investigated how individuals personalise and modify mass-
produced objects as part of acquisition rituals in chapter two, the hand-made can be seen to 
exhibit a more 'authentic' relationship between person and object, for both makers and for 
those who acquire such goods. 
The experience of authenticity has considerable value for individuals who seek a more 
organic way of life as an escape from the pressures of contemporary life (Albrecht, 2008; 
Gilmore & Pine, 2007). People are actively seeking out processes, practices and products 
that allow them to experience what they see as a real or natural state, which can be 
accessed via craft practices. There is an aura of authenticity in a handcrafted object as it 
provides a material trace that represents the passing of time (through making), skill and 
artisanal mastery. It can evoke a deep sense of connection between the recipient/viewer 
and original creator. For Horne (1998), the handcrafted object embodies memory, and the 
object’s authenticity comes from a meaningful process of labour that has been undertaken 
to produce the artefact. For Watson and Shove (2008) engaging in craft practice is not so 
much about competence and skill, as it is about helping the maker embody self. This is 
performed through wielding tools and exemplifying the process of human-creation by 
creating a finished object.22 Put simply, “a human with a tool … [whether it is a brush, 
needle, glue, sewing machine] is an entity with different capabilities for engaging with the 
world than is a human without a tool” (Watson & Shove 2008, p.78). Therefore one 
significant aspect of the search for authenticity through acquiring or creating handmade 
goods relates to identity-feedback and personal reassurance.  
Most importantly, craft provides skills acquired through physical practice, which is “acquired 
through experience and it is the knowledge that enables …[one] to do things as distinct from 
talking or writing about them” (Dormer, 1997, p.147). This ‘action’ of practising craft can be 
undertaken for different reasons. In the following sections I will examine the different 
motivations and outcomes that derive from modern craft consumption and production. 
Firstly, I will address craft’s history as a feminine-centred practice that reinforces and 
sustains traditional feminine roles. Then I will consider craft consumption as an activist 
                                                          
22 This relates to the Latin term ‘homo faber’ which translates to ‘man the creator’: ‘I create therefore I am’. 
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practice that has been called ‘craftivisim’, and seeks to elucidate the power and strength of 
craft practice in contemporary culture. Finally, I will present humorous and parodic 
commentary on the impact of commerce and technology on craft culture and production. 
4.2.1 Just like Martha: Craft as the feminine ideal:  
Glenn Adamson (2007) in Thinking Through Craft accords craft a central role in the 
‘ultimate’ feminine ideal. The tools of craft production have become symbolic of women’s 
work within the household, and it appears that many women receive a sense of cultural and 
social validation by undertaking craft practices. This validation is associated with an 
individual’s sense of self and ‘authentic’ identity. In the search for authenticity, individuals 
seek out practices that culturally and socially validate their identity. An example of this is 
seen in American entrepreneur Martha Stewart’s branded empire of craft that includes 
books, websites, television series, products and DIY projects designed for women. This 
brand and presence has been wide reaching and is an authoritative presence in the 
Australian craft market. The brand identity Martha Stewart symbolises the ideal housewife, 
mother and woman who engages in craft production in order to improve the home and her 
social position.23  
The Martha Stewart range of craft projects is deeply rooted in historical traditions and 
associations with women’s work. Beecher (2001) attributes this association and the 
popularity of Martha Stewart with a social desire “for myth, ritual experience, and nostalgic 
longing” (p.113). The ready availability of craft kits, tutorials and pre-packaged 
accoutrements enables the craft consumer to make a craft object with little or no technical 
effort, while still reaping the associated social and personal rewards of ‘do it yourself’ (DIY). 
The appeal of Martha Stewart branded goods includes the cultural validation that is 
acquired through participating in putatively authentic feminine modes of craft production. 
There is a kind of ‘assumed lifestyle’ or ‘desired cultural association’ that the maker can 
engage in while constructing these objects. In this sense, the craft consumer not only buys 
the object, but also aspires to experience making it ‘just like Martha would’, along with the 
social cache that it represents. Figure 3 depicts two examples of Martha Stewart crafts: a 
                                                          
23 The actual Martha Stewart does not embody these same traits, instead representing less desirable cultural 
qualities; divorce and incarceration for fraud.  
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‘festive holiday apron’ offered via tutorial, and a complete craft kit for a paper flower 
bouquet24.  
 
 
http://www.marthastewart.com/sites/fil
es/marthastewart.com/styles/wmax-
520-
highdpi/public/d18/3071_121307_apro
ns/3071_121307_aprons_xl.jpg?itok=8
xO2Flwb  
 
 
 
http://ak1.ostkcdn.com/images/products/61
85062/77/429/Martha-Stewart-Vintage-Girl-
Tissue-Paper-Flowers-Kit-L13836931.jpg  
Figure 3: (left) Two possible designs for the ‘Festive holiday apron’ tutorial; (right) Pre-packaged 
Martha Stewart flower bouquet kit. 
Margaret Talbot (1996) questions the ‘cult of Martha’ precision approach to crafting a 
meaningful home, and asks whether contemporary women “can’t throw themselves into 
housekeeping without thinking of their kitchen as a catering business and their backyards as 
a garden show”. However, the ideal of feminine craft practice presented by the Martha 
Stewart empire demonstrates what de Certeau describes as ‘dominant powers’ that 
influence social practice. De Certeau asserts, “dominant powers use visibility, gridding, and 
institutionalised spaces to limit possible actions. They employ strategies to enclose spaces, 
organise proper usage, and determine the pathways of action” (Bratich & Brush, 2011, 
p.251). In such instances, craft is reduced to a form of following directions, removed from its 
original creative context and firmly entrenched within a mass-production consumer culture.  
Furthermore, Martha Stewart can be seen as creating and encouraging a particular version 
of femininity and craft consumption in which there is a “portrayal of Stewart’s life as 
exemplary, her voice as expert, and her suggestions as elite” (Click, 2009, p.14). In From 
Catherine Beecher to Martha Stewart: A Cultural History of Domestic Advice, Sarah Leavitt 
                                                          
24 The apron appears decorative, implying it to be worn as an accessory for ‘beautification’ rather than as a 
functional depository of cooking waste, dirt or as a hand towel. There is little to no variation for design flair 
when constructing the bouquet, as the kit contains the precise amount of materials needed to make the 
pictured design, complete with step by step instructions. 
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(2002) posits that “domestic advice works as a kind of fun-house mirror, distorting reality to 
show a society as some people wish it could be” (p.5). In the context of creative craft 
pursuits undertaken in the home, ‘femininity’ becomes a branded ideal in which one can 
strive to perform through emulating and participating in Martha’s craft culture.  
4.2.2 The subversive stitch: feminism and craft practices 
Craft has a significant role in defining stereotypical notions of feminine identity. However, 
there are crafters who offer alternative ways to use craft, and do so to subvert conventional 
consumer culture versions of femininity and its place in the domestic sphere. They 
demonstrate how craft can be used to transcend a ‘socially pacifying’ or ‘acceptable’ 
practice, and instead be deployed to assert feminine identity through cultural disruption. 
Some of these cultural consumers and producers are classified as adherents to abject 
aesthetic and cultural expression, and many purposefully seek to exploit the “lower than 
low” cultural status that craft can inhabit (Adamson, 2007, p.159). Doing so allows these 
producers to highlight and acknowledge the cultural and social conditions that have limited 
the creative potential of craft by defining and confining it as a marginalised cultural practice. 
Adamson (2007) acknowledges that there is a ‘cultural dimension’ to craft that extends to 
often unacknowledged criteria associated with workmanship, skill, material and aesthetics. 
Craft practitioners are meant to labour and improve their skillset in order to produce 
aesthetically pleasing and ‘successful’ pieces of work. Traditional female hobbies and craft, 
including cross-stitch embroidery and other fine needle-based ‘busying’ activities, were 
designed to keep women patient, quiet and occupied. To master these crafts involved a 
commitment of time, concentration and practice. However, practices like embroidery have 
also proved to be: 
a weapon of resistance to the painful constraints of femininity ... [l]imited 
to practicing art with needle and thread, women have nevertheless sewn 
a subversive stitch, managing to make meaning of their own in the very 
medium intended to foster polite self-effacements. (Parker, 2010, p.215)  
In contemporary culture, there has been resurgence in an interest in craft amongst artists, 
craft consumers and feminists due to its specific association with the feminine and domestic 
traditions. Many choose to reconnect with or reclaim craft practices from a powerful and 
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enhanced feminist position. Weaving a ‘subversive stitch’ as a form of ‘craftivism’ is an 
active choice that expresses a desire to use craft to challenge cultural hierarchies. Helping to 
spread the movement, individuals are utilizing online communities and organisations as 
ways of connecting, and to use craft as a medium for humour, social commentary, 
storytelling and empowerment25. Websites such as crativism.com, craftivist-collective.org, 
subversivecrossstitch.com, display work and provide a place for discussion and information 
sharing. Figure 4 depicts two examples of subversive craft practices: a public protest using 
craft to construct messages, and a delicately constructed cross-stitch sampler, spelling a 
profanity26.  
 
 
http://www.bagnewsnotes.com/files/20
13/02/Pussy-Riot-knitting-protest.jpeg  
 
 
 
http://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0127/9652/pr
oducts/circlefuck6in_large.jpg  
 
Figure 4: (left) Protesters wear knitted masks and participate in a public ‘knit in’, crafting placards 
which support the imprisoned Russian girl-band Pussy Riot; (right) a technically proficient cross stitch 
featuring profanity instead of initials or verse. 
The act of crafting can be used as a powerful tool for generating social change. Subversive 
craft produces ‘loaded’ objects that carry multiple and often powerful messages about the 
maker, the medium and wider culture. Black and Burisch (2010) recognise that craftivism’s 
power lies in its subversive humour and capacity for producing objects that can disrupt the 
dominant cultural values inherent usually associated craft. They claim, that craft represents 
a “powerful political tool” which allows individuals “to rethink the politics of the popular via 
mundane media” (Black and Burisch 2010, p.248). Delivering messages via mundane media 
                                                          
25 See proceedings from the conference The Subversive Stitch Revisited: The Politics of Cloth, (2013) Victoria 
and Albert Museum for exhibitions and discussions on this and Radical Lace and Subversive Knitting (2007) at 
the Museum of Art and Design in New York for further insight.  
26 After members of the punk rock feminist girl-band Pussy Riot were imprisoned, crafters decorated statues 
around Moscow with knitted masks similar to those worn by band members. Hand knitted masks are seen as 
physical representations of female oppression – being ‘suffocated’ and ‘faceless’. 
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can be a powerfully connective method, as it forces the audience to scrutinize and 
reconceive of the everyday, familiar objects around them. Bratich and Brush (2011) describe 
the methods and forms that individuals undertake in subversive craft practices, and draw on 
De Certeau’s ideas about the tactical resistance of authority to illustrate this: 
Tactics are small-scale actions (De Certeau draws from guerrilla warfare) 
found in the interstices of the dominant. They are unformalized practices 
hidden away from dominant gazes (sometimes right under their noses). 
These occulted spaces and practices carry with them the tactics for 
coping with domination but also the types of operations that can 
combine to produce new effects27. (Bratich and Brush 2011, p.251) 
For example, the practice of yarn bombing challenges conventional notions about where 
knitting and craft ‘belongs’ in society. This craft practice can be considered a social 
movement dedicated to both covertly and overtly wrapping trees, statues, light posts, and 
other public objects in order to bring ‘the handmade’ and ‘women’s activities’ into public 
discourse.  When yarn bombers wrap poles for parking restrictions, statues honouring public 
officials, or the gnarled bark of a tree, they provide a loud and startling voice that 
announces their presence and their politics. 
4.2.3 Regretsy: Where DIY meets WTF 
To wield a needle, work with fabric or indulge in any craft activity for subversive ends is an 
empowering practice. But the obsolescence of many craft skills due to the impact of the 
mass production of goods means that many handmade items are desired for their 
‘authentic’ qualities. Given this demand, many websites offer such goods for sale. ‘Etsy’ is an 
online marketplace for handmade items and promotes ‘meaningful commerce’ that seeks to 
value and promote quality, skill and authorship in goods and materials. The commerce of 
craft and handmade is indeed a lucrative business, and in August 2013 alone, $109.1 million 
worth of goods were sold (approx 5.4 million items, worldwide), with over 1.8 billion 
webpage views for the same month (Etsy, 2013). The site offers access to commercial 
engagements with small business ventures, and many individuals also sell handmade goods 
                                                          
27 In craftivism’s case, de Certeau’s definition of tactics as a form of guerrilla warfare finds new relevance in 
initiatives such as ‘yarn bombing’. 
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through the site. On Etsy, any individual can become a seller, and there are thousands of 
items of varying quality and skill that are for sale. 
Comedian April Winchell has parodied and critiqued poorly constructed, strange and absurd 
objects sold through Etsy via the Regretsy website and book28. Regretsy publicises confusing 
creations that seek to engage with consumer culture, but where the craft products are a 
“caricature” of skill or mastery (Shanks in Pearce, 2012, p.107). It is considered that 
authentic bad craft is produced by those who lack an awareness of their inadequate craft 
skills, yet also believe that their objects are of sufficient quality to be commercially viable. I 
am interested in evaluating such objects as a kind of outsider or alternate craft. For Winchell 
(2010) the objects she curated needed to be sincere, with “glow of mediocrity” and “a lack 
of awareness that gives it charm” 29 (viii). Winchell describes what she means by authenticity 
or sincerity in relation to a ‘hummingbird feeder bike helmet’, which she profiled: 
He [the maker] came up with this thing to enhance his own experience 
watching them [hummingbirds] feed. That's what I mean by sincere. He's 
so unaware of what that looks like to the outside world that he's willing 
to take a risk, and make that thing, and put it out there. He has a 
YouTube video and he's so sincere in it. The hummingbirds come use the 
feeder, and you see him very slowly lift his hand up to give you the 
thumbs up. It's just a hilarious piece of footage. So I think everybody's 
reasoning is maybe a bit different, but I guess at the heart of it they're all 
trying to create art that they think that you are going to appreciate 
(Zabel, 2010). 
I began to follow Regretsy because I was fascinated by the collection of objects that 
accumulated over time. Every object was the product of an individual’s creative pursuit, was 
reflective of their life-world, and expressed what they deemed to be saleable. These objects 
had been through a process – the idea, the construction, the decision to sell, were 
                                                          
28 The Regretsy website and blog operated between September 2009 – January 2013 and was archived due to 
Winchell’s heavy workload with voiceover roles. Many of the fan community active on the website’s message 
boards continue to share and discuss bad craft on the message boards at Aprilwinchell.com. Several fan-based 
tributes to Regretsy sites are in operation. Interestingly, April Winchell once appeared on an episode of 
Martha Stewart on April Fool’s Day, designed to ‘prank’ Martha by acting as an overzealous fan. She criticised 
Martha’s lack of market monopoly on crafting accessories and discussed her parent’s use of a hotel room for 
her conception. 
29 Awareness can be linked to symbolic violence. Whereas those who indulge in craftivisim use the very 
medium of ‘passive busying’ to wield political messages, Winchell curates objects from the ‘unaware’, who 
indulge in craft activities with little understanding of material properties and common use or techniques. 
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photographed and described and listed for sale. Winchell became a virtual curator of these 
objects (and their sale descriptions) and Regretsy acted as a modern day cabinet of 
curiosities. Without sites like Etsy to encourage and profile home-based crafts, many of the 
objects would never be seen outside of the domestic environment in which they were 
created. Winchell stresses that she has a sincere affection and interest in the objects that 
she curates for Regretsy, and elaborates upon the importance of quirky, abject craft and 
humour as part of her domestic tradition:  
I’ve always been a huge fan of the misguided and imperfect. I think I get 
that from my mother. When I was a kid, we’d always get the crappiest 
Christmas tree or the Santa with the missing eye. She just found so much 
humor in that, and it gave those things added value. So finding all that 
crappy crafting beyond the front page30 was paydirt. Pretty is good, but 
funny is better. (Handmadeology, 2011) 
Humour is an important element in outsider craft. This craft is often associated with a 
particular humour related to the abject or subversive. Meyer (2000) claims that humour is 
divisive as it provides an abstract or immediate method of promoting unification or division 
with an audience or issue31. The style of humour available via Regretsy is classed as 
“incongruity” because it disrupts “normal patterns of reality” (e.g. non-skilful craft items 
amongst skilful craft items for sale) (p.313). Meyer (2000, p.313) explains the humorous role 
of incongruity: 
An accepted pattern is violated, or a difference is noted – close enough to 
the norm to be non-threatening, but different enough from the norm to 
be remarkable. It is this difference, neither too shocking nor too 
mundane, that provokes humour in the mind of the receiver. 
This style of humour highlights the strange and obscure subculture of crafting and making 
goods. It forces a witty and playful response that engages with, and reframes, cultural 
quirks. The craft pieces themselves are a kind of pastiche of dominant craft practices. Craft 
products, especially those that are offered for sale, are expected (culturally and socially) to 
display a level of skill or ability. These pieces are deemed abject because of their inability to 
                                                          
30 The ‘front page’ of Etsy refers to the ‘quality’ or desirable items profiled on the main page of www.etsy.com. 
These items appear within a curated grid of images, usually selected based on a theme. 
31 Meyer provides the example that politicians often use humour as a way to gain the trust or support of the 
audience while simultaneously distancing themselves from their opposition who then appear foolish.  
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exhibit the qualities that would allow them to be successful in craft’s normalised ‘field’ of 
operation. Figure 5 depicts three craft items offered for sale via Etsy that were profiled on 
Regretsy. 
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Figure 5: (left) A clown gumball head glued on a jar, suggested as a gift ‘suitable for any occasion’; 
(middle) an orange peel hair piece; (right) a mirror decorated with razors and small plastic toys. 
The profiling of bad craft is not limited to Regretsy’s catalogue. There are numerous 
websites that celebrate poorly constructed and executed craft items, and provide humorous 
commentary on handmade failures. These include Cakewrecks (for professional cakes that 
clearly fail to attain a professional standard), Craftfail, and Epicpinterestfail (where the 
ordinary craft consumer has poorly followed a professional’s instructions, resulting in 
inadequate goods when compared to stock photos in the instructions). In such cases, 
humour is used as a device to defuse tension in the context of failure.  
Beyond the humour, the abjectified craft that Regretsy and other sites profile draws a stark 
contrast between bad craft and the polished feminine practices displayed by Martha 
Stewart32. The latter’s corporate and professionally photographed and stylised instructions 
and projects promote a fantastical representation of craft practice. The realities – such as 
missed stitches, un-risen dough or smudges – of working with materials are very different 
from the fantasy, and are foregrounded in sites that profile failures.  Bad craft is a kind of 
                                                          
32 Not all objects profiled by Winchell were created by women (such as the hummingbird feeder bike helmet), 
but perhaps this raises other questions about the ‘attempt’ of men engaging in historically women’s creative 
practices, which becomes automatically abject through this distinction – or even classified as another kind of 
hobby rather than a craft pursuit. 
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panacea to Stewart’s branded fantasy world for it provides relief from its unrealistic 
projections of perfection.  
4.3 You are what you own: Object, Self, Expression 
Earlier in this chapter, I examined domestic space and the practices that abound within it. 
This includes the behavioural need for collecting, hoarding as a compulsive ‘over-collecting’, 
as well as the desire to use craft practices to make, create and contribute to 
community/social life. In this last section, I wish to build upon these themes by discussing 
the epistemological dimensions of objects, their centrality in the telling of stories, and how 
they speak to and for us. This also extends the investigation of subversive craft practices and 
the Regretsy project, for handmade objects are layered with additional meaning pertaining 
to authenticity. 
4.3.1 Emotionally heavy: The meaning in things 
In Objects of the Dead: Mourning and Memory in Everyday Life, Margaret Gibson (2008) 
stresses the non-economic aspects of personal value and how these influence our 
relationships with goods. Gibson (2008) states that “an object accrues value over time as it 
comes to represent and recall a friendship, experiences and memories” (p.48). Marcoux 
(2001) adds that personal objects have the “potential to stand for the person because they 
have a presence” (p. 228). This sentiment has often been expressed in literature about 
everyday life and has become an important factor in this research project. This is because 
objects are filled with the emotional weight of our life stories, serving as reminders, 
prompts and physical markers for our identity.  
While we may seek to preserve objects in order to protect the memory they represent, 
other objects within the home are altered over time due to tactile engagements. An 
ethnographic study by Gregson, Metcalfe & Crewe (2009) examined how communal 
household objects (a couch, table or TV unit) were ‘continually becoming’ through use, 
repair and renewal. Continuous use and engagement ensures scuffs, scratches, marks and 
dust are added and removed over the course of an object’s life. Furthermore, an almost 
pastoral relationship develops with the things we use in domestic space. One family’s chairs 
and dining room table are seen to “enable the feeding of a family, as objects too they are 
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seen to require feeding” through the periodic waxing to nourish the wood (ibid, p.258). 
Extending this, the objects acquired by collectors in their quest for completeness can be 
seen as members of an ornamental family or clan. In contrast, the hoarder’s desperate need 
for nurturing and preserving objects can become inadvertently neglectful (especially in the 
case of animal hoarding), which can lead to the ‘abuse’ of objects. 
4.3.2 The meaning of things 
Individuals use objects to form and reinforce meanings about their life experiences. In Home 
Bodies: Tactile Experience in Domestic Space, James Krasner (2010) explores the relationship 
between touch, domesticity, perception and embodiment by drawing from clinical and 
cultural disciplines. Two of his chapters, The Hoarder’s House and Mess and Memory deal 
with the connection between physical objects and thoughts, ideas, memories. The Hoarder’s 
House focuses on abundance and emotion, and how hoarding and the acquisition of 
numerous things (both animate and inanimate) serves as a physical extension of self or 
memory. Mess and Memory introduces the home as a map for memory, and stresses the 
importance of space, place and object in the lives of the elderly. Krasner shows that 
domestic environments are carefully constructed because they are fundamentally tied to a 
sense of self and identity. Phenice and Griffor (2013) extend this concept in their study, The 
Importance of Object Memories for Older Adults. They stress sentimentality deeply ingrains 
objects in the sense of self-hood of elderly people. Objects help reinforce life events and 
relationships, and act as cultural markers, or ‘anchors’ for identity during periods of life 
disturbed by loss (of health, family members, independence, ability). 
The importance of stories and storytelling is a resounding factor in what is known about the 
relationship between people and objects. An ethnographic study by Money (2007) 
researched object narratives in order to understand how people make sense of the personal 
objects they use for display in living rooms. Money found that most ornamental everyday 
items people owned were acquired through gift giving rituals, and were kept out of 
sentimentality and obligation. It was found that ornamental objects (especially those kept 
through obligation) were ingrained with a memory or sense of others, and that the 
“preservation of such an object will ensure that this important connection between loved 
ones will be maintained” (Money, 2007, p.371). The care, housing and preservation of 
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domestic objects is the manifestation of one’s memory, and to “protect the object is to 
protect and preserve the meanings it carries” (Gregson et. al, 2009, p.252). Indeed, the 
concept of object narratives is of great importance in conceptualising my artistic practice 
and the meaning of things in domestic space. 
In the same way that things that are kept give us meaning, what is not kept also plays a role 
in identity development. Lastovicka and Fernandez (2005) studied how people negotiate the 
addition or removal of personal objects via private selling such as garage sales. Garage sales 
usually coincide with some kind of life event (moving, death, separation), when it becomes 
necessary to discard objects in order to help facilitate the process of change. Objects that 
don’t fit with, or aren’t culturally associated with, a person’s identity or version of self are 
easily discarded. In their research, Lastovicka and Fernandez (2005) shared an anecdote of a 
family selling a punch bowl as it was perceived by the former owner as unsuitable for their 
needs and belonged to high society or entertainers. In this sense, an “undesired self” is 
projected onto objects in the same way as we do with objects that align with our identity or 
values (ibid, p.815).  
Some individuals also ritualise the process of removing objects from their home. This 
involves shifting an object to a transition place, which serves as a “a key way station along a 
meaningful possession’s journey from being private and “me” (full of private meaning) to 
recrossing the boundary into public space and becoming “not-me” (and thus emptied of 
emotional meaning)” (ibid, p.817). This exit ritual is not unlike the initial “possession ritual” 
individuals use to develop an emotional connection and integration of objects within one’s 
domestic space (McCracken in Campbell, 2005, p.29). Instead, it is done in reverse, through 
a reduction in touching and interaction and a removal from view to disengage personal 
connections to the object33. 
Lastovicka and Fernandez’s insight into the boundary-crossing rituals objects undergo 
(between ‘me’ and ‘not me’) can help provide insight into how handmade items (such as 
those being sold through Etsy) are prepared for sale. As discussed in section 4.2, handmade 
                                                          
33 Though, the authors found that personal meaning is not always removed, and a condition of transferring 
objects to others (strangers) is that their own meaning and memory is preserved in the object – as when tools 
passed from a master craftsman to someone beginning in the industry; their legacy and meaning needs to be 
kept intact. 
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objects represent time (through making), skill (through manipulation of material), and 
cultural mastery (through continuation of knowledge, tradition). Hand crafted objects are 
also seen to embody memory (of the maker) during the meaningful process of creation. In 
this sense, even as objects are transferred to others (through gift or sale), the object still 
carries the residue of ‘me’ from the creator. Littrell, Anderson and Brown (1993) found that 
while travelling, people sought an experience of authenticity from handmade objects that 
exhibit personality and genuineness of the craftsperson. This ‘me-ness’ in craft objects is of 
particular importance in relation to culturally infused objects, such as souvenirs or objects 
with place-based meaning.  
4.4 Conclusion 
This chapter provided an analysis of the political and symbolic dimensions in the cultural 
and individualised currency of domestic objects in inhabited spaces. The mundane has been 
used as a theme to explore how the deeply personal and meaningful experiences of ‘home’ 
can be captured. This investigation gradually refined the focus from social, cultural and 
philosophical understandings of home, to the objects within the home. 
After introducing contemporary domesticity and building a habitat within suburban culture, 
suburbia was considered as one habitat for human development. Domestic space was 
defined as a field of operation, where individuals were influenced by their habitus and sense 
of self. Collecting was introduced as an activity that represented human curiosity about 
objects and the classification of things, and as a behaviour that could define relationships 
and the meaning of life-world phenomena. Hoarding was then introduced as a form of 
compulsive domestic collection, which sought to preserve the richness of experience of 
collecting, reinforcing everyday interactions and shaping one’s immediate environment. 
Collecting and hoarding were discussed in order to show that objects are deeply meaningful 
and ‘embedded’ in personal narratives. 
Craft culture was also treated as a way of making objects that embody memory. It was 
presented as an authentic form of cultural production whose authenticity was derived from 
a meaningful process of labour that is undertaken to produce the artefact. The tools of craft 
production were shown to be strongly associated with women’s work in the domestic 
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sphere. In undertaking craft practices, some women receive a sense of cultural validation 
that reinforces their desire to identify with conventional feminine cultural and social 
positioning. This was discussed in relation to the Martha Stewart brand of DIY promotions, 
which are designed to reinforce traditional feminine ideals. However, by weaving a 
subversive stitch, crafters offer alternate ways to use craft, which subvert the object and its 
place in the domestic realm. Craft was shown to be a practice that could be used beyond a 
socially pacifying or acceptable role, and I discussed how it could be deployed to assert 
forms of feminine identity that disrupted conventional cultural expectations. 
The pursuit of hobby crafts, e-commerce and humour was explored in relation to comedian 
April Winchell’s project Regretsy. Regretsy profiled the strangely abject and quirky craft 
production available via Etsy.com. This led to a discussion of humour as a strategy to disarm 
and rupture cultural beliefs around skill, worth and the status of marginal craft practices.  
Finally, the meaning given to objects within domestic space was proposed as an extension of 
collecting and making in craft culture. Sentimental objects, such as those inherited or 
passed on from loved ones, were shown to help preserve memories and to symbolise life’s 
relationships. Communal objects used in shared domestic space were also interpreted as 
extensions of family, requiring care and nurture as part of their object life within the home. 
People also imbue objects with memories and place deep psychological importance on their 
presence as a marker for identity. After a ritual process of acquisition and acceptance into 
the home, objects also underwent transitions as part of their removal. The sense of me-ness 
present in an object (such as those which are hand-crafted) were shown to be another 
important element in the transfer of objects and their meaning. 
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Chapter 5: Approaching ethnography and 
documenting life-worlds 
 
5.1  Introduction 
The phenomenological concept of a life-world (known in German philosophy as Lebenswelt) 
is based on the idea that our experience of the world is subjective and our perception and 
interpretation of phenomena is contingent on previous thoughts, interactions and 
experiences. Philosopher Edmund Husserl proposed that the life-world acknowledges that 
individuals can agree on what an object is, but each person sees the object differently 
because each is situated in a unique relationship with the world. Instead of searching for an 
objective truth, the individual’s specific way of looking, thinking, seeing and doing, and 
indeed ‘dwelling’ within space is valued as a unique way of perceiving the world. I wish to 
apply the life-world concept to our interactions with the mundane realities of everyday life 
to demonstrate its experiential value. If as Schneider and Wright (2006 p.20) stress, “neither 
artist nor anthropologist can now unproblematically claim a privileged position in regard to 
representing others or even their own cultures”, I want to articulate creative responses to 
the culture of domestic life from a personal perspective, no matter how seemingly trivial or 
ephemeral, because this will provide valuable insights into the idiosyncratic human 
connection with domestic objects and environment.  
In many ways the work of the artists covered in the following four chapters relate to life-
worlds, which are the sum of our individual experiences and constructed realities. 
Explorations of gender, collections and play are all subsets of larger life-worlds. The two 
artists that I have presented in this section provide glimpses into their immediate conditions 
that are extensions of their imagined worlds. Communicating insights into our disorderly, 
idiosyncratic, obsessive, and often subversive experiences through analysis, documentation 
and creative expression of life-worlds has been an important element in my research 
journey.  
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Within chapter five, I will present the artistic practices of Richard Billingham and Henry 
Darger. These artists touch on the idea that the conditions in which we live are largely 
messy and chaotic, despite the fact that we try our best to produce order. This underlying 
reality has been communicated Richard Billingham’s photographs of low socio-economic life 
in England. His method attempts to make sense of his surroundings by documenting and 
presenting the raw, unedited depiction of the everyday. On an alternate level, Henry Darger 
borrows elements from popular media and the everyday in order to makes sense of his life-
world through elaborate and detailed fantasies. In my discussion of each artist I will 
articulate how their practice has assisted the development of my own ethnographic 
mapping of domestic space.  
5.2 Richard Billingham 
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Figure 6: Two images from Richard Billingham’s (1996) Ray's a Laugh series 
Richard Billingham is a British artist whose practice includes painting and photography. His 
most notable early work was a series of photographs of his family taken with cheap, 
disposable film cameras. These amateur-styled photographs became the basis of a book 
Ray’s a Laugh (1996) that contained 50 photographs of life in a low socio-economic tower 
block in London (see figure 6). The title of the book is a sarcastic description of life with his 
father Ray.  Having grown up in impoverished conditions with an alcoholic and unemployed 
father, obese chain-smoking mother and teenage-parent brother, Billingham provides a 
seemingly uncensored documentary of daily life. It is his photographic presentation of daily 
life and exploration of the home environment that relates to my research interests. 
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What is immediately noticeable in Ray’s a Laugh is the raw aesthetic quality achieved by the 
photographs from a disposable camera. In recent times, the role of photography in domestic 
life has changed dramatically with the production and distribution of high quality pictures 
that are very affordable. This has led to more home photography being dedicated to the 
production and sharing of insignificant moments, and Billingham derives his style of 
photography from that context. In my own experience with digital photography, it is 
common place to take multiple pictures in order to frame and capture a moment or scene 
‘perfectly’. 
After viewing Billingham’s photographs however it becomes clear that his version of home 
and family is at odds with what is often shown in mainstream contexts. They in fact 
resemble classic photojournalist offerings and present ‘behind the door’ insights into the 
squalor of some families who reside in government issued houses. Spectators see how the 
‘other’ lives, and Billingham’s family can be considered as “symbols of social and class 
issues” (Remes, 1997). My interest pertains to the anthropological quality of the work, 
which Chesshyre (2001) describes Billingham’s approach as “anthropology by a member of 
the tribe”. As the photographer is not the subject, the artist remains a step away from the 
upbringing that he had endured, and produces a kind of ‘post’ auto-ethnographic 
perspective of poverty and lower class culture. I felt particularly drawn to this ‘removed’ 
quality of the artist from the images. Billingham is exposing himself without being present in 
the images. Billingham has reflected on the practice of documenting and displaying a 
personal and private family life: 
That’s never bothered me. I guess a lot of people wouldn’t want to do 
that but if you’re an artist you have to take risks. When I was a primary 
school kid I didn’t want any of the other kids to see where we lived 
because we were poor and the place was not cared for. We didn’t have 
any heating or hot water, the carpets were dirty, there was dog shit 
everywhere and there was no paper on the walls.  I don’t know when the 
turning point was but at some point – perhaps when I first started to 
photograph Ray in his room - I decided never to think about hiding my 
background or upbringing anymore. It was easier, less stressful, not to 
bother about it. Why should I hide my poor background anyway? 
(McDonald, 2012) 
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While Billingham may now feel that he should not hide his poor background, he still acted as 
a ‘documenter’ of his family’s existence, and thus situates them as part of a distant ‘other’. 
Undoubtedly, capturing such conditions was part of a cathartic exploration in which he 
came to accept where he had come from. As the pictures seem un-posed the photographs 
take on a kind of reality television feel with a social realist aesthetic. Billingham even 
describes the environment as “carnivalesque and decorative” in relation to the dolls, 
ceramic figurines and jigsaws with which his mother decorates the apartment, as well as the 
couple’s pets (ten cats and three dogs) (DocuWatch n.d.). The uncensored and ‘natural’ style 
used by the artist also renders his human subjects as decorative and indistinguishable from 
the kitsch objects that surround them. The quality of the pictures themselves also betray 
Billingham’s social status as someone who can only afford the cheap and disposable.  
Billingham’s uncensored depiction of a lower-socio economic domestic life is startlingly 
‘authentic’. The artist spent a lot of his childhood in the company of his alcoholic father, and 
each photograph can be thought of as part of an evocative ‘condensed narrative’ of this 
formative time of the artist’s domestic life. This type of reflective and anthropological 
narrative is of interest to my practice as I sought to document my own environment in a way 
that was ‘natural’ without a staged catalogue aesthetic. Billingham’s documentation of his 
history and objects within domestic space echoes the strangeness evident in the 
‘carnivalesque and decorative’ aspects of my own domestic environment. I am influenced by 
Billingham’s ‘critical lens’ through which he documents and captures the ‘oddity’ of his past 
and I sought to use the same method of looking at my own home environment.  
Billingham’s un-posed style of life-world documentation is appealing to me because it 
acknowledges the rough and dirty reality of living. This is normally absent from the pristine 
caricatures of the domestic sphere that are often presented in television and print media. 
The Billinghams’ space and possessions have not been cleaned or rearranged for aesthetic 
impact, and the cheap gaudy figurines, brown velour sagging recliners, and stained track 
pants betray Billingham’s family, while telling of their poverty and lack of class. Analysing 
such work has led me to consider: what decorative trends or objects within my own home 
betray me? 
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5.3 Henry Darger 
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Figure 7: A painting from Henry Darger’s (date unknown) The Story of the Vivian Girls, in What is 
Known as the Realms of the Unreal, of the Glandeco Angelinian War Storm, Caused by the Child Slave 
Rebellion. 
Henry Darger was a self-taught artist and writer whose vast body of work was discovered in 
his apartment after his death in 1973. Material uncovered included a 10 year diary with 
details about the weather, an eight volume autobiography The History of my Life, and a 
15,000 page illustrated fantasy novel about seven young girls, The Story of the Vivian Girls, 
in What is Known as the Realms of the Unreal, of the Glandeco Angelinian War Storm, 
Caused by the Child Slave Rebellion. This work is most commonly known as The Vivian Girls 
and consists of loose narrative ramblings combined with small drawings and large 
illustrations (see figure 7). Many of Darger’s images included traced images of young girls 
(derived from colouring books and advertising) who are depicted wandering through 
scenery or fighting against adult militia. I am interested in Darger’s fantasy imagery, twisting 
and re-presenting of reality and narrative in The Vivian Girls. 
Having lived much of his life on the periphery of society, Darger’s style of work is classed as 
Outsider Art34. Outsider Art is a fascinating practice and I am curious about the gestures and 
impressions made through aesthetic impulses or the ‘stories’ constructed in solitude or 
                                                          
34 Outsider artists use art to make sense of their thoughts and emotions with quirky imagery and peculiar 
marks. 
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reflection. Darger had been mentally ill from childhood and was repeatedly institutionalised 
during his life. His work was of particular interest to my thesis as his artistic pursuits were 
practiced in the privacy of his domestic space. Many assessments of Darger’s work focus on 
the link between his obsessive creative practice and his impoverished background, early 
institutionalisation, and mental health problems. As such, The Vivian Girls has undergone 
multiple interpretations by scholars. Few people socialised with the artist, but on occasion 
Darger’s neighbour had been allowed into his home. He describes the experience: 
That feeling that you got when you went into the room was that the 
clutter was overwhelming! It wasn’t anything you’d expect … there was a 
tremendous amount of stuff. Things were layered. Newspapers and 
magazine piled up in bundles up to the ceiling. If there was one pair of 
glasses, there must have been two hundred. Rubber bands, boxes of 
rubber bands. Shoes, lots of shoes. But you went into the room and it 
was organized … The table was cluttered to a depth of two or three feet, 
except for a working area. He had all these drawings and pictures across 
the top … it was obvious that this was a very private, a private kind of 
thing. That was the feeling that you had, just the tremendous amount of 
time and energy that had been poured into that room. (Alexander, 2012, 
p.34) 
From this description it is apparent that Darger exhibited hoarding behaviour. The vast size 
of The Vivian Girls (15,000 pages) also demonstrates his obsessive inclinations in his art and 
writing. Many of the newspapers, books and magazines uncovered by his landlord were 
clearly kept by Darger as visual source material for creating complex scenes (see figure 8). 
Collecting and cataloguing items in his domestic space also related to the fantasy world 
Darger was creating in The Vivian Girls. While chaotic and obsessive, Darger’s work was very 
much a product of the culture at the time. His work is imbued with socially and culturally 
valued ‘productive’ hobbies of the early 20th century, including collecting, collaging, writing 
and crafting. Scrapbooking, newspaper clipping and collections all suited a lifestyle of 
solitude and private relaxation within the domestic realm.  
Alexander (2012) suggests that Darger used The Vivian Girls as a means by which to make 
sense of events in the wider world. World War I heavily influenced Darger, with the work’s 
“repetitive and elaborate drawings of battles and massacres speak[ing] to a greater cultural 
fixation which was iterated in all forms of media, especially print media” (Alexander, 2012, 
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p.29). The inclusion of religious themes and imagery in his battles scenes was also indicative 
of Darger’s interest in biblical stories, and his devout religiosity.   
Darger’s depiction of young girls, surreal landscapes, violence and nudity is confronting and 
discomforting. To create the scenes, Darger traced over idyllically stylised girls from 
advertisements, colouring-in books and popular literature. The transfer and integration of 
recognisable images from mainstream media sources into Darger’s fantasy world is 
unsettling. The ‘wholesome’ innocence of the girls makes the war scenes, torture and 
violent imagery disturbing. The girls in the illustrations are often shown challenging 
authority, engaged in combat or experiencing extreme and brutal punishments from militia, 
but they are naked and androgynous as Darger added small penises to their bodies (see 
figure 8).  
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Figure 8: (top) A series of three images showing how Henry Darger traced an image from a comic 
book for use in a painting; (bottom) an excerpt from a battle scene with Vivian girls shown naked 
with male genitalia.  
MacGregor (2002) suggests Darger drew penises on the children as he didn’t understand 
sexual differences in men and women. This gender confusion could also be attributed to his 
strict religious upbringing or lack of sexual contact. Darger’s diary entries also describe his 
interest in the children’s book The Land of Oz: A Sequel to the Wizard of Oz, which 
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Alexander (2012) suggests is the text that informed his depictions of girls with penises. In 
the book, a young girl is transformed into a boy in order to become the rightful heir to the 
kingdom of Oz. Darger could have borrowed this sentiment and chosen to display the Vivian 
Girls as naked to reveal and ‘prove’ this trait. Given Darger’s medically accurate illustrations 
of massacred and disembowelled children (presumably copied from medical texts), 
Alexander’s source attribution of the hybrid-girls suggests their strength or importance. 
Trent (2010) asserts that the stories featuring young naked girls suggest Darger’s 
‘paedophilic gaze’, as he routinely collected newspaper clippings of lost or murdered girls. 
While this behaviour appears pathological, Darger’s institutionalised upbringing may have 
affected how he viewed the struggles and injustices in the world. If, as Bachelard states, we 
are especially shaped by our early experiences of home, Darger’s early institutionalisation 
under strict authority would have undoubtedly shaped him. Darger’s life-world is one in 
which his devotion to the adventures of the Vivian Girls was a form of escapism. 
Darger’s work can be considered strange and confronting due to the juxtaposition of 
violence with idyllic childhood cartoon imagery. The work of many Outsider Artists can 
produce this same tension, and it is this feeling of discomfort when viewing his work that I 
found most influential in developing my practice. My interest in discomfort is not about 
shocking viewers through my practice, but drawing upon the unusual, quirky and 
idiosyncratic to ‘disturb’ and make extraordinary the mundane. Darger’s work also echoes 
the non-expert style of many Regretsy craft constructions, which in themselves produce the 
same kind of audience discomfort. Darger’s work (and collections in his home environment) 
were private pursuits and the audience’s discomfort can also be attributed to the voyeurism 
of his private stories and recognition of Darger’s vulnerability. 
5.4 Conclusion 
Within chapter five I have discussed two artists who provide exemplars of auto-ethnography 
through creative practice. Richard Billingham’s raw and unedited photography captures the 
untidy reality of the home environment and the carnivalesque voyeurism that can come 
from documenting one’s life-world and living conditions.  Henry Darger collaged fantasy and 
reality in order to make sense of his own life-world. He used narrative and storytelling to 
play with wider cultural and social messages. Investigating these artists has provided me 
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with insight into how auto-ethnography can be used by artists to understand how the 
experience of living in domestic space can be represented.   
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Chapter 6: Framing femininity: gendered 
practice  
 
Expressions of femininity, feminism and gendered practices have been important themes in 
my research, and I have highlighted how artists explore gendered behaviour and roles, and 
the materials they use to illustrate these concerns. The portrayal of women’s perspectives in 
art relates directly to my own interest in how these practices appear in my own art and 
work. My study of artists and others who have worked with feminist themes alerted me to 
the compulsions and gendered expressions that I was consciously and unconsciously 
articulating in my practice.  
Understanding notions of self, identity and creative practices in domestic space involves 
acknowledging how gender influences daily life35. Additionally, when approaching the vast 
social, cultural and theoretical field of ‘women in art’ I wanted to describe and define my 
attitude to feminism. Amelia Jones (2010) in The Feminism and Visual Culture Reader 
provided a profoundly useful perspective that assisted me in framing my sense of feminism. 
She proposes that feminism can be used as a “mode of thinking about power” (p.1). Taking 
this into account, my work concentrates on how gender influences and can be used to 
influence cultural, social and personal positioning. Building on this recognition, I found Katy 
Deepwell’s (1997, pp.56-57) view of feminism and power in Questioning Stereotypes of 
Feminist Art Practice to be especially pertinent to my evolving viewpoint: 
One cannot escape from the fact that one is dealing with a question of 
power … I say this to highlight the limits of intelligibility within certain 
discussion not just the restraints one experiences in making connections 
between ideas, artworks, people, places … as women we also have to be 
aware of the limits within the models we borrow, the ideas we use and 
the limits of the discourse we may want to initiate given the subjects we 
focus on, the audiences we strive to find … one does not have the 
‘freedom’ to position artworks within a field of autonomous anesthetised 
                                                          
35 It is important to differentiate between sex and gender. Where sex denotes the physical bodily differences 
between men and women, gender is a culturally constructed process based on learned behaviours and identity 
reinforcements.  
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objects that one can simply rearrange at random in free-floating 
aesthetic dialogues.  
Bourdieu conveyed a similar perspective when considering the impact of power dynamics 
and symbolic violence. To draw on Bourdieu’s concept of power, influence and modes of 
domination in relation to symbolic violence (detailed in section 3.3), qualities or attributes 
considered ‘inherently feminine’ are a gendered part of a spectrum of dominance and 
submission. One’s race, class, education, employment, sexuality or cultural preferences are 
all subject to power relationships. Accordingly, female artists’ self-representations emerge 
from a life-long process in which: 
[a] woman must continually watch herself … From earliest childhood she 
has been taught and persuaded to survey herself continually. And so she 
comes to consider the surveyed and the surveyor within her as the two 
constituent yet always distinct elements of her identity as a woman. 
(Berger in Westley, 2008, p.162) 
The focus of my visual arts perspective is women and the construction of femininity through 
domestic practices and objects. Many artists are actively exploring feminism, gender 
positions and the place of the female artist, but I have chosen to focus on the presentation 
of gendered roles, behaviour and feminine constructions in the art practice of Tracey Emin 
(section 6.1) and Portia Munson (section 6.2). Tracey Emin explores and represents her 
experience of womanhood through female craft practices, while Portia Munson explores the 
relationship between objects and identity to understand how objects are used to reinforce 
and culturally validate women in society. I use discussion of these artists as a bridge to 
discuss my own artist books Stitch and Decay, The Curtain and Crafting with Cat Hair in 
section 6.3 
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6.1 Tracey Emin 
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Figure 9: (left) Tracey Emin (1995) Everyone I Have Ever Slept With 1963-1995; (right) detail inside 
Tracey Emin has produced a number of works that explore her experiences as a woman and 
act as confessional devices. This includes Everyone I Have Ever Slept With 1963-1995, (often 
known as ‘the tent’), which is the focus of my interest (see figure 9). The tent is a blue 
dome-shaped two- person tent, and on the exterior is a hand stitched label that states 
“Tracey Emin 1963-1995”. The interior is lit so the audience can the read appliquéd names 
that are spelt out in crudely stitched letters. The people listed on the walls include ex-lovers, 
friends and family members who have all slept with the artist. It is not meant to act as a 
laundry list of sexual partners, but is rather concerned with themes like honesty and 
vulnerability. The term ‘slept’ is used in the literal sense of laying down on a surface to 
sleep, but also suggests sexual intimacy. To fully engage with the work the viewer is 
required to stoop and peer or crawl through the entrance of the tent on their hands and 
knees. While the artist has revealed deeply personal experiences, the viewer must also 
adopt a vulnerable position when engaging with the work. Emin hoped that being 
surrounded by names would encourage the viewer to reflect on their sharing of intimate 
space with others (theEYE, 2005).  
Much of Emin’s work is considered to be confessional art as she seeks to reveal her “most 
intimate and private experiences, events, and emotions with the spectator” (Jackson & 
Hogg, 2010, p.124). Emin’s work is like an exposé, looking at the contents of the tent is like 
leafing through the pages of her diary. The nature of confession is to disclose, uncover or 
purge ‘secrets’, and to reveal a true version of oneself. This ‘confession’ conveys a strong 
sense of vulnerability. The names represent encounters and relationships with others. Some 
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are tender and nostalgic such as laying with her grandmother, while others are tragic, such 
as those who have abused her or her unborn twins. The act of sleeping (which is so 
fundamentally domestic) also requires a disarming of self when one lays motionless and 
defenceless. To sleep is to enter a state of unconsciousness and dreaming, and for Emin, this 
is a sacred space.  
Emin widely acknowledges that her works primarily serve to transmit feelings associated 
with objects. Thus, to crawl into a tent is to re-live a feeling of security and warmth. The use 
of a tent (rather that a quilt) confines Emin’s experiences within a protective shell36. A tent 
is a temporary sleeping quarters used by leisurely holidaymakers, or act as abodes for the 
destitute homeless. Emin’s work directly refers to her life experiences, and the viewer’s 
body becomes part of Emin’s art when entering her space inside the tent. The voyeuristic 
spectator is also forced to submit to the structure as they must stoop and crawl on their 
hands and knees in order to read the names. In referring to intimate connections with 
sexual and non-sexual partners (friends and relatives), Emin has reflected upon the 
relationship between her body, connection and experience: 
I had this idea that if you slept with someone it was like going to another 
country. I still talk about the springboard effect. Usually the biggest 
events in my life have coincided with a new sexual partner. It gives you a 
fantastic feeling … It’s things coming together. It’s a coming together with 
someone new. It’s not about physical satisfaction; it’s about being with 
someone, drifting. I would like to get into people’s minds, to explore 
inside, not just outside (Morgan, 1997). 
Emin employed craft (a culturally feminine activity) when she stitched letters on decorative 
floral scraps of fabric in the tent. The repetitive nature of Emin’s traditionally feminine 
aesthetic practice – stitching, weaving, diary writing – purposefully “establishes a visual 
dialogue” between the experience of sleeping and body-contact intimacy with womanhood 
(Betterton, 2002, p.34). Her lettering is crude with naïve stitching and imprecise measuring 
of the fabric, which suggests a technical ‘failing’. Emin’s apparent lack of craft skills, like her 
implied act of ‘sleeping around’, challenge traditional ideals of femininity. The poorly 
executed craft also reveals Emin’s rawness and vulnerability, yet she chooses to show and 
                                                          
36 Emin has also  combined writing and applique stitching on a quilt in her work Mad Tracy from Margate  
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share the construction despite its shortcomings. This aspect of Emin’s work is of interest to 
my research as I seek to understand the communicative potential of stitching, mending and 
sewing as feminine domestic practices and the connotations associated with these activities. 
Emin’s use of unskilled craft techniques provides her work with a ‘genuine’ quality as it 
appears clearly handmade and therefore heartfelt.   
Making and displaying the tent can also be interpreted as a way of signalling Emin’s personal 
growth and self-understanding. Her work can be thought of as a kind of “self-life-drawing”, 
or a selective “staging of memory”, as she seeks to elucidate a “purposeful reconstruction of 
the past as a set of stories, rather than the 'truth' of a life” (Betterton, 2002, p33). In this 
sense, Emin’s constructed narrative plays upon other people’s perception of her and she 
isolates and promotes this perception through her work. I was particularly struck by this 
when investigating her practice, and this sense of isolating, representing and exaggerating 
elements of her life-world reinforced my desire to explore this in practice.  
The process of revealing personal details through confessional art is an autobiographical 
form that directly conveys personal experience, emotion, memory and one’s sense of 
identity. Emin’s life experiences serve as a “point of departure” in her art where she 
expresses: “I start with myself and end up with the universe” (Galenson, 2008, p.246). In 
such work she draws on her insecurities to creatively engage with society, especially her 
feeling of being an outsider. Acknowledging how her race, class, gender, education and 
culture have designated her to a marginal status, Emin states: “I’m not Anglo Saxon, I’m half 
Cypriot… I left school at thirteen… I’m not middle class… I haven’t got a rounded British 
accent” (Brown, 2006, pp.15-16). She is aware of her ‘failings’ based on the dominant values 
present within culture and society. The message on the floor of the tent (which the viewer 
would look down to on their hands and knees): “With myself, always myself, never 
forgetting”. This message suggests that the one constant throughout her tumultuous 
relationship with cultural expectations, social status and a shifting identity is herself: the self 
survives. 
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6.2 Portia Munson  
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Figure 10: (left) Portia Munson’s (1994) Pink Project displayed as a ‘mound’; (right) detail of the 
same work displayed thematically on a table 
Portia Munson is an American artist who uses sculpture, painting, installation and 
photography to explore the cultural impact of consumer objects on female identity. Her 
representation of consumer objects is relevant to my research interest in notions of 
feminine identity as well as collection and possessions. Her artwork Pink Project (1994) is an 
ongoing practice where she acquires pink plastic objects, which she also curates and 
displays as a collection (see figure 10). The collecting component has spanned more than 30 
years and has resulted in the acquisition of more than 2,000 objects.  
Munson’s desire to collect is motivated by a curiosity about the culturally coded meaning of 
the colour pink as a marker of femininity. In working from the idea that ‘pink is for girls’, the 
objects she collected were tied to specific domestic duties that encouraged certain 
behaviours. For instance, many objects are part of beautification rituals: combs and brushes, 
rollers, hair decoration, mirrors and make up. The toys encourage nurturing behaviour: dolls 
and figures, animals, cots, baskets, play kitchen items and teacups. Munson only collects 
objects made from plastic because she was interested in mass produced and inexpensive 
materials that are readily available in the marketplace. The objects collected were also 
discarded, sourced from second-hand stores or junk shops destined for land-fill.  
Pink Project represents a system of collecting and the display of objects. The work was first 
exhibited in 1994 as part of the New Museum of Contemporary Art’s “Bad Girls” 
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exhibition37. Munson employs different compositions each time Pink Project is exhibited as 
each new arrangement provides Munson with a way to ‘make sense’ of what she had 
collected. The work has included careful and precise museum-based arrangements on a 
table or cabinet, as well as the haphazard piling of objects like a garbage heap in a gallery 
corridor (see figure 10 for two different displays of the work). Viewers draw upon previous 
ways in which they have seen objects presented in order to decode Munson’s 
arrangements. For instance, on a table or in a cabinet, pieces are treated with a level of care 
and respect, which invites the viewer to consider each piece. This provides both a clean 
aesthetic and an anthropological perspective to the Pink Project as each object can be 
considered discretely and in relation to the objects that surround it. In contrast, objects in a 
large heap or mound-like formation, tend to be classed as one excessive lump, and the lack 
of care and consideration in their placement devalues the items.  
Munson’s ‘mound’ version of Pink Project is more domineering than the selective display 
versions. It conjures images of a bonfire heap or towering junk pile and infers that the 
‘feminine’ in this instance is closely associated with forms of waste. Munson explained her 
approach to organising the objects in an interview: 
I had been collecting pink plastic for a very long time and I was trying to 
figure out the connection of girls or females to this color. When I came 
up with the title ‘Mound’ I was thinking of various different things, such 
as ancient burial mounds, trash piles, and the female genitals. I also liked 
the idea of making a big mound to talk about the quantity of this pink 
stuff all around us. (Erkara, 2012) 
The vast quantity of pink objects also creates an overwhelming spectacle, and Munson uses 
this abundance of materials to express her concern about the culture of consumption. 
Plastic does not readily decompose and these pieces will last for generations. The massive 
quantity of ‘pink stuff’ also indicates that the belief that both pink things and the practices 
represented by beauty tools and domestic toys are ubiquitous. The expectations that are 
aligned with pink plastic objects and female gendered identity continue to promote 
particular behaviours and qualities in women and girls. If colour alone codes objects for 
                                                          
37 The Bad Girls exhibition was controversial, with much discussion and debate that didn’t go past the title. It 
was suggested that bad girls infantilised women and their art and that the artists represented were slapped 
together because they were women, not because of the themes or power within their work. 
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girls, then these same objects (combs, purses, dolls, lipstick) should be available in blue for 
boys. However, gendered behaviour is pushed through pink goods that also represent 
activities restricted to girls, which makes it clear that “the little girl does not exist, with 
femininity being learned in the passage towards womanhood”, promoted and reinforced 
through gender appropriate play (Waxman & Grant, 2011 p.2)38. 
Pink Project also provides insights into the nuances of mass production; to render the 
required shade of pink requires synthetic pigments produced through complex industrial 
processes (Gude, 1999 p.23). Once such products are on the market their gender-coded 
cultural messages can be distributed quickly and communicated via new media to a wider 
audience. Being exposed to all this ‘stuff’ creates “an impervious necessity for women in 
particular to reframe habitual consumption and engendered alienation” (Cercone, 2010, 
p.87). Reflecting on the process of sourcing pink content, Munson notes: 
The more I collect, the more I realise that what I have is a little speck 
compared to the rest, so it’s more pointing something out rather than 
making a real difference. When I watch television and see commercials, 
or go to the mall, it’s shocking and amazing seeing how much stuff there 
is. It’s endless, this endless flow. I see a lot of the stuff that I collect as the 
other side of the mall. You identify with what you surround yourself with. 
Like Beanie Babies. My husband’s aunt has every one. That’s how she 
says who she is. I think it’s also about trying to fill up some sort of a space 
(Liese, 2000).  
Munson developed a special interest in the symbolic power of objects after having children 
and noticing the “dangerous conflation of ideologies that occurs when pink products are 
marketed as a necessary, valedictory attributes of femaleness” (Cercone, 2010, p.86). Given 
that in chapter four, objects were shown to play an important role as storytelling devices 
and markers for memory and meaning, Pink Project highlights the narratives that are given 
to girls rather than developed by them. Many of these pink objects suggest that girls should 
have a preoccupation with appearance and practice nurturing behaviours over active play. 
Kearney (2010) muses that gendered objects can function to buttress a form of social 
disciplining designed to “facilitate individual’s self-regulation in societies without centralized 
                                                          
38 Other artists have also sought to explore the colour coding of femininity, for example JeongMee Yoon’s The 
Pink Project, documenting young girls with the swarming mass of pink objects found in their bedrooms. 
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systems of control” (p.3). A pink object given to a girl reinforces their ‘girlhood’, as it 
provides reassurance about gender status and what it means to be female. Ellen van Oost 
(2003) describes the narratives associated with objects as “gendered scripts” which guide, 
suggest and connote conventional behaviours and practices. While individuals are not 
forced to adopt these identity suggestions, the process of identity development is often 
subtle and can be reinforced through constant interaction with phenomena like pink 
objects.  
Munson’s practice demonstrates Bourdieu’s suggestion that an individual’s actions can be 
regulated without explicit rules. I was motivated by Munson’s work to investigate how the 
objects around me alluded to the unspoken rules of women’s behaviour in my own culture. 
In addition to this, I investigated how the construction of objects using ‘feminine’ practices 
could also reflect these social rules. Furthermore, the spectacle of The Pink Project also 
relates to my interest in capturing the strangeness of objects and the meaning individuals 
bestow upon objects.  
6.3 Artist Books 
I put together the following three artist books (Stitch and Decay, The Curtain, Crafting with 
cat hair) as compilations of different ways of exploring, acknowledging and engaging with 
my feminine identity. While content within the books references multiple research 
interests, they are discussed here due to the importance of ‘framing femininity’ within the 
work.  
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6.3.1 Stitch and Decay 
 
Figure 11: A double page spread from Stitch and Decay contrasting four apples in various states of 
decay. 
Artist Statement: Stitch and Decay is a series of quirky interactions with 
fruit where I use techniques and actions that are inextricably linked with 
‘women’s work’, such as sewing and mending. I tried to emulate the 
‘good girl’, who mothers, nurtures, and creates, but tension emerged 
when my abject objects contravened these ideals. These ‘abject’ objects 
exceed culturally and socially designated boundaries of how women 
should behave to lead to a form of ‘misplaced mothering’.  
Stitch and Decay is a 27 page book comprised of my interactions with fruit (mainly apples) 
through stitching and clothing. The images show fruit in various states of decay with the 
rotting often concentrated around the site of stitches added to the fruit’s flesh. The initial 
interaction that started my interest in stitching fruit was the ‘clothing’ of a shrinking apple, 
which withered as it decayed. Clothing the apple was a way for me to console the fruit as it 
rotted, a gesture of care and concern. From this initial response, my interest in using fruit  to 
explore stitching and nurturing as they relate to the feminine developed, due to fruit’s 
social, cultural and biological links to the feminine.  
Biologically, the purpose of fruit, such as an apple, is for a plant to propagate by means of 
the seed within the middle of the flesh. This reproductive function is advertised via the 
attractive colour and appearance of the fruit and its readiness for consumption and 
nourishment. Many cultures have symbolised this process symbolically as fruit can 
represent health and well-being, renewal, and change of season. Popular proverbs such as 
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An apple a day keeps the doctor away and the turn of phrase The apple of my eye 
demonstrate how apples are used in this way. 
As well as acting as an analogy for reproduction, fruit has strong religious symbolism, as in 
the biblical fruit from the forbidden tree, often depicted as an apple or a fig. The fruit 
represents carnal knowledge and is synonymous with sexual awakening and knowledge (as 
Eve led Adam astray). Much fruit has been used in cultural symbolism; for example, cherries 
represent virginity, melons as slang for breasts, and bananas and cucumbers can have 
phallic connotations. The prominent Adam’s Apple on a man’s jugular is so named as it is 
reminiscent of a piece of forbidden fruit that is stuck within Adam’s (man’s) throat.  
When food begins to rot, it is considered to be ‘going bad’, and this decay occurs cells 
degrade and over-produce ethylene. The same hormone it used to ripen causes it to over-
ripen39. One bad apple amongst a carton of produce will cause the rest to spoil through its 
saturated secretion of ethylene. The expression, a few bad apples will eventually ruin the 
entire barrel is used as a metaphor for the process of corruption or dissent that can occur in 
groups of people. In contemporary Western households, due to the abundance of food 
available or the time taken for transportation and distribution, food wastage occurs. A bowl 
of fruit left on the countertop, exposed to sunlight and infused with collective ethylene 
secretions will show signs of age such as soft spots, wrinkled skin, shrinking or mould. 
Furthermore, as soon as the flesh is pierced, bruised or damaged in some form, the area is 
susceptible to bacteria and disease. Fruit must be protected, kept cool and sheltered for 
preservation.  
Julia Kristeva (1982) suggests that food aversion is “the most elementary and archaic form 
of objection” and is a bodily response that warns not to ingest things that threaten 
wellbeing (p.2). A rotting apple should conjure a sense of abjection, but my response has 
been to nurture and project an anthropomorphised sense of helplessness onto the decaying 
fruit in my kitchen. The addition of a tiny jacket to the fruit protects it; the jacket is designed 
to sit tightly around it, leaving the top and stem protruding comfortably from the neck. This 
choice reflects the maternal caregiver who takes responsibility to add or remove clothing in 
order to regulate temperature and provide comfort for the child before it can express it 
                                                          
39 It’s considered a hormonal process – much like cultural descriptions of women who are acting contrary to 
how a ‘rational’ woman should behave. 
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needs. Even when a child is able to perform this task for themselves, a mother may insist, 
put on a coat; it’s cold. An apple, of course, will never ask for, nor will it need, clothing. Yet, 
to clothe something is a nurturing act and stitching a tiny jacket for a rotting apple is a 
misplaced form of ‘mothering’. The clothing physically realises the anthropomorphism and 
signals to others that this apple needs protection. It is also a superfluous act, because it can 
achieve nothing other than an aesthetic or psychological effect for the viewer. 
If the term going bad is used to describe rotting fruit, then my instinct to clothe may be 
interpreted as a method of preservation that seeks to steer it back to going good. Could I 
not somehow influence the apple to be good again and behave? This desire to clothe and 
protect the apple correlates with my own intense desire to ‘behave’, ‘do the right thing’ and 
not transgress social boundaries defining how a woman should behave. As the good girl, 
who does the right thing and doesn’t mess it up, I tried to positively influence and save the 
apple from going bad. However, this ‘good girl’ action of trying to influence the fruit 
bypasses the obvious, perhaps more rational action of discarding rotting fruit from the 
home environment40. To behave as a ‘good girl’ is to be rendered silent and compliant and 
behave in a way that is socially acceptable. To be good, however, and to behave in a way 
which is predictable and polite is to remain unnoticed. I pondered the idea that to clothe 
the apple is not something a good girl would do. A good girl would throw the apple away to 
preserve the sanctity of domestic space.   
My decision to clothe the fruit is an absurd performance of the ‘good girl’, it is a 
misapprehension, a failure to adequately understand the standards of maternal behaviour 
espoused in the popular media, and is therefore the result of twisted logic. If the abject fruit 
repulses, it elicits a protective response to guard against the potentially harmful effect to 
our body. Clothing can be seen as a method by which to counteract this danger. Instead of 
adding to the threat of the rotting apple, the jacket disarms the viewer by ‘infantilising’ the 
fruit and rendering it helpless. This happens only on an aesthetic level, though, because the 
state of the fruit remains unchanged. 
                                                          
40 In 2013 I visited the Museum of Old and New Art (MONA) in Tasmania, and came across Michel Blazy’s 
Nature Molle, a sculptural work made from rotting fruit and agar presented on a dining room table. This work 
uses the rotting fruit to capture the passage of time and draw attention to the delicate nature of existence. I 
was profoundly impacted by the ‘beauty’ of the mould, a similar kind of affection I had for my own stitched 
apple experiments.  
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Other works offer additional ways in which to ‘help’ pieces of fruit. I had been curious about 
my ability (or rather inability) to stitch and sew, and this craft was enlisted to assist the fruit. 
A woman sews and mends, and uses stitches to pull together seems, embellish and 
decorate. I wanted my stitches to mend, to set things right, to repair the softened fruit. 
Pushing the needle under the apple’s flesh was satisfying, and I left the strands of thread 
exposed so as to clearly announce my act. However, the act of stitching, piercing or cutting 
into flesh damages the surface.  Medically, stitching and suturing skin is a process of 
encouraging healing and renewal, but my stitches were invasive and accelerated the rate of 
decay (see figure 11). The act of stitching into the fruit is in fact a process that does not 
“respect borders” (Kristeva, 1982 p.4). The repulsion that comes from disrupting bodily 
borders is described by Miller (1997), who states, “the disgust that arises when the body is 
sliced open … is more than just a function of the muck that pours out, it is a function of the 
inappropriateness of destroying the integrity of the body’s seal” (p.58). The contradiction 
between good and bad arises again in my act of trying to heal through cutting while 
disrupting bodily integrity.   
On a fundamental level, the use of rotting and decay in these works is designed to cause 
discomfort. I leveraged my feelings of discomfort about my changing art practice with my 
discomfort in working with the decaying food. This uncomfortable space opened a dialogue 
with identity, practice and theory as I used the process to confront and fragment ‘the artist’ 
persona to include unconventional ways of working. 
6.3.2 The Curtain 
 
Figure 12: A double page spread from The Curtain aligning the detail of two tangled stitches. 
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Artist Statement: Curtains are tied to notions of privacy, modesty and 
secrecy. Building on these cultural associations, I explore how the 
addition of ‘feminine’ marks, such as stitching and staining articulate my 
discomforting attempts to conform with idealised domestic practices.  
The Curtain is a 23 page book that displays how I worked with a curtain from my own 
domestic space. A large beige curtain made from thick fabric is depicted draped across a 
window, marked by stains and haphazard stitching. I included images of the curtain full 
length in an empty room as well as up close depictions of clusters of stitching and texture. 
There is only one image of my hands directly working with the fabric, staining it with fresh 
beetroot and two pictures of my hands touching the surface. The Curtain was one of the 
earliest doctoral works in which I followed the intuitive process of working in practice and 
felt successful with the aesthetic. This success was partially due to the messy, chaotic and 
dirty process of working which resolved conceptual tensions in my work pertaining to my 
desire to be ‘the good girl’ who was ‘neat’, ‘compliant’ and ‘well-behaved’. Female activities 
relating to the use of fabric and craft stitching were an important part of my process of 
exploring this. I wanted to make ‘female marks’ such as stitching and staining on the curtain, 
and explore its liminal role within domestic space.  
Historically, the inclusion of curtains in the domestic environment is a result of the industrial 
revolution and the mass-production of affordable textiles. Prior to this, only the wealthy 
could afford large pieces of silk, rugs or fabric to adorn walls and keep in heat. In the 
contemporary home, curtains serve both practical and decorative purposes. The curtain is a 
protective layer that shields, blocks, obscures, separates, and conceals things – it is in some 
respects a keeper of secrets. Within the home environment, I associate curtains and other 
textile-based objects with women. The curtain can be seen as both decorative (a home 
practice often undertaken by women), and practical (a woman’s role is to provide warmth 
and comfort to her family). A curtain’s fabric obscures, reveals, shapes, flows and drapes, 
and like a long dress, ripples and dances when moved.  
Socially and physically, the curtain is an architectural veil that defines a boundary between 
inside and outside, light and dark, or public and private, and can be considered to act at the 
intersection of these dichotomies. The curtain separates stage actors from an audience, and 
indicates the opening and closing of a performance. The curtain is drawn across a change-
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room to separate the naked body from the clothed. Fabric is drawn and draped to mark a 
barrier in surgery between patient and doctor, the clean/sterile/healthy as opposed to the 
unclean/contaminated/sick. Furthermore, blackout curtains protected homes from bombing 
during wartime by sealing in all signs of light and life from the outside world. For me, the 
curtain was already ‘loaded’ with these associations when I began to work on it as a surface.   
To stitch the curtain involved the repetitive ‘feeding’ of the fabric through a sewing 
machine. The heavy thick cloth would often catch on the needle, pulling and bunching and 
causing the machine to stitch folds and knots into each side. It became a somewhat forceful 
process as I am an inexperienced sewing machine user. In my collection of sewing 
paraphernalia I had improperly cared for spools of thread that were tangled and knotted. I 
cut knots free, and hand sewed them onto the curtain (see figure 12). These tangled pieces 
represented my neglectful treatment of the materials and amounted to small badges of 
shame. In the same way that Tracey Emin explored honesty and vulnerability in constructing 
her work, I explored feelings of being exposed and confronting my own inadequacies 
through making. 
I then extended the shameful aspect of the knots by marking the curtain with stains and 
spills. I pushed food into the curtain’s fibres, and spilled coffee, tea and red wine, and was 
eager for the tannins to stain. It was a dirty and aggressive process that defied my usual 
domestic desire to clean and preserve. I also pooled the liquid from fresh beetroot, 
resembling menstrual blood. The bleeding body of a woman is kept concealed and secret, 
and my stains paralleled this hidden seepage, and thus reinforced the sense of shame 
through exposure.  The suggestion of (menstrual) blood is enough to create a sense of 
abjection for the viewer (Houser, Jones & Taylor, 1993, p.1) and as (Fuenmayor, Haug & 
Ward, 1992, p.23) suggest, “femininity itself [can appear] as abject”. At the end of the 
process I had transformed the curtain from a private screen into an object that publicly 
represented my feelings of shame and unease. The Curtain is the tearing apart of ‘the artist’ 
and ‘the woman’, who I considered neat and compliant. My sense of inadequacy in 
performing as both artist and woman led to a ‘tearing apart’ of the process of performing 
women’s work and revealed a more honest and intuitive art practice. 
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6.3.3 Crafting with Cat Hair 
 
Figure 13: A double page from Crafting with Cat Hair in which my cat and I model the same necklace.  
Artist Statement: Those who share their home environment with 
domesticated animals inevitably end up coated in pet fur. Culturally, hair 
straddles the boundary between accepted and abject. However, to 
cohabit with other creatures is to make allowances for the by-products of 
daily living and its transgressions. I consider the presence of cat hair in 
my domestic space as representing the companionship and ‘mothering’ 
relationship with my cat. Crafting with Cat Hair is a playful engagement 
with issues such as sentimentality, women’s work and domestic craft 
rituals. 
Crafting with Cat Hair is a 27 page artist book containing documentation of the abundance 
of cat hair available within my domestic environment as well as the subsequent collecting 
and working with this material. My photographs concentrate on isolating the hair as a 
workable texture that is irresistible for tactile engagement. I show images of my hands 
touching and manipulating the fur to layer and cover my own skin. I gradually add fur to my 
own hand until a misshapen glove is formed. My hand resembles a strange animal 
appendage through this process. In addition to this, I create woollen beads from the cat hair 
through felting and rolling the fibres together. These beads are strung into a necklace, which 
I wear around my wrist and neck, in the usual position of sentimental jewellery. The 
remaining images document my cat placidly modelling a necklace made from his own hair. 
In my history of pet ownership, I have never formally acquired a cat. They were either short 
term care arrangements that became permanent, or a cat would just wander in one day and 
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never leave. My cat Manky (“The Mank”) did this exactly four years ago. When he entered 
my life it was apparent that he had been living rough for some time as he had large clumps 
of fur missing and weepy sore skin. His poor condition inspired his nickname, for my oft 
repeated expression when seeing him was “that manky cat is back again”. Food was left 
out, and once I gained his trust, plenty of cuddles and baby-talk ensued. He was crusty to 
the touch and drooled heavily when held. He was clearly thankful that someone wanted 
him. It took months of good food, veterinary check-ups and a lot of attention for his 
condition to improve. He gradually put on weight and his fur began to grow back and 
thicken. More hair meant better health. A thick luxurious coat became equated with love. 
Four years on, Mank’s condition is excellent and the clusters and nests of hair around my 
home are testament to this. While I still get the occasional raised eyebrow about his name, 
it seemed a fitting reminder of his transformation. As Manky crossed the boundary from the 
abject to the valued, he kept the name I’d given him to signify his once abject status.  
The pet owner is a willing recipient of cat hair as a “repulsive gift” (Kristeva, 1982, p.9). Hair, 
once removed from the body, is generally considered to be an abject phenomenon. Strands 
of unattached hair are synonymous with uncleanliness and bodily rejection. The presence of 
loose hair in domestic space represents the comfortable relationship between human and 
animal as it signals the freedom and allowance of an animal within a human zone. Cat hair 
covers and contaminates surfaces, but the intimate cohabitation with an animal in domestic 
space is an example in which the owner allows for “suspension of certain important disgust 
sensitivities and rules” (Miller, 1997, p.20). This suspension and acceptance involves 
handling cat litter, faeces, brushing hair from clothing and vacuuming carpets. Perhaps, 
though, this acceptance of filth is simply an extension of the daily task of tending to one’s 
own abjections. Some owners go further, willingly receiving the deposit of animal saliva on 
bare skin from a sand paper tongue. The keeping of an animal and dealing with its filth is a 
“means for demonstrating and proving love” (Miller, 1997, p.137) 41. For many, the 
responsibility for handling animal abjection is a negligible factor in the rewarding experience 
of animal companionship. 
Hair has a history of being cherished, kept in lockets or tucked in photo albums. These 
conventions personalise objects with deep layers of “sincerity and sentimentality” 
                                                          
41 It seems ironic now that my cat’s cherished nickname means filth. 
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(Sheumaker, 1997, p.429). The same things can be done with cat’s hair precisely because its 
presence represents nurturing and love. I was comfortable in collecting and handling Mank’s 
hair, having suspended disgust for the symbolism of love. I was comfortable in collecting 
and handling it so have suspended disgust for a symbolism of love. There are numerous 
products and cloth items in daily life which use animal fibres in their construction, and 
working with cat hair seemed like a natural extension of this42. Additionally, gathering fur by 
brushing Mank and peeling sheets of matted hair from the bristles was part of a grooming 
ritual. This process allows me to provide him with a similar level of affection and comfort 
similar to that he provides me.  
While cat hair is a suitable medium for felting and matting into thin sheets, I wanted to 
make large knotted beads so that I could string them together as jewellery. This would 
ensure that the hair (already loaded with sentimentality) could retain is valued status as a 
decorative personal ornament (see figure 13). To form small balls, the hair was dipped in 
water and shampooed to encourage strands to weave together. Microscopically, cat hair 
contains small ridges that help the hair strands catch and tangle when rubbed together. 
Working the hair in a rolling action between my palms was an intuitive process that resulted 
in a series of tight uniform balls. Excess moisture was squeezed out and the beads and they 
were left to dry and harden in the sun.  
Through completing this work, I can appreciate the use of strange and quirky materials in 
the construction of craft objects that appeared on Regretsy. To craft with the obscure or 
unusual materials, such as the orange peel hair piece (shown in figure 5 in section 4.2.3) is 
to play with a material’s properties and challenge the cultural dimension of craft. I consider 
working with cat hair as a strategy for me to approach craft through an alternate or 
marginal strategy. I liken this to de Certeau’s tactics, in which I have responded to the 
available conditions of my environment, ‘making do’ with what is available. I could be the 
‘good girl’ through indulging in a feminine hobby, but play the ‘bad girl’ through the use of a 
socially abject substance to do so. More importantly, to engage in a domestic tactic is not 
meant to signal an antagonistic action, but to ‘play’ with the unwritten rules of operation.   
6.4 Conclusion 
                                                          
42 However, the use of animal products in manufacturing and making is not a process of love. 
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Within chapter six, I have discussed the work of two artists, Tracey Emin and Portia Munson 
to contextually place my own work as products of my own questioning and grappling with 
notions of femininity and gender. For me, so much of the process of decoding how I have 
been working is connected to understanding behaviour, social and cultural rules and 
gendered practices. While Munson collected pink to understand it, I enacted feminine 
practices in my works (such as stitching and mending) in order to make sense of them. In 
the same way, Emin’s confessional exposure gave me insight into how to practice my own 
method of ‘self life-drawing’ and the raw emotional exposure it could produce.  
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Chapter 7: Play, humour and behaviour 
In chapter three I introduced theories and ideas about the practice of daily life. I outlined 
how individuals respond to specific conditions and situations set by social circumstances, 
and how behaviour and social etiquette are largely guided by cultural values and operations. 
People learn how to behave and adapt, and actively conform to social ideals/instructions. 
There is room however for eluding these prescriptions and gaining freedom by creatively 
exploiting the resonances of curious encounters and quirky insights that deviate from 
socially acceptable forms of behaviour. In this sense, play can be a vital means by which to 
abandon the constraints of logic or social expectations and become immersed within an 
event or moment. 
A key focus of my research project is to uncover quirky, strange, curious, playful and 
subversive practices that are undertaken within domestic environments, and how these 
relate to larger social interactions. Artists dealing with these themes acknowledge the small 
tics and rituals that develop as part of a private choreography within one’s home domain. 
Their articulations also encouraged me to record the obscure creativity implicit in the 
mundane domestic realm, as I sought to understand how we can play and engage with 
objects in domestic space.  
In order to elaborate on these themes I have investigated the practices of David Shrigley 
(section 7.1) and Annette Messager (section 7.2). Shrigley’s subversive humour uses 
inconsequential thoughts, snippets of conversations or oddly placed objects to highlight the 
bizarre comedy that is exists in the everyday. There is a beguiling honesty in Shrigley’s 
treatment of the absurd, and he uses humour to diffuse the tension that can arise when 
objects are used in an idiosyncratic, subversive and ‘incorrect’ manner. Messager’s vast 
practice straddles multiple themes within my artistic audit, especially the portrayal of 
women and their roles in society. Her scavenger-style arrangements also relate to 
collections and possessions. I am particularly interested in framing the curious, playful and 
quirky elements of her practice. As such, I will discuss some of the odd and idiosyncratic 
elements and approaches Messager uses in her art practice. These discussions will lead into 
section 7.3, where I discuss three of my artist books Cat Child, Domestic Quirk and Small 
Portraits.  
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7.1 David Shrigley 
 
 
http://www.davidshrigley.com/images/sculpture/sculpture_pics1995/gap-stuff.jpg 
 
 
 
 
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-
DRy06I6dHV8/TaCHGopTM2I/AAAAAAAAV
ZE/0Ni2sKWJruc/s800/David+Shrigley+5.jpg  
 
 
http://www.davidshrigley.com/images/sculpt
ure/sculpture_pics2007/insects1.jpg  
 
 
 
Figure 14: (top) David Shrigley’s (1995) The contents of the gap between the refrigerator and the 
cooker; (bottom left) Insects (2007); (bottom right) details from Insects 
Glasgow artist David Shrigley’s subversive sense of humour is encapsulated in a sizable 
collection of drawings, books, sculpture, photography, animations, commercial objects, 
tattoos and hypertext. Shrigley’s early sculptures, drawings and photographs have been 
particularly influential, and have given me the confidence to pursue my own creative 
interactions with domestic space. His curious interactions also provide insight into the 
creative possibilities that can be gleaned from quirky encounters and imaginative play with 
objects.  
In Shrigley’s early sculpture, The contents of the gap between the refrigerator and the 
cooker (1995), he explored a fantasy about what might lurk in the sheltered spaces of one’s 
own home (see figure 14). The work consists of a strip of multiple colourful insectoid-like 
creatures. While it is likely that a kitchen crevice only contains dirt, dust and fallen pieces of 
food, fear of the unknown can create a childlike ‘what if’, and one can imagine small 
creatures inhabiting dark recesses. The small colourful creatures are wedged together in the 
shape of the gap, as if they had just slid out in one piece. This detail adds a certain feasibility 
to Shrigley’s imaginary scenario as it is entirely possible that one’s household has a similarly 
shaped mass somewhere hidden away in a kitchen crevice.  
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This same playful fantasy is evident in the sculptural work Insects (2007) (see figure 14). This 
is a series of small insectoid-like forms made from tin cans, metal offcuts and scraps of wire. 
There are over 30 of these forms that are scattered about the floor. This work draws upon 
the phobias people have of spiders and insects, which Shrigley intensifies by exaggerating 
their grotesque elements. The creatures are too big to be overpowered by a shoe, which 
might intensify certain fears. In addition, the insects are boldly and randomly placed on the 
floor (not hiding in the dark recess of a gap), and are placed so that the viewer must 
carefully step around them. In a playful Shrigley manner, several insects mount one another 
(further fuelling the imagination – they breed) and appear to scuttle about the room.  
 
 
 
 
http://www.davidshrigley.com/images/pho
to_pics/hotdog.jpg  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
http://www.davidshrigley.com/images/photo
_pics/drink_me.jpg  
Figure 15: (left) David Shrigley’s (2002) Hot Dog; (right) Drink Me (1998) 
Shrigley has also used photography to investigate quirky and idiosyncratic interactions with 
domestic space. Hot Dog (2002) depicts a hot dog carefully tucked into a neatly made bed, 
with its head (distinguished by two googly eyes stuck to the top of the sausage) resting on 
the pillow (see figure 15). Shrigley anthropomorphises the food item and appears to make a 
conscious effort to care for it and give it the attention a living creature deserves. The 
nurtured hot dog is placed in the middle of the bed between the sheets so it can’t roll out 
(like we imagine it could). Children practice the same behaviour with toys or dolls, but the 
demonstration of care for this hot dog, by an adult, seems deliberately misplaced. 
Shrigley introduces text as commentary or instruction in Drink Me (1998) (see figure 15). 
This photograph shows a small opened juice bottle positioned at the top of small stairs in 
the front yard of an apartment complex. The only message is on a hand written label and 
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states “drink me”. These words are reminiscent of an Alice in Wonderland instruction, which 
would result in a fanciful transformation on ingestion. As this is a handwritten label it plays 
on questions of trust: Is it apple juice or something else? The hand drawn label and the 
position of the open bottle (outside near a discarded piece of clothing, upturned couch and 
abandoned mattress) suggests it is indeed something else (probably urine). The direction to 
consume it is mischievous and is a reminder to exercise caution when confronting any awry 
instruction.  
I appreciate many of Shrigley’s early artworks because of his playful juxtaposition of 
everyday objects in unusual circumstances. Simple acts, like putting a hot dog to bed, are an 
absurd affront to conventional modes of behaviour. He plays with the unwritten social rules 
of everyday order, and invites an imaginative completion of the scenes. Seeing how Shrigley 
has played with domestic insecurities relating to oversized insects and colourful creatures 
within a kitchen crevice has in part inspired my experimentation with fantasy and the 
everyday in a creative practice. For instance, many of my early play-based experiments with 
tiny domestic objects as sculptures and small plasticine figures referenced this idea of an 
imagined creature.  
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7.2 Annette Messager 
 
 
 
 
 
https://ridiculouslyinteresting.files.wordpress.com/2011/08/annette-messager-le-repos-de-
pensionnaires-1971-72.jpg?w=640&h=469  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Annette Messager (1971-1972) The Boarders at Rest (Le Repos des pensionnaires) 
Annette Messager is a French sculptor, painter and photographer who investigates notions 
about women, identity, memory and narrative. Messager conveys her message via playful 
interactions with quirky materials. Several of her early sculptural and photographic works 
are of interest to my thesis investigation as she explores adult concepts through child’s play. 
In addition, her robust thematic explorations of gender and identity are important to my 
research approach, and I am interested in how she has framed these explorations through 
play and experimentation with media. 
Messager is particularly effective in the way in which she draws on childhood games and 
applies these to the adult world. These playful approaches however don’t produce the 
humour or light-hearted effect of a child’s world. For instance, her seminal work The 
Boarders at Rest (Le Repos des pensionnaires) (1971-1972) consists of several rows of 
taxidermy sparrows that are dressed in their own knitted jackets (see figure 16). The work is 
confronting (through the use of ‘dead’ animals) and melancholic (due to Messager’s 
pointless clothing of the dead sparrows to provide comfort). It had been a particularly cold 
winter in France, and a sudden drop in temperature killed many small birds across the city. 
Messager had been creating work for a show sponsored by a wool company, and responded 
to the increased presence of tiny cold bodies on the streets by collecting and dressing them 
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in tiny woollen jackets. Messager treated the sparrows like tiny dolls, and constructed a vast 
fantasy world for them to ‘live’ in, including feather alphabets for education and small 
exercise contraptions for their use. She would ‘punish’ them for misbehaviour, or lay them 
neatly in rows like peaceful sleeping children. The birds became Messager’s treasured 
playthings and, like a child who didn’t understand death, the artist kept them alive in a 
fantasy world. In a sense, The Boarders at Rest (Le Repos des pensionnaires) is an attempt to 
express mothering behaviour as a quirky and macabre performance.  
 
  
 
No web images available. See: Catherine 
Grenier’s (2000) Annette Messager 
 
 
 
http://www.moma.org/interactives/exhibiti
ons/1995/messager/images/clmain.gif 
 
 
 
Figure 17: (left) Annette Messager’s The Marriage of Miss Annette Messager (1971); (right) A page 
from the work Children with Their Eyes Scratched Out (1971-1972). 
Messager has ‘tried on’ other behaviours in the process of playing with socially and 
culturally valued ideals of womanhood. For instance, marriage is often promoted in fairy 
tales as the happy ending or an ideal state for a woman to achieve. In The Marriage of Miss 
Annette Messager (1971) the artist meticulously collected and scrapbooked wedding 
announcements from the newspaper. She then wrote her name over the top of the brides 
and stuck pictures of her face on theirs (see figure 17). Messager’s work is a fascinating 
elaboration of collecting as it emphasises its obsessive and desperate elements. The cutting 
and pasting of pictures is also akin to a child making a collage, and the scrapbooks 
functioned like secret diaries that compounded the social ‘shame’ of her unwedded status.  
In another scrap book album, Children with Their Eyes Scratched Out (1971-1972), the artist 
collected images of babies and violently scribbled across their eyes, like a child messily 
colouring in with a marker pen (see figure 17). Here, Messager challenged the cultural 
assumption that women desire to have children. For Messager, a woman’s wish not to 
procreate carries a stigma that is as distasteful as deliberating ruining portraits of living 
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children. In a similar newspaper catalogued work, the artist played with beauty by drawing 
wrinkle-lines across pictures of youthful women’s faces in order to defile them by enhancing 
their age, like a naughty child scribbling on a magazine cover. 
Messager has role played various personas in her search for an ‘authentic’ artistic identity. 
She has been ‘Annette Messager the collector’, ‘the trickster’, ‘the peddler’ or ‘the liar’. 
These were part of her experimentation with exaggerating and testing what worked in 
practice. This process involved rupturing her sense of self and embarking on journeys 
through practice to make sense of ‘self’. She reflected on this experience: 
In the beginning, when I gave myself all the different identities: Annette 
Messager the collector, I was working with newspaper clippings, or with 
drawings; Annette Messager handywoman, artist, worked with 
taxidermied animals; Annette Messager the storyteller, the peddler... But 
we are whole beings, with many different identities, sometimes very 
contradictory, but still, I think maybe these identities do end up creating 
a whole. What I was trying to achieve with the different identities in each 
exhibition space, was the effect of a different artist who'd created each 
group of pieces. (Valdez, 2011) 
I strongly identify with Messager’s use of art to explore identity, as her approaches and 
reflections have given me the confidence to work with obscure materials and uncomfortable 
themes. Messager ‘split’ and segregated parts of her practice and tested ‘versions’ of herself 
in order to resolve tensions in her work. Having experienced similar tensions in my own 
practice, I found Messager’s strategy of breaking herself into parts in order to isolate and 
investigate pieces of her identity profoundly influential in how I undertook this research 
project.   
7.3 Artist Books 
The following three artist books, Cat Child, Domestic Quirk, Small Portraits, are 
contextualised by notions of play, humour and behaviour in domestic space.  
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7.3.1 Cat Child 
 
Figure 18: A double page from Cat Child where I catalogued different 'point of view' photographs of 
the cat’s misdemeanours (sometimes featuring him posed beside). 
Artist Statement: The contemporary relationship between humans and 
domestic animals is based on comfort and companionship. I share my 
domestic space with a tailless, long-haired ginger cat called ‘The Mank’ or 
‘Manky’ who is considered a family member more so than a pet.  Cat 
Child uses a family album aesthetic to document the visual anecdotes of 
daily life with The Mank.  
Cat Child is a 37 page book detailing the various encounters I have had with my cat ‘The 
Mank’ and provide insight into my domestic relationship with him, which is like a parent and 
child rather than a human and animal. This is the longest of the artist books, and its length is 
a testament to the sheer quantity of pictures documenting our domestic life. I captured 
these ‘daily anecdotes’ through photographs of my cat posed with the aftermath of his 
gluttonous raids on unsecured food (like a naughty child), lounging on various surfaces 
(testament to his unrestricted access to domestic space) or dressed in pet-sized coats. He is 
pictured using his body to interrupt hands typing on a keyboard or draping himself across 
paperwork. Instead of being moved or scolded, this behaviour is seen as endearing and 
worthy of documenting. The cat exists outside of the realm of human social etiquette and 
becomes a master of the domestic kingdom. This book is an extension of Crafting with Cat 
Hair where I described the circumstances in which Manky was integrated into the family.  
Nowadays, interacting with one’s pet, as if it were a child is a common domestic occurrence. 
In many homes, pets act as substitute children (or become ‘another child’) and are subject 
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to multiple nurturing rituals and encounters like human children. These include clothing (for 
warmth, comfort, decoration or entertainment), bathing (for cleanliness, medical 
requirements, vanity) and play (for socialisation, bonding, comfort). Even feeding involves 
fresh, cooked or canned gourmet food, scientifically formulated diet mixes and endless 
varieties of treats for the fussiest or most discerning tastes.  
Having been a stray meant that Manky practiced certain food scavenging behaviours until 
he learned that food would always be there at meal times. Unattended food left on the 
bench such as cakes, fruit mince pies, bread and even capsicum would be targeted. Even the 
plastic wrapping would be chewed through. Upon discovering Mank’s culinary conquests I 
would document these scenes as ‘Mank vs. (food item)’ and share them via social media as 
a kind of pet shaming (see figure 18). However, just because The Mank was capable of 
eating a variety of food didn’t mean that he should consume it.  More often than not, these 
opportunistic binges would result in sudden and violent emissions. Having to clean up the 
outputs of a pet is part of the daily ritual of pet ownership, and a disgusting one, particularly 
when the pet is sick. In The Anatomy of Disgust, William Milller describes how parents 
overcome disgust sensitivities to care for their children (or indeed owners and their 
animals). 
The childless often look on in awe, horror and/or disgust, and many can 
barely envisage parenthood at such a price. For observers who are 
already parents the act bears no such significance, having become coded 
for them as routine, except when they are rudely reminded of the disgust 
they overcame with the own kids by having to deal with the excrement of 
someone else’s child… Without love and devotion disgust is still there; a 
labor of love becomes a mere thankless task. (Miller, 1997, p.135) 
The same sentiment can be applied to the task of looking after a pet, which receives the 
same love and devotion as that of a parent and human child. Entering into a mother and 
child relationship with my cat has been a socially acceptable form of mothering. I received 
social validation of this relationship from members of my peer group. Countless images of 
encounters and daily anecdotes shared via social media have always gained approval, ‘likes’ 
and comments from others about their pets’ antics. Cat Child reflects the shared snapshot 
style of social media, with many of the pictures taken ‘in the moment’ as scenes unfolded. 
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Sometimes the ridiculousness of a situation would motivate me to document it. This can be 
seen in the pictures of the cat comfortably seated on the couch while my husband sat on 
the floor, or the awkward poses used to operate a computer so that they cat could remain 
comfortable on a lap or surface.   
Manky’s comfortableness in my domestic space is documented in different reclining 
positions on furniture, against walls and using the human body as a lounging space. The 
Mank has an intense desire to be ‘where the action is’ at all times, lounging on goods, 
important papers or leaning up against a laptop so as to be perfectly positioned near typing 
fingers for the chance of being stroked. This desperate desire to be close and appease 
translates to a willingness to pose or sit in unconventional locations. Mank happily accepts a 
row of unmatched socks from the laundry hung on his back, or marbles positioned down his 
spine. These unorthodox interactions are encouraged by the cat who signals his happiness 
through deep purrs and excessive drooling. Large patches of saliva pool on furniture, linen, 
clothing or whoever is holding him. His strands of drool, if left to dangle unencumbered, can 
reach in excess of 10cm before breaking. As my ‘cat child’, I lovingly embrace his revolting 
but genuine form of affection.  
7.3.2 Domestic Quirk 
 
Figure 19: A double page from Domestic Quirk showing the possibilities for 'animating' the mundane 
through faces in food and cupboards. 
Artist Statement: The home environment is odd and carnivalesque full of 
personal keepsakes and practised rituals of operation. Domestic Quirk 
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catalogues the humorous elements in the detritus of daily living that 
pervade our life-world.  
Domestic Quirk is a 29 page book which seeks to document my ‘behind the scenes’ domestic 
interactions, isolating the strange, surreal or mischievous elements of my own domestic 
space. Some of the images depict deliberate interactions or encounters whereas others 
document the small inconsequential details of everyday life. By documenting these 
moments I provide the viewer with an opportunity to examine the often overlooked 
peculiarities of domestic life. While these details are part of my own life-world and typical of 
my own idiosyncrasies they are representative of the small rituals and oddities present in 
many individuals’ homes.  
The home is a place of personal ritual and oddity. We are practised and undertake our own 
choreographed idiosyncratic methods of acting and enacting tasks in our space. This is 
reflected in our domestic practices such as the importance of order and how tasks should be 
done; from the way in which the washing up should be stacked to what order parts of a 
chocolate Easter rabbit should be eaten in43. Documenting the small quirky elements in my 
daily life is an immensely satisfying practice and I consider these images as a form of 
collecting. While there was no specific criteria for what constitutes ‘domestic quirk’, I was 
often drawn to capturing the slightly odd or unusual or ‘mildly interesting’ moments. For 
instance, dropped crockery such as plates and cups, food and spills are an inevitable 
inconvenience of daily living. These breaks and spills immediately disrupt the routine 
choreography of our domestic rituals and demand attention. Having all too frequently been 
responsible for such events, I occasionally documented these occurrences (especially when 
they involved a favourite cups) as a domestic memento mori. Along with breaks and spills 
from interacting with some kitchen items, mould and decomposition arises from the neglect 
of others. Unattended teacups left on bookshelves and ledges about the house often befell 
this tragedy and I documented their fate in this book. 
I often found myself recognising ‘faces’ and figures in everyday objects within my home 
environment (see figure 19). This imagery would appear through the chance arrangement of 
objects, seeing my own image reflected on a surface or through playful engagement with 
                                                          
43 Ears, face, torso, feet. 
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materials around me. For a small window of time in the early morning, one surface of my 
house became a stage for a shadow scene. Different elements from across the room (a 
ceramic duck, star trek figurine and person) would ‘meet’ on the wall. My imagination 
would instantly transform cupboard door handles and a coat hanger into an agape 
expression. Similarly, a pair of doll’s eyes could convert a slice of bread into a nervous, 
awkwardly staring creature. The addition of a fly only animated the silent terror I then 
imagined the bread ‘felt’, unable to shoo the fly away. 
Other faces in my domestic environment are indicative of my relationship. In the same way 
that dealing with cat fur is part of the quotidian life in coexisting with an animal, certain 
other abjections are part of this existence with a significant other. Living with a man involves 
finding small clusters of facial hair shavings in the sink. I chose to see this act as akin to 
leaving love notes, rather than become aggravated at the cleaning oversight. I would often 
draw pictures and shapes in the hair as a playful, yet passive aggressive message that I had 
seen it – and perhaps it was something that should be cleaned up. Instead, each day the hair 
has been left as a canvas with the expectation that shapes will be drawn. 
Other instances in Domestic Quirk represent my playful interactions with culture. A double 
page of the book features my hand holding a crocheted doll against a television screen. The 
doll is ‘Captain Picard’ from Star Trek: The Next Generation (TNG) which I had purchased 
from a seller on Etsy who had been profiled on Regretsy. The crocheted Captain Picard 
character doll, with its crude and basic construction reminded me of a scene in Star 
Trek:TNG episode Pegasus. In the episode, Picard is trying to judge the entries for ‘Captain 
Picard Day’ from children on board the Enterprise. Picard comments on the difficulty of 
judging a competition when he states that the entries “don’t even look like me”. The First 
Officer Commander Riker (‘Number One’) mimics Picard’s voice while holding a small doll 
(which crudely resembles Picard) made by one of the children. Riker quips in an offbeat 
ventriloquism “I don’t know, I think the resemblance is rather striking, don’t you agree 
number one?” The Captain is unimpressed with his First Officer’s joke and suggests he leave 
to perform his duties elsewhere.  The humour of the scene is extended when it is realised 
that Riker is attempting to smuggle (albeit unsuccessfully) the small Picard doll out of the 
room. 
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The Etsy seller’s doll had the same ‘child-made’ quality of the doll in the episode, with 
simple block colours and shapes. It had a beautifully crude character, as the crochet (fiddly 
and time consuming) gave the figure a pixelated or ‘blocky’ quality. In a moment of fan-filled 
excitement, I purchased it. It was like I was acquiring an authentic prop from the set. 
However, in place of authenticity was an aluminium foil communicator badge, with sequins 
for the Captain’s rank. When the doll arrived I took pictures of it against the scene (paused 
on the television) and submitted them to Regretsy. April Winchell, the comedian who ran 
Regretsy, loved the idea and held a ‘Captain Picard Day’ on the website, using the pictures I 
sent as inspiration for the event as well as profiling many other pieces of Star Trek craft for 
sale on Etsy.  Winchell described in an interview that during Captain Picard Day she was able 
“to post a lot of Star Trek stuff that I secretly thought was quirky and wonderful” (Skinner 
2010). My Picard doll became a catalyst for wider community discussion on marginal craft 
objects. 
Through acknowledging and documenting the quirky elements of my daily life I have come 
to realise that the odd and unusual is commonplace. Recognising these peculiar instances 
became a form of ‘domestic mindfulness’. Seeing the image of a cat in the food baked onto 
the side of a ramekin is no stranger than daydreaming shapes from clouds. Imagining that 
my cat is actually Batman from his shadow is part of being open to and succumbing to 
fantasy. Curating Domestic Quirk has shown me that the banal and quotidian, which take up 
so much of daily life, is full of humour and opportunities for play.   
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7.3.3 Small Portraits 
 
Figure 20: A double page from Small Portraits showing my hand building a miniature arrangement 
from household items. 
Artist Statement: Small Portraits is an exploration of the colour, scale, 
shape and forms present in the small items found within my domestic 
environment. The fantasy and playfulness in the miniscule is highlighted 
through the quirky compositions and assemblages I create with tiny 
things.  
Small Portraits is a 27 page artist book exploring compilations of small objects selected from 
my domestic environment. These items are a mixture of small items such as pegs, bottle 
caps, stationary and kitchen items as well as actual miniatures such as doll’s house 
accessories. The objects have been removed from their place within my domestic 
environment and stacked or arranged to form temporary compositions, presented against 
clean backgrounds. The first picture in the book is a haphazard pile of small objects taken 
from a bird’s eye view. This pile is similar to long forgotten contents of junk drawers and is 
designed to be messy and overwhelming. The viewer starts with this chaos before the 
compilations, stacks and juxtapositions are shown in the remainder of the book.  
Starting with the pile, I began to play with the objects by stacking, sorting and exploring how 
to arrange their forms. There was a strong element of ‘child’s play’ while I was handling the 
objects and because of this I began to instinctively sort the pieces by colour to ‘make sense’ 
of what I had collected. Through doing this I found that seemingly unrelated objects such as 
a tomato, rubber band, spoon, peg, button and doll’s house cushion work together based on 
their hues of red (see figure 20). As I constructed some of the coloured arrangements I 
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documented my hand adding different pieces to the compositions. These resulted in step-
by-step style pictures akin to those in a visual manual suggesting the order of assembly. In 
the third and final picture of the red stack, my hand is absent and the arrangement is subtly 
altered by the inclusion of a small yellow duckling. Suddenly the fleeting playful rule of ‘only 
red things’ is broken with this differently coloured piece. 
To play with the sense of scale I removed the items from their original household context 
and presented them against a clean background. Without a clear sense of size from the 
surroundings, the viewer must consider the objects relative to one another. The known size 
of some common household objects, such as a marble, peg or button, helps decode the size 
of other objects. Even without a clear sense of scale, the presence of my hand interjecting 
to reposition or add a piece instantly transforms the dynamic of the scene. My hand, 
relatively large and grotesque in size, overshadows the stacks and makes the viewer aware 
of their construction from miniature items. This presence renders my miniature scenes 
anthropocentric and like a ‘hand of god’, I physically play with the pieces. 
How I photographed and presented the objects was an important consideration in 
influencing how the audience would receive the compositions. Most of the pictures are 
taken portrait style, with the objects shown in full view and from up close. This style 
commands attention and treats the objects as important. The handling and stacking of the 
objects that have been sorted from the initial pile also suggests their importance. These 
items have been treated with care and attention. While I deliberately staged the objects like 
a quirky family portrait, the pieces do not seem ‘comfortable’ with one another. They are 
balanced together like circus performers for my entertainment. 
When arranged together, the objects take on new forms as they morph and ‘grow’ into new 
semblances. In one scene, an inanimate miniature chest of drawers is filled with teddy bear 
eyes, causing it to ‘come alive’ into a strange creature. These compositions also play with 
the relationship between the objects so as to suggest or reference something else. In the 
same scene, the dollhouse plate and green bowl on the top of the drawers is suggestive of a 
wide brimmed hat. The tiny vase and wooden pot balanced on the stick of a lollypop is 
reminiscent of a lamp.  
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Many objects including miniatures have a ‘way’ in which they should be handled. Even 
though play involves a kind of free association and the chance to use objects how one likes, 
certain pieces have suggested rules of operation. For instance, the scenes in which I messily 
stack doll’s house furniture parallel too closely a disorganised and unusable household 
space, like a miniature hoarder’s residence. Dollhouse furniture should be kept ordered, for 
imaginative household-based play. Playing with this supposed rule, I set up house-hold 
scenes for play and introduced an egg as occupant. Even though the egg appears to fit in 
with the scale of the furniture, its inclusion is odd and it is recognisably out of place. There is 
a ridiculous element to imagining an egg using the furniture and navigating the room. 
However, it is in that moment of imagination that the audience is transported into the world 
of the miniature and the fantasy of the egg’s inhabitancy of the small world, however 
improbable, is complete.  
7.4 Conclusion 
Within chapter seven I discussed the work of David Shrigley and Annette Messager as part 
of an artistic audit to give context to my own practice. Shrigley and Messager’s vastly 
differing practices provide insight into how play, humour and behaviour can be applied in 
practice to mess with materials or approach uncomfortable topics. I have used these 
themes in my work as a way to deal with discomfort, and mess with material properties. The 
three artist books, Cat Child, Domestic Quirk, Small Portraits, gave insight into my own odd 
rituals, practices and the quirky conditions present within my own domestic environment.  
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Chapter 8: Collections and possessions 
As discussed in chapter four (section 4.1.4), collecting expresses a natural instinct to classify 
and catalogue phenomena in our immediate world. Collections can also provide a means of 
finding completion and emotional fulfilment by possessing a set of objects. Having stuff can 
be both a source of comfort and control. The individual is practiced in the care and 
preservation of things, and Gregson et al (2009) indicates that there is a strong “curatorial 
tradition” within domestic space (p.252). However, this curation is not always predicated on 
rational ordering principles; after studying the objects that people display in living rooms, 
Riggins (1994) found that collected possessions were based on personal taste, economic 
choice and obligation. The retention of disliked gifts is curious but they are “displayed in 
recognition of the relationships they symbolise” (ibid, p.139). These objects take on a 
symbolic importance that supersedes the recipient’s taste or aesthetic disposition.  
I have noticed through exploring my own domestic space the presence of these emotional 
connections I have experienced with objects. There were multiple instances where the 
actual object didn’t matter, but the anecdote related to the acquisition of the object did. 
These objects were very personal representations of thoughts and feelings that only I could 
access. While the way in which we relate to objects and navigate them emotionally is shared 
by individuals, it is largely an unspoken process. What I have found profoundly useful in 
researching artists who investigate these themes, is seeing how peculiar and curious this 
behaviour actually is.  
The two artists I have used in my contextual investigation of collections and possessions, 
Song Dong (section 8.1) and Mike Kelley (section 8.2) use creative practice to provide insight 
into the meanings forged through intimate emotional connections and objects. Both artists 
explore ‘presence’ of people in their work and try to capture the idea of sentimentality and 
love through objects, and see objects as translating emotions and memories through their 
possession. Their artworks also display the emotional currency that is present in the 
selection, crafting and exchange of goods. I then discuss two of my artist books, My 
Favourite Thing in the Drawer and Collections, in section 8.3. 
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8.1 Song Dong  
 
 
 
 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commo
ns/f/f9/Song_Dong,_Waste_Not,_2005.jpg  
 
 
 
 
 
 
http://aliceartwriting.weebly.com/upload
s/2/9/0/5/29052665/6822516_orig.jpg  
Figure 21: (left) Song Dong’s (2005) Waste Not; (right) detail from the work. 
Chinese artist Song Dong’s (2005) collection-based work Waste Not consists of the entire 
contents of his parent’s house, including the small shed-like structure that was the family 
home (see figure 21). It is a collaborative artwork (with his mother Zhao Xiangyuan) and 
consists of over 10,000 hoarded household items. The work is arranged on the floor in 
gridded sections with cleared pathways for the viewer. There is neatness and precision in 
the placement of each object, which have been carefully positioned according to size, colour 
or intended use. The artwork is reminiscent of a giant flea market or garage sale in the sense 
that the audience can browse and appraise the arranged items. 
Dong’s family had always been frugal with their possessions, and often keep objects that 
had been damaged or replaced. This behaviour was adopted due to the strict social 
conditions and economic circumstances in China during his parent’s youth. However, after 
the death of his father, Song Dong’s mother went through a process of mourning and 
obsessively collected objects as a way of dealing with her grief. She was unable to discard 
any household items for they were triggers for memories that represented encounters, 
domestic practices and everyday life with a significant other. Dong curated the objects into 
a collection as a way to preserve the memory of his father, and to free his mother from the 
suffocating physical and emotion effects of the objects.  
The collecting of goods and objects reflects certain social and cultural value systems. The 
Chinese concept of wu jin qi yong or ‘Waste Not’ (referred to in the work’s title) was a social 
ideal that was paramount to a generation of Chinese people living under Chairman Mao 
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during the cultural revolution. Wu jin qi yong translates as ‘anything that can be somehow 
of use, should be used as much as possible’, and is reflected in the dozens of empty 
toothpaste tubes and worn out shoes that were kept by the family. The accompanying 
exhibition text for the artwork states: “For the Chinese, frugality is a virtue. But, at that time 
it was also the only way for a family to survive” (Hopkins, 2012). This frugal lifestyle echoes 
people’s behaviour during war or political instability, when certain goods and services 
become scarce. The ingrained habit of preserving and reusing items then carries over into 
more prosperous times. For instance, Dong’s mother gave him several small pieces of soap 
as a wedding gift. This represented one of the more valuable things she owned as soap was 
very scarce during her childhood (Forrest, 2013).  
The sheer number of catalogued objects in Dong’s family home allows the artist to reflect 
upon the relationships between waste, excess and the desire to collect. He has indicated 
that before undertaking the project “stuff, for me, [was] rubbish”, however now “it’s not 
rubbish – it’s love … love, is not the object, it is the memory” (Sydney Festival 2013). Chan 
(2011) likens the work to a memento mori, which prompts us to reflect “on our own 
relationship to our possessions, family and inevitable mortality” (p.47). When the 
installation was shown in Sydney, the artist reflected, “people came and saw the work and 
said ‘this is not your home, it is my home’ so we have a lot of the same story to share” 
(Sydney Festival, 2013).  
Some forms of collecting express the desire for completeness, however Dong’s collection is 
about capturing absences. Each object does not bring the collector closer to a whole or set, 
instead, it is a conduit that refers to a lost family member. Sheets and clothing that once 
adorned the form of Dong’s father are now folded in a neat pile. His father’s grooming 
routines are represented by combs with missing teeth and the occasional tangled hair. 
Everyday operational objects became infused with commemorative potential, where objects 
“lose their assigned identities … and instead become signifiers” for events, occasions and 
people (Money, 2007). The death of Dong’s father created an intensified version of wu jin qi 
yong for Dong’s mother, and just about anything could be used to preserve a memory.  
Waste Not is of interest to this thesis because of its examination of collecting, hoarding, the 
meaning of objects, personalisation of objects, domesticity and consumption. Dong’s 
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mother’s hoarding demonstrates the physical limitations and emotional burden of collecting 
in domestic space coupled with deeply engrained socio-cultural practices. This artwork 
assisted me to shift my thinking about collecting and classifying home objects especially in 
relation to what could be considered ‘okay’ and ‘not okay’ forms of domestic practice. 
Recognising how sentimentality causes individuals to form deep attachments to mundane 
objects helped to broaden my visual arts practice to include investigation into my own 
sentimental collections.   
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8.2 Mike Kelley 
  
 
 
 
 
 http://www.cloak.ch/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/mike-kelley.jpg  
Figure 22: Mike Kelley (1987) More Love Hours Than Can Ever Be Repaid. 
Mike Kelley was an American artist whose work incorporated performance, video, textiles, 
drawings and assemblage, and he used to explore themes related to gender, class and 
culture. His 1987 work More Love Hours Than Can Ever Be Repaid, consists of a large blanket 
made from stitched together hand-made soft toys (see figure 22). More Love Hours Than 
Can Ever Be Repaid is a fascinating investigation of craft’s abject qualities and the emotional 
connection we have with things, especially the handmade.  
While it is apparent that the toys in the work are handmade, Kelley did not have a direct 
relationship or emotional attachment to them, for they were sourced from thrift stores. His 
choice to use discarded goods was based on a desire to satisfy a curiosity about the social 
value of handmade objects. Handmade, as a ‘currency’ has often been seen as valuable or 
more authentic in gift giving practices. The handmade object constitutes an investment of 
time and skill, and is often given to a friend or relative to intensify intimacy and familiarity. 
The objects Kelley collected represented an investment on behalf of the maker and were 
unique in their appearance and material, but they had become ‘used’ objects in second 
hand stores. Kelley described his use of these objects as part of a desire to understand the 
meaning behind ‘making’ objects: 
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It had an accumulative effect. If you saw these things as representing 
love, then it was a massive amount of love. If you saw the things as being 
inducers of guilt or repayment, then it was more than you could ever pay 
back. So depending on your point of view, you either see it as super-
lovable or super-creepy. (Whitney Museum of American Art, 2013) 
For Kelley, the “emotional economy of gift giving” was amplified when hand-made objects 
were used as objects of exchange (Adamson, 2007, p.161). His work also pinpoints some of 
the comforting qualities of handmade objects, which are considered ‘authentic’ because 
they are created via human touch. For example, knitted soft toys are constructed through 
gestural repetition of loops and pulls, which require the maker’s investment of time, skill 
and patience. It is this process of making that Kelley suggests “loads the object with all this 
intense, ritual energy” (Miller 1992). In More Love Hours Than Can Ever Be Repaid, Kelley 
became a collector of the emotional energy invested in objects as they are played with, 
loved, and cherished. While these ‘orphaned’ handmade objects made their way into thrift 
stores, Kelley’s work does not seek to rescue them. He does, however, provide a point of 
reflection about objects we feel ‘indebted’ to, or with which we are particularly attached. 
Kelley explained his interest in the handmade object’s association with giving, feeling and 
meaning: 
Basically, gift giving is like indentured slavery or something. There’s no 
price, so you don’t know how much you owe. The commodity is the 
emotion. What’s being bought and sold is emotion … if each one of these 
toys took 600 hours to make then that’s 600 hours of love; and if I gave 
this to you, you owe me 600 hours of love; and that’s a lot. And if you 
can’t pay it back right away it keeps accumulating. (Miller, 1992) 
At the time when Kelley was making these works, many artists were utilising craft’s lo-fi and 
abject position to experiment with the value of materials and making within the art world. 
Much of this interest in using craft in art was devoted to highlighting the “culturally invisible 
and degraded” position of craft in a modern consumer culture (Adamson 2007, p. 160). 
Craft’s lowly status was in part due to the criticism and representation of it as a kind of folk-
art in the feminine tradition. As I have previously mentioned, many forms of craft making 
practices are historically associated with women’s work, and this is a factor that I have 
explored in my practice.  
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Aside from the relationship between craft and women’s work, what I find most influential 
about Kelley’s piece is the way in which he sought to represent the emotional currency 
inherent in handmade objects. Kelley’s blanket-like mass of toys is visually overwhelming 
and this hints at the complex sentimental feelings associated with childhood toys. These 
objects are comfort, but also a burden on the owner who may feel an obligation to keep the 
object to honour the gift-giver as well as their own childhood memories. Kelley’s work had 
an influence on how I investigated my own cherished objects (both handmade and mass 
produced) and prompted me to consider the ‘emotional history’ I had associated with 
things. 
8.3 Artist Books 
The following two artist books My Favourite Thing in the Drawer and Collections are works 
that investigate my interest in the ‘things’ people use to furnish domestic space.  
8.3.1 My Favourite Thing in the Drawer 
 
Figure 23: A double page from My Favourite Thing in the Drawer depicting the contents of two 
drawers and my favourite object from each. 
Artist Statement: The private space of drawers has cultural and 
emotional associations with secrecy and memory. I sought to explore 
various drawers in my domestic space and select my favourite object 
from each to document.  
My Favourite Thing in the Drawer is a 35 page artist book touring the contents of drawers 
within my domestic space. From each drawer, one object is selected and presented. Each 
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picture is framed by the dimensions of the drawer with my hand holding the object as a 
central focus. The drawers are located in various spaces within my home such as the 
kitchen, office, bedroom, bathroom and lounge room. Some objects and their drawers 
appear ‘normal’, whereas others are obscure and the contents unique to my domestic 
space. Through completing this work I became a voyeur to my own things, but in doing so, 
could reflect on the presence of these objects in my domestic space. Sometimes the objects 
that I was most attracted to had the strongest memories associated with them. In other 
instances, I chose the strangest or most peculiar object, which didn’t quite fit with the rest 
(a natural instinct to order, sort and categorise). 
Drawers are private spaces capable of concealing small objects from a general gaze. Seeing 
the contents of another person’s drawers is not part of an expected ‘tour’ of someone’s 
personal space. There is a social awkwardness in the revealing of these usually closed 
spaces. However, the presence of my hand legitimises the disclosure and gives the audience 
permission to be there. The audience is a treated as a tourist, privy to the secrets of the 
drawers but without the direct interference of their own hand opening the drawer. This 
personalised tour of objects in My Favourite Thing in the Drawer provides the audience with 
insight into my domestic life. Living habits, aesthetic choices, hobbies, education, income 
and other factors can be assumed based on the objects on display. Bachelard (1994) states 
that “both room and house are psychological diagrams” (p.38) through which a viewer can 
“read a house” or “read a room” (p.14). In My Favourite Thing in the Drawer, viewers can 
‘read a drawer’ through permitted voyeurism. 
The pictures within My Favourite Thing in the Drawer were not all taken at the same time; I 
often repeated the process of documenting my favourite thing in the drawer as the contents 
changed. For instance, at the beginning of the book I juxtaposed two pictures of my hand 
selecting objects from the same kitchen drawer. Over the course of a year, I had upgraded 
cutlery, moved different kitchen accessories or acquired other gadgets and things. I could 
see evidence of life changes from the modified drawer contents. Some of the initial 
documentations had caused me to sort and redistribute misplaced goods. I found myself 
pausing to think about how I acquired that object and what memories it had been 
associated with. 
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What making this work highlighted for me was how experience, nostalgia and memory 
influenced the importance of seemingly banal objects. In one image, my hand holds an 
empty pink Garfield poppa (see figure 23). This old juice box is effectively rubbish, as it has 
fulfilled its purpose as a one-use drink container. However, this box was the ‘mystery object’ 
wrapped inside Christmas paper and hung on the tree as a faux-present decoration when I 
was a child. I had always wanted to know what was underneath the wrapping. After years of 
use, the decoration became shabby and was destined for disposal. I finally got to unwrap 
the present and see this box inside. This poppa, (with a used by date of 1986), came to 
represent the magic of Christmas during my childhood and captures the meaning of 
anticipation, wonder, imagination and curiosity. Even though I can think back to different 
moments during Christmas in my youth, seeing the poppa seems to make the experience 
more powerful. I can’t imagine throwing the box away because of the intensity of the 
emotions attached to the memories44.  
Juxtaposed against the intense emotional significance of some objects are those which are 
inconsequential or out of place. For instance, in one picture I selected a sizeable lump of 
hardened glue that had formed on the bottom of a stationary drawer. Peeling it off took a 
large portion of cardboard drawer liner with it and I considered the happenstance creation 
of the object, which existed due to a loose lid (leaving the lid loose is a habit of which I am 
guilty with respect to most jars or containers). While a lump of glue isn’t out of place in a 
stationary drawer, other objects such as the melon baller or cartoon-tomato toothpick are. 
Their presence in a drawer designated for stationary draws parallels to my investigation of 
Collections (8.3.2) and the importance individuals give to the classification and placement of 
goods.  
Without detailed explanations of each object, those viewing the work do not have a precise 
understanding of why each piece was selected. In making this work, my intention was not to 
give detailed background information or explain each item. For me, cataloguing objects 
from my drawers was a personal process of aesthetic appraisal coupled with sentimentality. 
Viewing the book gives the audience a chance to reflect on their own domestic space, the 
placement of goods and the meaning behind the objects they keep.  
                                                          
44 This experience also links with my interest in hoarding. Does emotion justify the keeping of ‘rubbish’ 
objects? What level of emotion and memory associated with a rubbish object justifies saving it? 
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8.3.2 Collections 
 
Figure 24: A double page from the artist book Collections, paralleling two vastly different types of 
collections: dryer lint and decorative spoons. 
Artist Statement: Collecting is a common domestic practice through 
which individuals assert their identity and make sense of the world. The 
objects in my domestic environment are deeply meaningful and 
important for me in establishing my sense of place and belonging at 
home.  Collections seeks to explore the range of ‘official’ and ‘unofficial’ 
collections that develop in domestic space. 
Collections is a 25 page book detailing groups of objects in my own domestic environment 
which I class as my collections. Some of the collections are conventional, as they are 
culturally recognised collectable items such as magnets, crockery, figurines or spoons. Other 
items are part of marginal collections, like dryer lint, fruit stickers, fabric scraps and 
envelopes. Some of the collections were formed during childhood and were actively used 
and played with such as the cars and soft toys. These objects were only later categorised as 
collections as a form of nostalgia. I have arranged these images in order to tell a story, as 
“objects are a kind of material language” through which I express my own “narrative of 
experience” (Pearce, 1995, p.412). While this narrative is unique to me, many similar 
collections can be found in other domestic spaces along with objects unique to those 
environments.  
Collections are important to how individuals see themselves. I have sought to investigate 
the relationship I have with material goods and what implications this has in identity 
construction and meaning. Jean Baudrillard (1968) states, “it is invariably oneself that one 
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collects” (p.12) as we acquire goods that reinforce our identity and build a visual narrative of 
our lives. Furthermore, Walter Benjamin (1973) reveals that that while collecting is an 
extension of self, “the collector’s passion borders on the chaos of memories” through the 
meaning and association they forge with their things (p.60). This was evident in my previous 
explorations of my things in domestic space such as My Favourite Thing in the Drawer. As 
such, Collections is as much a catalogue of memories and feelings as it is things. 
In completing this work, I recognised that I had two distinct mentalities based on the kind of 
objects I was collecting. ‘Official’ collections had rigid and specific rules pertaining to 
acquisition. My ceramic chicken egg baskets, for instance, needed to be a particular size and 
style in order to be introduced into the display. The ‘unofficial’ happenstance collections 
formed through repetition and behaviour rather than a conscious desire to collect. The fruit 
stickers on my knife block came about as I put aside new stickers I hadn’t seen before. In the 
same sense, the sizeable piles of dryer lint emerged as a collection after I began putting 
aside each ‘sheet’ of fibre after I peeled it off the air vent. While this substance is generally 
considered a waste by-product of the drying process, I kept it because I wanted to 
experiment with it as a craft material. However, like many of my unfinished projects, the lint 
remains as a collected mass.  
My fridge magnets are part of a cultural practice of bringing home a ‘piece’ of a holiday 
destination to act as a marker for memories and signal to others that I have travelled. 
Magnets are accessible pieces for collection as they are widely available as part of a 
commoditised tourist culture. However, what makes this collection unusual is the criteria I 
used in collecting. My desire for magnets came about from a ‘shared joke’ to find the most 
gaudy or kitsch representation of places. The magnets had to show a stereotypical scene or 
display shallow cultural iconography and be particularly unappealing. Many of my friends 
participated in this challenge and I became the official keeper of the revolting magnet 
collection. Despite the kitsch imagery, I developed a fondness for the magnets as they stood 
for the people who purchased them rather than the places they came from. This collection 
became symbolic of my sense of humour and my relationship with others.  
Undertaking domestic collection practices is a form of emotional taxonomy for people to 
make sense of experience. I found this was especially the case when keeping objects and 
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toys from childhood. Soft toys, matchbox cars and ninja turtle figurines became symbolic of 
play, imagination and comfort and keeping these has been a practice of acknowledging and 
honouring the impact of those experiences. Coupled with this is an aching sense of guilt and 
obligation to keep these items, as they have nowhere else to go. Who would accept dusty 
toys with cracked eyes, chipped paint and missing appendages? 
8.4 Conclusion 
Within chapter eight I have discussed the work of Song Dong and Mike Kelley and 
highlighted the deeply sentimental relationship people form with objects. Both Dong and 
Kelley’s work approach loss and emotion, with each highlighting the strangeness in the 
making, giving, discarding or keeping of things. In my own work, I have played with these 
same ideas, highlighting the various collections that exist in my domestic space as emotional 
curations as well as physical and playfully framing the idiosyncratic relationship between 
objects and their surrounding space. 
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Chapter 9: Conclusion 
My research project has employed visual arts as a means through which to explore concepts 
of identity, gendered behaviour, our relationship with objects and craft culture in domestic 
space. This has been established by reflecting on intimate and idiosyncratic experiences that 
have been represented by selected theorists and artists. I have also used my art to elucidate 
the humour and creative possibilities that can be derived from what are otherwise 
considered to be mundane constructions of domestic life-worlds. This final chapter will 
present the conclusions of my research project through which I have addressed the 
question:  How can visual arts be used to uncover practices that contravene normative role 
models in the domestic sphere and why is exploring this through a visual arts practice of 
value? I also offer suggestions for future investigations and further research.  
I have drawn upon theoretical frameworks such as Pierre Bourdieu’s notion of Habitus, 
Michel de Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life, and Gaston Bachelard’s The Poetics of 
Space so as to find critical voices through which to interpret my lived experience of 
domestic space. Each theorist offers unique perspectives on how to understand and 
interpret our personal engagement with the domestic realm and the kinds of creative 
expressions that might be drawn from that environment. I conceived of domestic space as a 
field of operation and a zone that is informed by social, political, emotional and gendered 
influences. I also explored the tensions that can be unearthed by artistic practice, especially 
in the contradictions that are generated between ideal representations of the domestic 
realm and the actual and unique interactions of our own lived experience in such spaces. To 
support my impressions I developed an artistic audit in which I examined contemporary 
artists like Mike Kelley, Annette Messager, Henry Darger, Tracey Emin, Portia Munson, Song 
Dong, Richard Billingham, and David Shrigley. They have all articulated inventive responses 
to domestic worlds. Their work was used to provide additional insights into gender, play, 
ethnographic representations of life-worlds, possessions and collections, and they lucidly 
illustrated the relationship between theoretical and artistic treatments of the domestic 
sphere as a site for creative practice.  
In this practice-led research, I have employed methodological approaches developed in new 
ethnography that seek to acknowledge the self-reflexive and self-examining nature of 
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epistemology in relation to creative activity. This includes visual ethnography and auto-
ethnography, which were used as reflexive techniques to open up my own dialogue and 
creative engagement with my domestic environment. This dialogue was provided in the 
form of eight artist books that recorded my experiences as an artist/researcher creatively 
responding to my own domestic environment. The books were roughly arranged according 
to major themes of interest: femininity and gender; play, humour and behaviour; collections 
and possessions.  
In completing this project I have found that visual arts has the capacity to open a creative 
dialogue with the quotidian as well as eliciting alternative investigations of domestic space. I 
have also drawn upon the abject as a phenomenon through which to confront and isolate 
certain elements of my identity and facilitate new ways of working in practice. The artist 
books are objects that are designed to prompt the viewer to consider the strange, unusual 
and quirky elements in their own domestic environments. As was further reflected in the 
contextual review, visual arts in particular allows for an open reading of quite personal 
experiences. These provide insights into the myriad of ways that people can express creative 
responses to environments in unique ways, and this is a very valuable form of expression. I 
have shown that the mundane can in fact be a fecund source for creative practice and 
imaginings. These insights help to demonstrate how cultural and social influences permeate 
and have a deep impact on our most basic cognitions and interactions with our 
environment.  
My artist books and investigation demonstrate that ‘marginal’ or ‘outsider’ creativity can 
readily resist the kind of conventional stereotyping of normative roles and practices in the 
domestic sphere. Moreover, these conventions can be a catalyst for certain creative 
expressions that are disengaged from, or reject these ideals, and constitute valuable 
contributions to creative practice because they are quirky, creative and exciting. Indeed, I 
have discovered that the shame or sense of failure that may accrue because of an inability 
or unwillingness to conform to ideal types can become the basis for a method of creative 
interaction that can actually thrive upon one’s inability to exhibit the attributes of the 
domestic goddess. This is especially relevant in a contemporary digital culture where the 
strange, quirky and unusual become catalysts for conversation and connection when shared 
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online (with many virtual communities developed in order to curate and collect this 
phenomena). 
My research has shown that gender has a profound impact on our experience of domestic 
space because of its impact on the ‘rules’ we live by, which are reflected in culturally 
dominant values and feminine traditions. I discussed the notion of ‘practising’ femininity 
through behaviours that were encouraged as part of a set of skills required for 
demonstrating femaleness. My own artist books documented my investigations of craft 
skills and ‘female behaviours’ and how these transpired in the domestic environment. For 
women especially, the cultural messages they receive about their hobbies, talents and 
practices are at odds with those that are actually practiced in everyday life. Through 
subverting aspects of the ideal normative performance in the home, and depicting the 
messy, chaotic and idiosyncratic realities of the actual in my artist books, I provide a window 
through which these practices can be reimagined and understood. Women’s (or indeed any 
individual’s) experiences are multiple and varied, but they are challenged and changed by 
the spaces they inhabit. While by default, my research has been in part a feminist critique, 
future investigations could include a focused investigation that uses feminist discourse in an 
exclusive manner. 
Undoing the artist also meant undoing the tight and rigid definitions I had formed in relation 
to my own rules of operation. My practice has sought to provide insights into the complexity 
of the mundane and how it can generate a range of discourses and expression in visual art, 
cultural studies, sociology and gender studies. There are new possibilities for using a 
practice-led visual arts approach as a methodology alongside ethnographic investigations. 
Such a practice could be an avenue through which to frame and curate the rich and diverse 
idiosyncrasies of participants’ life-worlds. This research project has articulated creative 
responses to the culture of domestic life from a personal perspective, no matter how 
seemingly trivial or ephemeral, and provided valuable insights into the inspirational nature 
of our idiosyncratic human connection with domestic objects and environments. 
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